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o PIN ION - ..... -----
I. Introduction 

Application (A.) 83-03-36 is Southern California Edison 
Company's (Edison) Energy Cost Adjustment Cla.use (ECAC) a.nnual 
reasonableness review proceeding. By an interim decision (Decision 
(D.) 83-08-56) the ECAC billing factors were revised and the Annual 
Energy Rate (AER) determined for the test period. In this decision 
we review the reasonableness of Edison's 1982 fuel costs and resolve 
certain matters held over ~rom earlier proceedings. 

This matter was submitted tollowi~g 14 days or pub11c 
hearing. Opening br1efs were filed by Edison, the CommisSion staff 
(statt), Toward Utility Rate Normalization (TURN), and the 
Independent Energy Producers Association (IEP) - State of California, 
Department of General Services and State Solid Waste Management Board 
(State Agencies). Reply briefs were filed by Edison, staff, and 
TURN. 

II. Is~~es Presented 

By D.83-01-53 in Edison's previous annual reasonableness 
review proceeding, two issues were deferred to this proceeding. By 

D.83-05-36 rehearing of D.83-01-53 was granted, limited to the two 
issues deferred by D.8;-01-5;. These issues are: 

1. The reasonableness of Edison's increased coal 
costs resulting from the renegotiation of its 
contract with Utah International Corp- p and 

2. The reasonableness o~ the cost of power 
purchased to replace power lost because ot 
the diesel generator fire at San Onofre 
Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS) Unit 1. 

In D.83-05-36 we provided that the rehearing w0t11d be consolidated 
With this proceeding • 
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T~ese 

i:.el'llc.e ,iss-a.es :ela"':i:.g -:0 -::"e i:.ple:e:.-:.a-;io.r. a.:.e. i::.,:e:p:-e-:a-:ioll O~ 
·-:=.e coal pla.:l-: :i.:.ce:::::'ve ?:ocec.u:e a:.c. g\:.ic.eli::.es '!o:- -:b.e . 
:-easo~le:ess :eviev of ~ay:e::.-:s ~e.e to alte:-::.ative ene:-gy 
':)::-o<iuee!"s. . . -. 

Su:::arr 

a:c. !i::.d -:he p:ice paic. ~de:- -:.~e re:ego-:ia-:e~ co~t:ae-: :-easo!!.able 
c'u:'i::.g -:.b.e :oeview pe:-iod.. .Aeeordi::.glj, Ee.iso::. is allowed to :ecove:-

:-eview -oe:ioc.s • ... 

~:-:ou::.di::.~ ~e ciiesel gene:a-:o!" 
.:ePlace:e::.-: !uel cos,:s. We !i:.c. 

'a-: SONGS 1 a:.d -:.b.e resulO:i::lg 
-'" e' -es"" - ,,' ...... ...e .... ' ~ce ... e...... ~··e' __ .. ~w __ ~ .. ~.~ __ ~ ... ~ _ 

eos":s o~ aoou-:. $13 .. i :illio:. are no~ :ecove!"a~le !:o:. :a,,:epaye:s .. 
wi~::. :ega:~ -:0 -:he coal pl~-:. i::.ce::.-:ive procedure, Ediso: 

is al:o~ed "':0 :eca1~~la",:e the :esult '!o!" 1981 ":0 :e'!lec": a :oeV1sec. 
g:-oss hea.": :2..o:e s"':a:!c.a:c.. 3diso::. is also allowed "':0 :ake cer":a!~ 

Guic.eli::.es '!o:- pu:c:'ases '!:o:: a:'::e:-::.a~e e::.e::e;r p!"oc.ueers 
a:e :0"': ac.op'te~ .. 

A. The Co2! Con":!"ae"': 

1 .. Baekg:-o~d 

IV. !sstles 

Ediso::. o~s a ~8~ i::.-:.e:es",: in Units ~ ~e. 5 of -:b.~ Pour 

pa:":icipa:":s i::. ":hese 800 MW ~its a:e A:i=o~ ?t:.blie Se:OVice (APS), 
~~olic Se=V!ce o~ ~ev Mexico r ' ~he Sal~ Rive: ?=ojec~, ~uscon Gas and 
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APS has been designated by th~,patticipants as operating 
agent tor Units 4 and 5 and ad~inisters the day-to-d~ operations of 
these units in accordance with the general directions and g~idelines 
provided by the participants' jOint cocmittees. Utah International 
Inc. (Utah) owns and operates the Navajo Mine located adjacent to 
Fo~r Corners. This surface mine sells coal solely to Fo~r Corners 
under long-term coal contracts, With deliveries a.veraging 6.7 million 
tons per year since 1971 when Units 4 and 5 began full-power 
operation. Th~ coal contracts were negotiated in the early 1960s 
with Fuel AgreeI:lent No.2 (Agreement) being exec':lted in 1966. ThiS 
Agreement has a term o~ ;5 years and reserves 4,000 trillion Btu or 
222 million tons of coal for Units 4 and 5. The mine and power plant 
are located on reservation land leased from the Navajo Indi~~ 
Nation. The mine leasehold consists of a narrow strip of land 
ranging froe one mile to two miles in width and 20 miles in length, ' 
encompassing several coal reserve areas which are developed as 
necessar,y to meet plant quantity and quality requirements. 

The coal depOSits in this narrow strip vary significantly 
in coal quality and number of seams. Area I, the northern end of 
th1s strip where mining started in 196;, is basically a single seam, 
high-quality depos1t. Progressing to the south, the coal quality 
decreases while the n~ber of seams increases. In order to maintain 
an acceptable coal quality over the remainder of the A~reement, the 
high-quality coal ,from Areas! and II must be blended with the lower
quality coal in Area III. Utah~ therefore~ opened the southern 
portion of the lease, Area III, during 1979-1983 at a capital cost o! 
approximately $28 million. The coal burned at Four Corners has an 
ash content of approximately 2:;~. The ash collected at Units 4 and 5 
amounts to approximately 1.4 million tons per year and is disposed o! 
,as landfill material in the mine by Utah under an Ash Raul , 
Agreement. New air emission regulations passed by the State of New 
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Mexico i~ 1978 and 1979 required the installation ot baghouses and 
scrubbers at Units 4 ~~d 5. The bagho~ses were put in serVice in 
1982 and the scrubbers will start o~eration in 1984. Utah agreed to 
relocate a portion ot its coal stock pile to provide room for this 
new equip~ent at Four Corners. Utah. under the new Ash Raul 
Agreement. also agreed to dispose of the dust collected by the 
baghouses and the slud8e generated by scrubbers. which will add 
approximately 100.000 tons per yea~ to the previous disposal 
requirements. 

~he parties to Four Corners Agreement anticipated the need 
to accommodate untoreseen economic conditions and provided tor a 
price reopener in Section 7.1.b of the Agree=ent. This section 
obligates the parties to agree on price revisions if. through forces 
not within the reasonable control ot the parties. there "occur 
extre=e or radical changes from the economic factors and conditions 
which existed at the time of negotiation of this agreement." This 
contract provision was conSidered by both buyers and seller to be a 
necessary aeeition to a long-term coal supply agreement which vas 
intended to encompass operations extending over a period of 35 years. 
and was executed in 1966. several years prior to the commencement of 
the operation of Units 4 and 5. which occurred in 1969 and 1970. 
respectively. The parties also anticipated the possibility o! 
disagree~ent as to the oeeurrenee o~ changes within the meaning of 
Section 7.1.b. as .well as disseree~ent over the ~ethods ot revising 
contract provisions in response to changes. and so provided~ in 
Section 7.1.e. ot the Agreement, that "the matters at issue shall be 
submitted to and deter~ined by binding arbitration" if the parties 
cannot resolve them in good-faith negotiation. Two issues can 
therefore be arbitrated: (1) the issue of the occurrence of extreme 
economic change resulting in a party suffering material injur,y or 
loss; and (2) the issue of the amount and method of the price reliet • 
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In Dececber 1978, Utah claicee that the extreme or radical 
. . 

changes of the type re~erred to in Section 7.1.b o~ the Agreement had 
occurred and submitted a hardship claim which alleged, in part, that, 
due to intls.tion and mining-related reg"J.latory changes, the capital 
investment associated with developing more distant mine areas (Area 
III) exceeded the cost antic1pated in 1966 (when the Agreement was 
negotiated) and that these extreme economic changes would result in a 
negative rate of return for Utah. Utah submitted a hardsh1p claim to 
the coordinating committee of the Pour Corners partiCipants and 
proposed the following changes to the Agreement: 

Price Increase: 22.2¢/MMBtu pr1ce increase p 

reSUlting in a 77% increase over the existing 
(1978) price level of 2e.7¢/MME~J.. Escalate the 
nonescalat1ng component of the base price. 
Further p as yet unquant1tied adjustments to 
reflect Utah's 1nvestcent increases and 
regJ.lation induced productivity decreases in the 
t'uture • 
Tioing: ?r1ce increase to be effective 
immedia:tely. 
Escalation: Impleoent the use of current 
monthly indices instead of one-year lae€ing 
indices to avoid the continuing under recovery 
inherent in the present system in times of 
increasing inflation. and escalate the full 
price. 
Adjust the labor component tor future reg~lation
induced productivity losses. 
M1nimu~'?~rehase: Institute 8 take-or-pay 
provision i~ coal deliveries ~all below 117 
trillion B~J. yearly coal deliveries (eq~ivalent 
to 6.5 million tons per year). Payment to be at 
full coal price to compensate Utah tor the severe 
impact on its operating results if the plant 
falls below this historical average deliver,y 
level. 
Price Reopener: No change from existing 
contract. 
Re~latory and Royalty Costs: PrOVide for 
relmbursement 0: all new regJ.lator,r costs such as 
mine, health, and safety regJ.lations besides 
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current payment of reclamation costs and 
reimburse~ent of changes in royalties paid to the 
Navajo Indian Nation. 
Other Iss~es: Resolve the other pending 
1ss~es such as scrubber sludge disposal p ~se of a 
portion of Utah's stockpile area for scrubber and 
baghouse eonstruction, and renegotiation or a new 
maximum coal sulfur limit. 
The Four Corners participants authorized APS to undertake 

negotiations with Utah, ~~bject to keeping participants apprised of 
the status of negotiations and subject to approval by the 
participa.~ts of the res~lts of these negotiations. 

APS responded p in April 1979p to Utah's proposal and stated 
that it was not convinced of the validity of the hardship claim. APS 

advised Utah that p to better understand Utah's request p it planned to 
thoroughly examine and test Utah's right to reopen the contract under 
Section 7.1.b and to renegotiate the methods of escalation of the 
coal price. APS requested Utah's cooperation in examining the 

• reasonableness of the mining operation and in analyzing the financial 
records pertaining to the operation of the Navajo Mine. APS also 
requested Utah's position concerning the use of arbitration to settle 
Utah's hardship claim and proposed level of price adjustment. 

• 

In May 1979p Utah agreed to fully cooperate with AP$'s 
investigations so that APS could develop an informed judgment on its 
hardship claim. Utah strongly opposed the use of arbitration to 
settle the hardship claim and price adjustment. Utah ar~~ed that 
arbitration was not available ilnder the contract ilntil an informed 
disagreement on the issues existed. In addition, Utah pointed out 
that arbitration would not resolve the other contractual issues which 
were pendingp such as matters relating to ash disposal p expansion of 
the Four Corners project onto Utah's leasehold, and sulfur 
apec1!ications. In view of the importance of the hardship claim and 
price adjilstment to Utah's mine operation p the arbitration procedure 
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would be treated by Utah, ~d probably ~he particip~ts, as i~ it 
were litigation and would, there~ore, be a lengthy adversarial 
undertaking. Utah also pointed out that, if the matter were not 
settled by good-!aith ~egotiations, Utah would consider other 
remedies, such as litigation ~der the Uni!orm Commercial Code ~or 
failure of a presupposed co~dition, i.e. U~its 4 and 5 consuci~g 
substantially less coal than expected'. 

During the remainder o~ 1979, APS acting tor the 
participants, co~irmed the reasonableness and necessity ofUtshts 
hardship claim. It was fo~d that the f1nancial data on which the 
hardship claim was based was reasonable, and that the current mine 
opertions and mine planning for future operations were conducted in a 
reasonable ~d e~~ic1ent m~er, including the capital expenditures 
associated with the required mine relocation into Area III. A review 
of rates of return reported by trade magazines showed that average 
five-year rates of return achieved by coal mining companies ranged 
between 1 5~ a:l.d 2~. 

After a year of evaluations, and as the result of these 
discussions with A-~, Utah submitted a revised proposal to the 
coordinating committee of the partiCipants in Januar,y of 1980. Utah 
reiterated its hardship claim and pOinted out again that the stable 
economic environ:ent existing prior to 1966, with i~13tion rates of 
1.:3~, had changed to double-digit inflation of currently 1:3.5% ~d 
that reg~lator,y requirements which could not have been foreseen had 
caused further losses in productivity and increases in costs, Utah 
pOinted out that its rate of return would become negative if no
increases in price were granted. Utah there~ore requested the 
following ch~ges to the eXisting Agreement: 

Price Increase: A 16¢/M2Btu, !ully 
escaIatable o~e-step price increase which would 
have resulted ~~ a 5)~ i~crea$e over the base 
price of 30¢/M Btu existi~g i~ J~e 1979 • 
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Timing: 
1980. 

Price increase effective·April 1, . .. 

Escalation: A revision to a current, monthly 
index method to remove the underrecover.y inherent 
in the present lagging index method using yearly 
averages. 
Minimum P-J.::-chase: a shortfall to exist if 
Units 4 and 5 of Four Corners burn less th~~ 
1.2 M2T per quarter. Shortfall ~ayable at 85~ 
of the then-existing coal ~rice. 
Price Reo~ener: A five-year price reopener 
based on comparisons of rates of return expected 
for new mining ventures. 
Re~J.latory and Royalty Costs: full 
rei~bursement tor costs actually in~J.rred since 
these costs are not within the control of Utah. 
Other Issues: A reduction of 46 ~illion tons 
in the maximum amount of fuel reserved for the 
participants under the current Agreement to 
reflect the historical and ~~ticipated lower 
deliveries. Renegotiate the canceled ASh Haul 
Agreement for Units 4 and 5, and resolve scrubber
and baghouse-related problems. 
In response to this proposal, the partiCipants formed a 

technical committee, with all partiCipants being represented, to 
thoroughly review Utah's proposal and evaluate the financial and 
operational data and financial model on which this proposal was based. 

Over several months of review and analySiS, the members of 
the technical committee again confirmed the validity of Utah's 
hardship claim and recommended to pursue a negotiated settlement 
rather than arbitrating the price relief. Eased on the technical 
committee evalu.ation, APS,. on behalf of the partiCipants, in!'ormed 
Utah in June of 1980 that its Januar,r 1980 proposal was unacceptable 
without significant changes and outlined a counterproposal as follows: 

Priee Increase· A two-step price increase 
totaling 13¢!M2Btu. The price increase o~fered 
was structured to provide a 15~ rate of return on 
book investment. Utah had proposed a 15% rate of 
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return on ~air investment calculated as the 
average ot original and replacement cost, both 
reduced by depreciation. 
Timins: Initially a 5¢/MMBtu increase . 
e:±ec~ive when the contract amendments were 
exe~~ted, which was anticipated to be in 
September 1980, and a second step increase of 
approximately 8¢/MMBtu to be grantee (calculated 
usinS a financial model calibrated with actual 
data) at the time when the move into Area III was 
complete. This second step increase was 
anticipated to oc~~r in approximately 1983-
1984. 
Escalation: The participants accepted Utah's 
proposed index changes, but insisted on sdding a 
portion of the new price increase to the existing 
nonescalatable price component. 
Mini:n: ~~rchase: The participants 
recognized that reduced deliveries had a 
significant impact on Utah's revenues and agreed 
to reduce Utah's exposure in this area. The 
partiCipants proposed a conSiderable reduction in 
potential payments under the minim~ purchase 
provision which Utah had proposed. The 
participants proposed a trigger tonnage of 6 
million tons per year for Units 1 through 5 with 
payments to be made at 70~ of the full price 
level, since Utah would not incur variable costs 
for tons not delivered. Any tons paid for at the 
reduced price level, but not delivered, could be 
bought back in future years at a 30~ price 
level. Further, the minim~ purchase provision 
would be reduced by force majeure events. 
Price Reo~ener: The five-year pric~ reopener 
vo~la be triggered by deViations from rates o~ 
return experienced by existing mine operations, 
rather than by rates o~ re~~rn used in for~ing 
new mine ventures as proposed by Utah. 
Reg~latory and Royalt~ costs: The 
participants agreed to a passthrough ot any new 
costs associated with :ine reg~lat1ons or 
royalties. 
Other Issues: The partiCipants rejected any 
reduc~ion ~n dedicated coal reserves. In 
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addition, the participants ineisted on an 
agreement that Ut~~ wo~ld renegotiate 
expeditiously the ash agreement Utah c~~celed 
e~!ective November 30, 1980, and cooperate in 
resolving the sc~bber- and baghouse-related 
is~es. 

In mid-July 1980, Utah resp~nded to A?S regarding the 
partiCipants' counterproposal by expressing its dismay at receiving a 
proposal with so little resemblence to Utah's Jan~ary 1980 proposal. 
Utah believed that its Janua~ proposal, which represented the 
outcome of a year-long negotiation effort, was close to an acceptable 
settlement between the parties. Utah rejected the participants' 
priCing proposal beca~e, among other reasons, the 1S~ rate of ret~r~ 
on book value was considered by it to be insufficient to compensate 
the mine operator ~or the inherent risk of a complex ~~d large 
operation faced with inflationary times and in an enviro~ent of 
increasing re~~latory impact. Utah rejected the proposed trigger 
tonnage for the mini=~ purchase prOVision, streSSing that the impact 
of reduced deliveries on its profit level was devastating. Utah 
indicated that ~~ch a low-trigger tonnage would be unacceptable 
unless the coal price was increased significantly in compensation. 
Utah claimed that the participant's proposed minimu: purchase level 
would render the provision almost meaningless, especially since it 
would be potentially further red~ced by loosely detined torce maje~re 
events. Utah also rejected the proposee tici~g of the price increase 
~d insisted on reverting to the April 1, 1980 etfective date which 
it had thought had bee~ agreed to by all parties. 

In the beginning of Aug~stp Utah approach~d all of the 
partiCipants to directly express its disappointcent that its January 
1980 proposal had been rejected. Utah propcsed that the 
participants' counterproposal be adjusted to reflect the delays which 
had occurred in the exe~~tion of a contract amendment granti~ the 
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relief they had sought for nearly two y~~rs: 'Utah stressed that it 
was in the participants' best inte~est to conclude the negotiations 
on price relief as soon as possible~ since the Ash Disposal Agreement 
needed to be negotiated in advance of its expiration date of 
November 30~ 1980. 

In mid-September 1980~ APS~ on behalf of the participants p 

submitted the dratt of a contract amendment to Utah which was 
consistent with the June 1980 principles described above~ except that 
the price increase of 13¢/MMBtu was proposed to be implemented in 
th.c-ee steps which would be tailored to the timing of the investment 
in Area III. 

Utah. concluded that the major differences existing between 
its position and the participants' offer could not be timely resolved 
in the manner negotiations had theretofo~e been undertaken. Utah's 
chE~irman wrote a letter to each of' the part1cipants p requesting 
support in Utah's effort to return economic equity to its mine 
operations. Utah argued that the participants' counterproposal could 
not be accepted because it: 

Provided an inadequate rate of return. 
Pailed to protect the purchasing power of Utah's 
investment and profits. 
Required Utah to s~!er a $25 million negative 
cash flow over the next two to four years. 
Pailed to recognize the value of Utah's coal and 
water rights. 
Broadened Utah's financial risk if plant 
performance resulted in low deliveries in the 
future. 

In November 1980~ Utah and the partiCipants convened an 
officer-level meeting and agreed on a compromise settlement. The 
compromise included the following elements: 

Price Increase: a price increase of 
15¢!rlMBtu • 
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Timing: The increase to be implemented in 
five steps, paced by the investment level in Area 
III, rather than having the total increase 
effective in April 1980, as proposed by Utah. 
Th~ ~irst step o~ 5¢/MMB~~ to be effective in 
Jan~ar,r 1981, with the fifth step expected to be 
effective three to fo~r years later. 
Escalation: The portion of the price 
increase representing depreciation to be added to 
the nonescalatable base price co:ponent. Utah's 
Jan~ar.y 1980 proposal regarding index revisions 
to be reflected monthly to eliminate 
underrecover,r ca~sed by lagging annual indices 
was adopted. 
Mini:um ~~rchase: The participants' proposal 
of June 19SO to be adopted, except ~or a slight 
increase in the trigger tonnage level and 
shortfall payment percentage. 
Price Reopener: The participants' proposal 
that the price be reopened ever,r five years in 
the event Utah's rate of return on book val~e 
were to deviate (up or down) significantly from 
rates of return expected by investors in similar 
enterprises was adopted. 
Rep:ulatory a.."'ld Ro;al ty Costs: ~;ew reg"~la.tory 
cos~s incl~aing e.fects of law changes and 
royalty payments to be passed through to the 
extent act~ally incurred by Utah. 
Other Issues: Utah to continue to dispose 
'the Unl. 'ts 4 and 5 ash while the termina,ted Ash 
Disposal Agreement was being renegotiated. Utah 
to remove the one-year termination clause and 
make the terms and extensions of the Ash 
Agree:ent consistent with ?~el Agreement No.2. 
Utah to dispose of the additional 100,000 tons of 
baghouse ~~d sc~~bber wastes, and to relocate a 
portion of its stockpile area to provide the land 
necessary for the constr~ction of this new 
equipment. Utah to modify the Agreement to 
assure that the participants have the water 
supply necessar.1 to operate the Units 4 ane 5 
scr~bbers. A CPA tir: designated by the 
participants be permitted a~dit rights in 
conjunction with a five-year price review • 
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The above provisio:ls we:-e i::lcorpo:oated in. the Fourth 
Supplement to Agreecent s,:lc. became effective January 1,1981. 

2. Co~te~tio~s of the Parties 

Edison claims that the jOint deCision to negotiate contract 
adjustments rathe:- than to arbitrate was reasonable. According to 
Edison, the participants considered at the outset whether or not to 
arbitrate Utah's claim. The decision'was defer:-ed pe:ldi:lg the 
~i:ldi:lgs o~ a:l l:lvestigatiO:l by the partiCipants, includi::lg their use 
o~ cO:lsulta:lts to determi:le if extrece ~d radical cha:lges in 
economic conditio:ls had occurred as claimed by Utah and whether these 
cha:lges neceSSitated price :-evisions under Section 7.1.0 o~ the 
Ag:-eeme::lt. The pa:-ticipants confirmed the validity of Utah's 
hardship claim. !:l particular, the pa:-ticipants cO:lcluded that: 

The stable economic environ:ent of the mid
sixties, when the Agreement had been negotiated 
a::ld executed, had been replaced i:l the seve:lties 
by an e:lviron:e:lt of two-digit inflation a::le 
proli~e:-ati:lg re~~lations affecti:lg the cost of 
cine operations. Inflatio:l, as measured by the 
CO:lsumer Price I::ldex fo:- the ten years prior to 
1966, had averaged about 1.3~, while 1:l the years 
followi:lg 1966 i:lflation had increased rapidly to 
the point whe:-e 1:l 1979-1980 it averaged 1'.5~ 
pe:- year. This rapid i~crease i~ 1~flation is 
shown by tr.e con~~er Price I:l~ex, the ~NP 
Icplicit Deflate:-, ~d the Const:-~ction Machi~er.1 
a~d Eq~ipment I~dex. This latter index 
illt:s-:rates that the equip!llent :?:-ices for surfs,ce 
mi:les, such as loaders ~~ scrapers p increased 
even !:lore than general i~latio:l. 
The re~~lato~ enviro~ent for ci~ine operations 
had changed si~i!ieantly from that of the early 
1960s by the i:posit1on of :lew laws and 
reg~latio:lS, silch as the New Mexico Coal Surfaee 
Mining Act ane the Federal Mine Eealth and Safety 
Aet. These laws and re~~ations had increased 
costs and reduced =i:le productivity_ 
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The capital i~vestme~t ~ecessar.7 to ope~ required 
~ew mi~e areas or replace worn-out equipme~t had 
i~creased dramatically as the result of inflation 
which had exceeded past expectations. In 
pa:tlcular~ the cost of mi~i~g machinery ~d 
equipment rose at rates which exceeded the 
general i~lation rate. The move into Area !II 
was~ in 1919~ estimated to cost nearly $28 
million~ but it would have cost less than $12 
million if deflated back to 1966. This cost 
would have increased to only $14 million by 1979 
had the 1.~% i~lation rate persisted. 
The fi~cial data on which Utah's hardship claim 
was based was valid: Utah's expected rate of 
retur~ o~ this mi~e operatio~ would be a ~egative 
5~ for the 1981 through 1985 time period absent 
pricing adjustme~t. 
The past and present mine operations and ~uture 
mi~e pl~ have been~ a~d are~ reasonable and 
efficient~ and prOjected capital expe~diture 
forecasts for the required mi~e relocatio~ were 
reasonable and necessar,y. 
The ~ive-year average rate of return in the coal 
mining industry ranged from 15-20%. 
According to Ediso~~ i!~ after co~ducti~g this exte~sive 

investigatio~, the participants had found a valid basis of 
disagreement on this issue~ arbitration would have been undertake~. 
Rowever~ i~ light of the above findi~gs, the participa~ts co~cluded 
that extreme or radical ch~ges i~ economic conditions hadoceurred, 
and the necessity for co~sideri~g price adjustme~ts as provided for 
i~ the Agreement could ~ot be successfully disputed. Arbitration o~ 
this issue was~ therefore~ not pursued. 

Ediso~ states that the participants also co~sidered the 
value of arbitrating the seeo~d arbitrational issue, that is, the 
specific price adjustment warr~ted by the changed circumstances, and 
suggested such a course to Utah. Utah urged settlement of the issues 
through good-faith negotiatio~ and threatened to forego arbitration 
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~d litigate the issues based on the Four Corners participants· 
failure to respond to the hardship claiQ' and the alleged ~ailure o~ a 
basic condition upon which the Agreement was executed in 1966~ i.e. 
the particip~ts purchasing substantially less coal than originall~ 
projected. 

According to Edison~ the participants concluded that 
arbitration or litigation o~ the issues would be time-co~suc1~g and 
costly ~d not in their best interest or the interest o~ their 
ratepayers. At thiS point~ the participants had concluded that Utah 
would be losing money by continuing planned operations in the absence 
of price relief. I~ an extenSive a:bitration or litigation process 
had been cocmenced. the partieipants would have been coneerned about 
the reliabilit.y of coal supply and quality-control measures which 
Utah would exercise during the lengthy trial process. Furthermore~ 

arbitration would have exposed the participants to a potentially 
~avorable deciSion of the arbitration panel, diminished the 
particip~ts' degree o~ control over the process of price adjustment~ 
a.~d left unresolved several issues of benefit to the participants 
which could not be considered within the limited scope of arbitration 
per~itted under the contract. Edison and the other partiCipants 
rejected the pre:1se that arbitration is the only action that is 
de~ensible before utility reg~lato~ agencies. Although it may be 
t~e that a resolution by relatively independen~ third-party 
arbitrators would be easier to defend before ~tility regulators. the 
partiCipants concluded that their collective best judgment as to 
contract adjustments which would be in their best interests ~d the 
best interests of their customers, would be superior to that of an 
arbitration panel not permitted to consider factors beyond the 
specific issues of price adjustment. The partiCipants therefore 
decided to negotiate a settlement of Utah's hardship claim and also 
to resolve. in the process, other areas o~ co~cern to the 
participants, which were: 
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Re~egotiatio~ of the Coal Ash Disposal Agreement 
which p in November 1979~ had been terminated by 
Utah ef~ective November '0, 1980. 
The negotiatio:l. of a waste product disposal 
agreement for the new scrubbers and baghouse 
which had to be installed tor environmental 
reasons on the ~its. 
The relocation of a portion ot Utah's coal
storage area to obtain room for the new scrUbbers 
a.:ld baghouses. 
Access to additional water supplies required for 
the operation of the new scrubbers. 
In light of the above reasons, Edison believes that its 

deciSion, and that of the other five utility owners, to negotiate 
rather than to arbitrate the settlement of Utah's hardship claim and 

the other contractual areas was reasonable. 
Edison states that its manageme:l.t was aware, throughout the 

two-year negotiation process, that the outcome would be subject to an 

extensive ~d thorough review by the California ~~blic Utilities 
CommiSSion and other concerned consucer interests. The five other 
utility owners of Four Cor~ers were facing a similar prospect. 
Edison and the other partiCipants were fully aware that the result~~t 
coal price increases might be disallowed for rate:aking purposes if 
they were arrived at without proper justification. 

According to Edison, the participants were also aware of 
the importance ot the continuity and quality of the coal supply for 
Four Corners. Economical substitution of the present coal source is 
not feasible Since Four Corners is a mine-mouth plant and has no rail 
links to other large mines. Utah could have a claim of 
nonperforma.:lce under the contract if the participants had fs.iled to 
negotiate reasonable and equitable adjustments to the coal price in 
light of the existing and projected economic and re~~lator.r 
circumstances as mandated by Section 7.1.b ot the Agreement. The 
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• prospect of continuing negative rate5 of return would likely have 
postponed the move in Area III since UtSh vould have been relucta.~t 
to invest further, in a losing venture. The resultant poor coal 
quality and degraded mine reliability could have caused significant 
losses in power production and.would have required costly and lengthy 
litigation with uncertain outcome to resolve. 

Edison claims that it agreed to a reasonable settlement 
with regard to coal price and the other contract amendments. 
According to Edison~ the key question in deter~ining the magnitude 
and timing of the price increase Y3S the rate of return for Utah's 
mining operation. A survey of the mining industry showed a 
conSiderable range~ with 15 to 20% rate of return being 
re~resentative. In addition~ the methods used to calculate these 
rates of return varied from company to company. It is obvious that 
the numerical value of a rate of return is impacted by the methods 
used tor investment base valuation~ treatment of inflation relative 

• to cost and revenue forecasts and the purchasing power of money~ and 
the time periods considered for the rate of return calculation. 
Direct comparisons of rates of return are, therefore, difficult and 
need to be made with care. 

• 

Edison observes that the original Agreement does not 
explicitly address a rate of return level, but stipulates in Section 
7, Pricing, that a reasonable and equitable price should be in 
effect. Utah. requested, in its January 1980 proposal for the next 
five years, an average 17~ rate of return on fair investment value 
(average of book value and replacement cost, less depreciation), 
which was eq~ivalent to a 2~ rate of return on book value, less 
depreciation. Utah was seeking compensation for the effect of 
inflatio~ on ~ixed assets and stressed that, in order to aehieve 
this, it was necessar.y to calculate investment level and depreCiation 
based on current replaceme~t cost, rather than original p~rchase 
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cost. Utah felt that it had compromised its position already by 

agreeing to a fair-value concept. ~he part1c1p~ts co~terproposed a 
15~ rate o~ ret~rn on depreciated book value ~d argued that this 
lower rate was justified by the lower risk inherent in Utah's mine 
operation due to a secure market for its coal. 

The particip~ts ultimately agreed to a price which would 
produce an 18~ rate of return on depreciated book value averaged over 
the next five years. This price is also equivalent to a 15~ rate of 
return if book and fair value is averaged over the same time period. 
The result represents a compromise halfway between Utah's ~d the 
participants' proposal. It was considered by all participants to be 
a reasonable level ot return when compared to industry norms viewed 
in light o~ the risk inherent in the Four Corners operation, which 
was undergoing significant change by moving into more distant mining 
areas and in light of the anticipated fig~re inflation level. The 
level of return implicit in the price adjustcent agreed to does not 
establish a precedent (~loor or ceiling) for future price reviews. 

The original Agreement stipulates that the parties have to 
agree to reasonable and equitable escalation adjustments to the base 
price in case o~ a hardship claim under Section 7.1.b of the 
Agreement. Utah felt that such an adjustment would be a.chieved by a 
16¢/M2Btu increase above the 30¢/MMEtu price level of June 1979, in 
conjunction with full reimbursement for re~~lato~ and royalty 
costs. Utah had based this level of increase on the assumption that 
it would becoce effective in total on April 1,1980. The 
partiCipants had proposed a three-step 13¢/M2Btu increase CSt 
effective November 1980, 5¢ when Area III was 75% complete and 3¢ 
upon completion ot Area III in 1983) to better represent the timing 
and investment level involved in Area III. Utah conceded to the 
timing ot the price increase and accepted a five-step increase 
totaling 15.1¢/M2Bt~ with the first step of 5.4¢ to become 
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• effective Jan~ar.y 1,1981, and the other fo~r steps ot 2.4¢ gr~ted 
whenever 25~ of the Area III invest:ent"YaB completed. In light o~ 
the participants's finding of the reasonableness and necsssity of the 
capital investment in Area III. the shortcomings ot the existing 
escalation methods, the need to resolve ash disposal and scrubber
and baghouse-related issues, and in light of the then-existing 
reg~lator.y and economic environment, the agreed-to price level was 
conSidered to be reasonable by the partiCipants ot the Four Corners 
project and Sign!~icantly below Utah's original request. 

Edison admits that price comparisons are difficult and, in 
themselves, do not justify the absolute level of the coal price paid 
by a utility. But they still have value in demonstrating the 
reasonableness of prices if key parameters such as age of the 
investment, complexities of mine operation such as number ot seams, 
Btu value and ash content of the coal, overburden ratiOS, and 
transportation differences are considered. Such a study was 

• performed by Edison tor large western mines and shows that the mine 
price resulting trom the five-step price increase and the other price
related contract~al prOviSions is reasonable after all steps have 
been implemented. 

• 

Edison states that a reduced level ot coal sales to Four 
Corners was of major concern to Utah since its Navajo Mine is 
isolated trom other ~rkets and can sell coal only to Four Corners. 
Utah emphasized throughout the negotiatio~ that its Janua~ 1980 
otfer was predicated upon the assumption that the risk ot reduced 
coal sales levels would be removed by appropriate contract 
provisions. Utah proposed, in January 1980, a ~inimuc purchase 
provision which ~equired the partiCipants to purchase 1.2 million of 
coal each q~arter ~or Units 4 and 5. ~ shortfall below that 
tonnage level would be payable at 86~ ot the coal price • 
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The participants co~!irmed that the majority of mi~e costs 
are fixed and that reduced "deliveries co~stitute a signi~ie~t~ 
adverse impact o~ the !i~ancial results of a mi~e operatio~. The 
participants theretore o~!ered, i~ June 1980, a mi~imum purchase 
provisio~ tri&gered by an ~ual delivery level o! six million to~s 
(the historical minim~ delive~ level to all five units at Four 
Corners). A~ shortfall wou~d be payable at 70~ of the price With a 
b~back of such tons in future years at the 30% price level. This 
trigger to~age level would be reduced by force majeure events. Utah 
demonstrated, to the satisfaction of the partiCipants, that its 
actual fixed cost level was higher than estimated by the 
particip~ts. Utah conceded to setting the to~age level on an 
~ual basis for the whole station which considerably reduces the 
risk of shortfall payments by the partiCipants. In return, the 
participants raised the trigger tonnage level to 6.3 million tons and 
the shortfall-ton price level to 76% with a commensurate price 
decrease in the buyback price. 

For perspective, it this minim~ purchase provision had 
been in force historically, shortfalls would have occurred three 
times in the time period 1971 ~hrough 1980, with the buyback 
provisio~ recovering all payments under th~s provision in subse~uent 
years. In light ~! these considerations~ the participants were of 
the opinion that it was reasonable to include the minicum purchase 
provision. 

The hardship provisions of Section 7.1.b were replaced by a 
five-year price reope~er. The participants added the right to audit, 
by use of an independent CPA firm, Utah's operati~n records to 
determine the actual rate of return. Utah had initially suggested 
that this five-year price reopener be based on rates o! return 
expected by ~ mine ve~tures. The participants agreed a five-year 
reopener provision to assure both parties involved in the Agreement 
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that an opportunity to earn a ~air and reasonable rate-of return will 
be provided over the remaining ter~ of the Agreement. The 
participants believed that, in light o! economic and re~lator.1 
uncertainties, it would have been imprudent to agree to a fixed-price 
level without the opportunity to make fut~re adjustments, either up 
or down, to the coal price. The participants felt, based on the 
experience with the gross i~equities provision of Section 7.1.b, that 
the new five-year price reopener would be a more reasonable mechanism 
to resolving similar issues in the future. However, the participants 
did not agree that rates of return for new mine ventures would be an ........ 
appropriate standard and sought, instead, a lower standard related to 
existing mine operations. 

In summar.1, Edison argues that the reasonableness o~ the 
Four Corners Coal Contract negotiations and resulting coal price has 
been conclusively de~onstrated. Edison states: 

"The provision of Section 7.1.b of the Agreement 
were satisfied as a result of changed 
circumstances in accordance with the contract 
intent. The Particip~~ts were obligated to 
negotiate fair and equitable adjustments in good 
faith response. 

"Edison and the other PartiCipants achieved 
additional consideration in the form of a new ash 
disposal agreement and the land and water for the 
new scrubbers and baghouses. 

"Edison and the other PartiCipants acted 
reasonably in negotiating an adjustment to the 
contract price rather th~~ arbitrate the 
issues. 

"Edison and the other Participants drove a hard 
bargain with the coal supplier. 

"Edison and the other partiCipants negotiated a 
reasonable adj~stment to the Four Corners Fuel 
Agreement No.2, particularly in the areas o~ 
price re11e~p minimum purchase prOViSion, and 
five year price reopener-" 
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A.83-03-36, A.82-03-04 ALJ/og 

TURN observes that Edison's gener~ting facilities at Four 
Corners - jOintly owned with five other-utilities - were built in the 
late60s p virtually on top of coal reserves belonging to the 
predecessor of Utah. Obviously, they would not have been built there 
unless the utilities were ~~re that a suitable quantity of suitably 
priced coal were available for the life of the operation. The 
original agreement between the utilities and their supplier, dated 
September 1,1966 and entitled, "Four Corners Fuel Agreement No.2," 
must be pre~~ed to embody that original ~der$tanding. 

TUPlT states that in retrospect, the 1966 Agreement turned 
out to be favorable for the Edison ~~stomer. Generally, the buyer 
eould take as little or as much coal as the power plants required and 
the price, though increasing over the years, continued to be lower 
than that charged at other western strip mines. However, one section 
(Section 7.1.b) of the contract provided that the escalation formulae 
that captured changes in the seller's taxes, lab¢r material anc 
supplies, electric power, and con~~:able equipment could be 
renegotiated if they proved to be unfair or inequitable due to 
changed "economic factors and conditions". Relying on this "re
opener" provision Edison, its co-owners, and Utah renegotiatd the 
Four Corners Agreement and exe~~ted a Fourth Supplement thereto, 
et~ective Jan~ary 1,1981. As a result Edison's ~~stomers paid 
apprOXimately $.11 per E~~ (=S4 million) more for coal in 1981 and 
abo~t $.12 per Bt~ (=$5 million per year) more in 1982. 

TUP~ states that in its deCision in this case the 
Comcission m~st decide whether Edison has shown~ with clear and 
convincing evidence p that the renegotiation was reasonable. 
According to TUP~p this task will not be easy. All relevant evidence 
- except the actual written contracts themselves - is controlled by 
the seller and b~1ers, only one of which, Edison, is subject to the 
jurisdiction of this Com:ission. And beca~se, one presumes, all the 
parties to the contracts wo~ld agree that the renegotiated product 
was reasonable and that the utilities drove a hard bargain, how could 
the Co:mission ever £ind to the contrary? 
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A.8;-O;~;6, A.82-0;-04 ALJ/bg 

According to TURN, we know ~rom the voluminous testimonr o~ 
Edison's witnesses that they think that'the negotiators drove a hard 
bargain and did a wonderful job. We know too that they can document 
their efforts ~o co~irm Utah's claim that it was experiencing 
financial hardship under the 1966 Agreement. Indeed, Edison and its 
co-owners conducted a mini-rate case, commissioning studies of mining 
effiCiency, rates of ret~rn, and the integrity of Utah's books. TURN 
contends that this should not be dispositive; otherwise all utility 
contracts would be presumed reasonable barring proof of fraud, 
collUSion, or intentional deception. Such a regulator.1 standard is 
too low. -Tu?~ asks the Co:mission to find that Edison has not met 
its burden of proof. TURN states aguably Edison has shown why it was 
compelled to "re-open" the escalation formulae so that they would 
capture more perfectly the effects of i~ation or changed economic 
conditions. It has not shown why it and the other owners went on to 
make additional concessions: (1) adding a maximum coal reqUirement, 
(2) a take or pay clause, (;) a new pricing component to increase 
Utah's profits as a function of expenses, and (4) a clause permitting 
renegotiation of price ever,y five years upon a showing that Utah's 
profits are greater or less than the levels expected by investors in 
comparable mining investment. 

TURN asks: Ey what authority did Edison ~~d its co-owners 
assume the right to co~·er quasi-utility status on Utah? By what 
authority did the buyers presuce to decide on the profits (as opposed 
to the expenses) to which Utah was entitled? 

TURN observes that Edison claimed that it feared that 
arbitration, the threat ot litigation, or the possibility of ill will 
ot any kind would have jeopardized the reliability and quality of 
their coal supply. Further, Edison believed Utah could have refused 
to dispose of qu~tities of coal ash produced by ~ewly required 
scrubbers it they had not agreed to give in to some ot its demands • 
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TURN arg~es that s~ch tears ~d eo~cer~s are ~ot 
. . .. 

dispositive. The test of reasonable~ess is not the bona tides of the 
Edison negotiators, nor is it the voluce or calibre ot studies, 
reports, and other evide~ce that re~egotiation proceeded with 
diligence and outside opi~ions. 

TURN states that the questions of fact and law before the 
Commission are sicply these: What is the plain meaning of the 
origi~ 1966 contract? What were the pre~~ed intentions of the 
parties at that t1ce? Were Ediso~'s above-centioned fears and 
concerns reasonable, or were 'they based on a ticorous deference to 
the possibility ot bullying threats fro: its coal supplier? 
According to Tu?~, the Commissio~ Qust ask itself what a private, 
unreg~lated busi~ess entity - ~ot a public utility with pass-through 
privileges - would have done ~der sl:llar eireumstances. 

TURN arg~es that under the teres of the 1966 Agree:ent, 
Edison could not have been ~orced by Utah to do core than renegotiate 
the escalation formulae used to calculate specific expense related 
coal price co:po~ents. TURN clai:s it was ~reaso~able, therefore, 
for Edison to agree to increase Utah's profits ~d to change other 
teres of the 1966 Agreeeent to the detri:ent of the buyers. TURN 
cites the lan~~age of Subsection 7.1.b of the contract~ which reads 
as follows: 

~The possibility is foreseen that, throu&~ the 
op~ration o! forces which are :ot Yithin the 
reaso~able control of the parties, there may 
oe~r extr~=e or radical changes from the 
economic factors and conditions which existed at 
the time of negotiation ot this agreement. 
Sho~ld ~ch a change occur and should its effect 
be such as to seriously eistort or render clearly 
inequitable the application of the methods of 
escalation hereinafter provided, with the res~lt 
that either party wo~~d sutfer material inj~~ or 
loss by the continued application of such methoes 
ot escalation, then revised methods of escalation 
shall be adopted so as to produce, in the light 
of then existing and prospective eircu=stances, 
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. 
A.e3-03-36~ A.82-03-04 ALJ/bg 

reasonable and equitable escalation adjustments 
to the base price." 

TURN claims that this provision does not provide for generally 
reopening the pricing mech~1sm. 

According to TURN, the "methods o~ escalation hereinatter 
provided~ are set forth in detail in Section 7 of the Agreement. As 
explained in S~bsection 7.2~ the ft~e Price~ of coal is computed by 
adding together six different ~Price Components~~ each represented by 
a partie~ar syzbol: 

T T~ 

L Labor 
M Materials and Supplies 
E Eleetric Power 
C Cons~able Equipment 
N Nonescalating 

Each of the price components, except by definition the 
~onescalating" component (~" for short), escalate in accordance 
with elaborate formulae described in Section 7. TURN ar~~es that 
obviously Subsection 7.1.b was not intended to reopen ~D" because 
that component is not a "method of escalation." Si~ificantly, "N" 
was intended to s~pplj Utah with its profits and costs o~ 
depreciation. TURN contends that one must conclude, therefore, that 
o~y e~e~se items were expected to escalate and, it necessRr,y, to be 
renegotiated. Profits and all other costs not separately stated were 
intended to be fixed for the life of the contract. 

TURN claims that notwithst~ding the plain laneuage of 
Section 7.1.b quoted above, Edison and the other owners a~ded a 
seventh price component in the Fourth Supplement, the ~inflation
deflation" component. TURN states that this n8~e is deceptive 
because "D" can grow in size in the absence of any intlation or 
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deflation. According to TURN, it should probably have been called 
the "value" component, for it co=pensates utah for the value o~ 1ts 
coal by providing suitable profit levels. 

Further, TURN contends that there is nothing in Subsection 
7.1.b that could have compelled Edison to make basie concessions in 
the A.greement's coal qUa:ltity provisio:l.s. TURN' also argues that nor 
is there ~hing in the Agreement that suggests that Utah had a 
right to a !air rate of return at the mine. And yet, TURN observes, 
Edison agreed to add take or pay provisions, maximum annual delivery 
rates, a:ld a clause stating that: 

"At any time ~ive years after the effective date 
of this Supplement No. 4, ~d at intervals of not 
less than five years thereafter, if either Seller 
or Buyers are of the opinion that the price being 
paid to Seller under this Agreement results in a 
rate of return to Seller from its operations 
under this Agreement which deViates si~ific~~tly 
from a rate of return based on depreCiated book 
value of assets reasonably to be expected by 
investors in ~ enterprise similar to Seller's 
operations, then such party who is of such 
opinion may call on the other parties hereto for 
a readjustment of the price to bring Seller's 
expected future return to a level equivalent to 
that expected by sueh investors." 
TURN argues that Since no prOvisions similar to the 

"inflation-deflation" component, the take or pay obligation, and the 
rate of return adjustment appear in the 1966 Agreement, it was 
unreasonable to add them. 

TURN arg..1.es that the 1966 Agreement, even if it turned out 
to be unprofitable for Utah, was still e~orceacle by Edison and the 
otber utilities. According to TURN, a case ver,r much on point is 
Missouri Public Service Co. v Peabody Coal Co. ('979) 58~ SW2nd 721. 
TURN states that in 1967 Missouri Public Service Co. (Public 
Service) signed a 10-year coal supply agree=ent with Peabody Coal 
Co. (Peabody) to meet the reqUirements ot a newly constructed 
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generating station. The agreement specified a base price per ton, 
subject to certain periodic price adjustments relating to costs ot 
labor, taxes, compliance with government regulations, etc. The 
agreement also contained an in!1ation escalator clause based upon the 
Industrial Commodities Index of the U.S. Department of tabor. At 
first, performance under the contract was profitable for Peabody, but 
after a while production costs began to outpace the price adjustment 
features and Peabody requested modifications; ~~b11c Service 
refused. When Peabody announced its intention to cease shipments of 
coal, ~~b11c Service sought and obtained a decree o~ specific 
performance. 

The Missouri court ~~led for Public Service, rejecting 
Peabody's contention that the doctrine of cocmercial impracticability 
should apply because losses stemcing fro: inflation and the Arab oil 
embargo were completely unforeseeable at the time of the execution of 
the contract in 1967. The court concluded: 

~!t is apparent that Peabody did make a bad 
bargain and an unprofitable one under its 
contract with ~~blic Service resulting in a loss, 
the cause and size of which is undisputed. But 
this fact alone does not deal with either the 
'basic assumption' on which the contract was 
negotiated or alter the 'essential nature of the 
performance thereunder so as to constit~te 
'cocmercial i~practicability.'~ (278) 
TURN claims that Edison has alleged, b~t failed to prove, 

that the quality and reliability o~ the Four Corners' coal ~~pply 
would have been jeopardized it it had chosen arbitration, and that it 
received real cosideration in return tor the concession to Utah. 
According to TURN, upon reflection, "Edison's impressive panoply of 
extra-contrac~~al considerations evaporates into thin air.~ 

Regarding possible litigation, TUP~ states that Edison 
teared that Utah would forego arbitration and decide to litigate the 
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contract iss~es. Such litigation~ the theo~y goes, would have been 
based on a two-fold cause of action: first, the owners' failure to 
respond to the hardship claim, and second, the alleged failure of a 
basic condition upon which the Agreement was executed in 1966, i.e. 
the owners purchasing substantially less coal than originally 
projected. TURN argues that this second threat merits no credence 
whatsoever and should have been succarily rejected: the 1966 
Agreement had no mini~~ ~urchase obligation. ~~rther, T~~ claims 
that a "response to the hardship claim" could - and should - have 
been a request for arbitration under Subsection 7.1.c. According to 
TURN, despite the rationale offered for not pur~~ing arbitration, the 
owners would have only had to change existing~ expense-related 
pricin~ mechanisms, a far superior result than that obtained by 
negotiation. 

Regarding reliability of supply, TURN states that Edison 
alludes to "concerns about the reliabilit,y of coal supply and quality
control measures which Utah would exercise during tbe lengthy trial 
process." TURN observes that Edison's witness Ruettemeyer spoke of 
Edison's concern: 

"I think the coneern we had was not Simply that 
Utah would shut of! the coal supply. That would 
be, you know, not a very realistic assu~ption. 
~ihen you foree a party into the eondition where 
they have to lose ~oney, where they don't make a 
fair and equitable rate of re~~rn, I think a 
reasonable response to that eondition would b~ to 
tighten 'your belt. You eut eorners." 

.... .. .. 
"We were concerned that Ut3h would, by tiebtening 
the belt and by ~tting corners, reduce that 
margin and then any unforeseen event would have 
resulted in the loss of coal to the partiCipants 
while Utah would have had an easy out elaiming a 
force majeure, saying we had a strike, we had a -
- and it is speeifieally mentioned a.s such a 
condition • 
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"I~ the,y would not treat their people right, they 
=ay become rebellious and, you know, not show up 
tor work. 

"They may not maintain the machiner,r perfectly 
well, and it's very difficult to unscramble 
equip:ent prob1e:s if they were the result of 
maintenance, neglect, or if this was a random 
tailure b~ond the reasonable control or 
somebody." 
TURN arg~es that these alleged concerns are merely weak 

ex~~ses. According to TURN, Edison had a binding contract with a 
subsidiary of General Electric Corporation. It could have gone to a 
court of law or equity and sought appropriate remedies to enforce its 
contractual rights. TURN states that the Comcission, as a matter of 
public policy, should require utilities under its reg~lation to 
enforce legally binding contracts with their fuel suppliers. In 
determining whether or not they have done so the Cocmission should 
give no weight to exeus~s based on real or imagined threats or actual 
or constr~ctive breach of contract. TURN arg~es that just because 
the Four Corners station is co~pletely dependent on Utah's fuel 
supply does not mean that the owners must tremble before bullying 
demands. 

TURN observes that prepared testimony sponsored by Edison 
mentions certain enVironmental issues that had to be resolved between 
the owners and Utah, including (1) coal ash disposal, (2) waste 
product disposal for the scrubbers and baghouses, (3) relocation of a 
portion of Utah's coal-storage area to obtain room for scr~bbers and 
baghouses, and (4) access to additional waste supplies required for 
the operation of the sc~bbers. TURN claims that nothing in that 
prepared testimony prepares one for Ruetteceyer's unshakeable 
conviction that Utah's threat to leave these concerns unresolved was 
a tr~p card o! icmense significance in the bargaining process: 

"The participants had other issues vhich they 
needed to resolve, and arbitration wo~ld not have 
done anything • 
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"The,y didn't have a place to put t~e ash. • •• 
Utah canceled th~ ash agreece~~ with us in 1979. 
And it expired at the end of 1980. 
~e had the problem of disposing of 1.4 million 
tons of ash, which is a material difficult to 
handle. ••• 

"We had a construction project underway which 
involved 400-plus, 450-plus million. It 
generated additional waste product, which we 
didn't know where to put it. 

"We didn't have water to operate the scrubbers. 
"We were afraid we would lose the rights to the 
water. We had to make provisions for that. And 
without water those scrubbers wouldn't have 
operated, without scrubbers as candated by the 
reg~ator,y agencies in New MeXico, the plant 
wouldn't have operated." 
According to TURN, one need not doubt the Sincerity of 

Ruettemeyer's testimony, nor question the importance of the 
environcental issues that had to be separately negotiated with Utah, 
but it does not follow that one ~st accept Edison's premise, i.e • 
that they gained valuable conSiderable from Utah which more than 
offset what they gave away in the Fourth Supplement. 

TURN arg~es that there has been no direct showing 
whatsoever that Utah incurred any additional costs - tor which it 
could claim some kind ot concession in return - in the process ot 
accommodating the utilities' scrubber installation program 
requirements. According to TURN, every single cost - water tor the 
scr~bbers, ash handling and disposal, reclamation of pits lett open 
tor ash, etc. - was to be paid tor by the utilities. TURN claims 
that Utah's accommodation had no associated opportunity cost. 

Ttr:t~ arg~es that the Coccission should not accept Edison's 
claim that Utah could have shut down the whole Four Corners station 
by refusing ash and otherwise accommodating the new scrubber 
requirements. According to TURN, it this were so, Utah could have 
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demanded anything ~or these rights, up to a~d including the cost o~ 
the ~major civil engineering undertaking" that would have been 
required to accocmodate the ser~bbers. TURN claims that there is 
nothing in Edison' s dir~~ct showing that supports the reality of such 
a threat; nothing that indicates that these considerations were ever 
more than mere ffhousekeeping~ matters, now blown up to fantastic 
proportions by a ve~ defensive litig~t. 

TURN also diseo~ts what it calls "noble senticents~ that 
Edison mentions. The Commission refers to the testimony of 
Euettemeyer and Cites a ~representative instance": 

~en you have a business dispute which needs to 
be resolved, obviously yO'J. ha.ve two WBYS of 
responding to that. 

"One is that you be unresponsive and go through 
litigation, or, you know, fail to take any active 
part in the proceeding. and throw the resolution 
to an arbitration panel~ if that is required, 
before you start to litigate • 

"The second way would be to negotiate a 
resolution between in!ormed and honorable 
par~ies. And obviously, when you do embark on a 
course of that nature, you C~ end up with two 
types o~ resolutions. . 

"One is where you end up with a compromise, where 
both parties feel comfortable. 

"The other one is where you ga.in all the 
ad.vantage. 

WNow, usually those are not very long lasting, and 
you can pull those tricks only once. And in the 
aggregate, if you beco:e known for taking 
advantage in an unfair :anner of the other 
parties, everyoody is very careful dealing with 
you, and the end effeet, your prices go up, 
because there is a risk on dealing with you." 
TURN states that these are noble sentiments, indeed, out 

the Coccission should not be swayed by the~. According to TU1t~, it 
is easy to oe genero~ and "honorable" with so~eone elsefs money (in 
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this ease, the ratepayers). TURN argue~, that Edison's negotiator is 
simply wrong when he characterizes the pressing of legal and 
equitable claims as "tricks" tha.t can only be pulled once. TURN asks 
was PubliC Service dishonorable or guilty of "tricks" when it held 
Peabody to what turned out to be a bad bargain tor the vendor? Would 
renegotiation o! the escalation formulae have represented the only 
"honorable" conduct by Edison? Were the above-mentioned threats of 
Utah - assuming, arguendo, they were threats - tricks? Is it 
"honorable" to induce utilities to build power plants in remote 
locations and to promise to supply them tor their lifetimes with a 
unique source of coal, then, having succeeded, to threaten to shut 
down those pl~~ts by refusing to accommodate new scr~bber 
reqUirements? 

TURN states that if Edison and the other owners - whether 
through arbitration or negotiation - had merely made adjustments of 
these kinds, the Fourth Supplement could ar~~ably be shown to meet 
proper standards of re~~lator.r reView, but the utilities went 
further. TURN states that they decided that Utah had a right to a 
reasonable "bottom line"; to this end they added the "inflation
deflation" component so that Utah would earn a reasons,ble return on 
the depreCiated value of its investment at Four Corners. According 
to TURN, one could arg~e about how ~ueh that "reasonable return" 
should have been, but this is beside the pOint. TURN claims there is 
nothing in the 1966 Agreement that speaks ot a fair rate of return 
and no hint that the parties contemplated ~y specific mech~ism to 
provide one. TURN arg-..:.es that in this instance Ediso:l' S" generousity 
must be viewed as imprudent and its actions as unreasonable. 

TURN calculates that the impact of the renegotiation of the 
Fourth Supplemetlt was about $4.4 million in 1981 arld about $4.6 
million in 1982. TURN contends that the Commission could well 
conclude that Edison tailed to prove the reasonableness o~ ~he 
renegotiation and disallow these sums • 
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Alter:atively, TURN sugge~ts ~~at'the Commission, ~rom its 
own readi~g of the 1966 Agreement, could decide that Sectio~ 7.1.b 
might reasonably have compelled the parties to change the escalation 
formulae to better track the various mining expenses. Upon such a 
decisio~ TURN suggests that the Commission could accept as reasonable 
the changes actually ~de in those formulae, and permit costs 
attributable to those changes to be recovered. I~ so, TURN urges the 
Commission to disaggregate and disallow all coal costs attributable 
to the operation o~ the ~i~flatio~-de!lation~ component: about $.92 
million in 1981 and about S2.4 million in 1982. In addition, TURN 
contends that the Commission should tind and declare that it was 
unreasonable for Edison to have added a maximum coal delivery, a take 
or pay provision, and a Wpro!its reopener~ to the original 
agreement. Thus, Ediso~ would be put on notice that any future costs 
generated by the operation of these provisions would be disallowed 
for rate~~ing purposes • 

The position of Revenue Requirements Division and Fuels and 
Operations Branch is that Ediso~'s coal prices were reasonable. 
However, the Legal Division wadvises a~ai~st a general finding that 
the coal contract as renegotiated~ is reasonable. Legal Division 
argues that, ~at best, the renegotiated contract as applied to 1981 
and 1982 presses the bounds of reasonable renegotiation. Eeyond that 
time trame, the contract raises serious doubts as to its fairness· to 
the ratepayer.~ 

Legal DiVision's concern is with the deletion of the 
original price escalation mechanism (Section 7.1.b) and the 
substitution of the new price reopener provision (Section 7.13). 
Legal Division is concerned that the changes ~ay seriously 
disadvantage ratepayers. 

Legal Division states that deletion of Section 7.1.b 
removes the owners' prior right to limit ~uture escalation 
adjustments in the coal price to levels that are reasonable and 
equitable as to them. Section 7.1.c provided that i~ the parties 
were unable to agree concerning the need tor price escalation, or 
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u~on revised methods o~ escalation. then th~ matters at issue would 
be determined by arbitration. 

Instead, according to Legal Division, by new Section 7.1;, 
the owners may challenge Utah 9 s coal price only insofar sa Utah's 
rate of return deviates significantly from the rate ot return 
expected by investors in existing coal mining ventures. Whether 
Utah's return is consistent with that.o! a similar enterprise says 
nothing cirectly about the resulting coal price, whereas the 
protection afforded the owners and their ratepayers tor reasonable 
and equitable adjustments has disappeared. 

~ 

Secondly. Legal Division states that the adoption of 
Section 7.13 tends to assure the ~going" rate ot return to Utah, 
where it had no such assurance previously, except under the 
interpretation placed, apparently, by all of the parties on Section 
7.1.b. That section did not directly address rate of return. It 
addressed price escalations in face of extreme economic changes. It 
provided for reasonable and equitable results for both parties and 
for the resolution of disputes by arbitration. Legal Division claims 
it is ditficult to see how the "reasonable and equitable~ provision 
can be interpreted other than to limit price adjustments to what is 
fair to both parties. 

Thirdly, Legal Division states that adoption of Section 
7.13, by its tendency to ensure the "going rate of return" for Utah, 
may also link the price of Utah coal to energy prices generally in 
the volatile years ahead. Utah's original claim for hardship relief, 
in December 1978, stressed the prevailing demand and market pri~e for 
coal, the quadrupling of the international oil price by the OPEC 
nations, and the attendant effect on demand for all energy mineral$~ 
etc • 
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Legal Division ar~~es that the pr~ce and other security 
protections newly afforded the supplier'under the renegotiated 
contract are substantial. While the contract called for 
consideration of a hardship claim unde~ the "reasonable and equitable 
provisions o~ Section 7.1.b, it is questionable whether a going 
industr.y rate of return was necessar.y to ameliorate hardship. 
According to Legal Division, it can almost cetainly be said that 
anything more than a going industr.y rate of return was ~ necessar,r 
to ameliorate hardship. Under the original contract, the owners and 
their ratepayers received low-cost coal compared to that provided by 
other coal producers. The renegotiated price, for 1982, places Four 
Corners' coal price in ninth place compared to eighteen other 
generating stations. (Compared to fourth place under the prior 
contract.) Under Section 7.1.b, therefore, neither arbitration nor 
litigation could have been expected to re~~lt in any higher price 
than Utah, in fact, received for 1982. ThuS, Legal Division contends 
that any advantage the supplier receives in the future as a result of 
Section 7.1.b appears to represent an adde,d bonus. Furthermore, to 
the extent ~~ch advantage results in prices in excess of market 
average, it represents a loss to the owners that would have been more 
difficult to sustain absent the deletion of Section 7.1.b. 

Legal Division states that ultimately, perhaps, it is a 
question of how much the owners should have conceded to avoid 
litigation on the one hand a~d to obtain resolution of the separate 
is~~es previously 'mentioned. According to Legal Division. it does 
not appear that the threat of litigation merited substantial 
concessions. The owners could have countersued for failure to 
renegotiate the other outstanding issues between the part1es~ or have 
alleged i=possibili~ of performance on their side in the absence of 
agreement about the sc~~bber waste, water, and ash disposal. Legal 
Division arg~es that no basis has been offered by Edison whereb~ Utah 
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could~ one the one ha.nd~ invoke the equitab~e terms of one contra.ct 
(the coal contract) and~ at the same time~ Withhold the means for the 
other party to perform under the contract beine sued upon. Legal 
Division claims that it would have been for the owners to show the 
essential relationship between the coal contract and these other 
reqUirements. Consequently. a judgment on a fair price adjustment 
might well have disposed of the other issues between the parties. 

Therefore~ Legal Division states that it appears fair to 
say that some concessions by the owners were justified in order to " 
resolve the additional issues between the parties and by both sides 
in order to avoid litigation. However. Legal Division claims that 
while numerous concessions were obtained by Utah~ ~concessions~ to 
the owners~ on the other hand~ conSisted o! some minimum reductions 
in new benefits sou~~t by Utah~ plus a price str~cture that provided 
Utah an 18% re~~rn. compared to its 21% proposal and the negative 
re~~rn previously earned. Legal Division states that it is 
diffieult~ then~ to see the justification for the new protection in . 
the level of Utah's rate of return when, at the same time, the owners 
have abandoned their right to future equitable price increases. 

Legal Division observes that it is proposed by Edison tbat 
~ the coal contract settlement and the res".llting coal price are 
reasonable. According to Legal Division, the CommiSSion has stated 
that it is not its role directly to invalidate utility-supplier 
contracts~ but rather to allow only reasonably in~~rred costs to be 
recovered in rates. However p even assuming that the 1981-1982 coal 
prices are found to be reasonable p Legal Division states that either 
now or in the fu~~re the Cocm1ssion must address Section 7.1.b and 
the impact of its elimination on f~ture coal prices. Legal Division 
contends that equitable coal price increases appear to be no longer 
assured~ as a result of elimination of Section 7.1.b. According to 
Legal Division~ either that change was justified as a part of the 
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bargaining package p or it was not. Legal Division suggests that it .. 
was not justified. Legal Division states that unless the Commission 
resolves that issue now p not only may it be necessary to analyze the 
entire contract annually to determine the basis ~or price increases p 
but the tendency may be to conclude that the contract ~enegotiation 
was reasonable if 1981-1982 coal prices are deemed reasonable. 

Legal Division observes that Edison has stated that a test 
of the reasonableness o~ the settle~ent can be obtained from a market 
price comparison. According to Legal Division, under Section 7.1.b, 
it appears unlikely that Utah could have obtained more than the going 
industr.y coal price obtained in 1982. Previouslyp under this ;5-year 
contract, the parties could invoke arbitration to achieve equitable 
price increases. Legal Division suggests one approach might be ~or 
the CommiSSion to determine in this proceeding that, in future, it 
will presume, subject to rebuttal, that the going industry coal price 
represents the maximum price that will be conSidered reasonable • 
Legal Division states that this assumes a finding that elimination o~ 
Section 7.1.b has not been shown by Edison to have been a reasonable 
concession and a finding that the coal prices for 1981 and 1982 are 
reasonable. 

In response, Edison observes that the parties to the 
proceeding disagree with respect to the meaning of the reopener 
provision of the Agreement, Section 7.1.b which reads as follows: 

"The possibility is foreseen that, through the 
operation of forces which are not within the 
reasonable control o~ the parties, there may 
occur extreme or radical changes from the 
economic tactors and conditions which existed at 
the time o~ negotiation or this agreement. 
Should such a change oe~~r and should its effect 
be such as to seriously distort or render clearly 
inequitable the application of the methods ot 
escalation hereinatter provided, with the result 
that either party would sut~er material injur,r or 
loss by the continued application ot such methods 
of escalatlonp then revised methods o~ escalation 
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shall be adopted so as to produce~ in the light 
of then existing and prospective circumstances. 
reasonable and equitable escalation adjustments 
to the base price. It is not the intent of the 
parties that such revision in methods of 
escalation. pursuant to this Subparagraph. should 
result in depriving a party of savings or 
advantages ariSing from additional investments in 
facilities or from improvements effected in unit 
costs. efficiency or profitableness of its 
operations, where there is nQ attendant adverse 
effect upon the other party.~ 
Edison notes that TURN interprets this section of the 

Agreement to have severely limited Edison and the other participants 
in selecting adju$tme~ts to the base price. Edison argues that 
TURN's claims blatantly disregard accepted legal standards of 
construction and interpretation of contracts and deliberately 
disregard the detailed explanation of the meaning and intent of the 
Agreement provided on the record by Edison. 

Edison states that all parties to the Agreement, i.e. the 
six Pour Corners participants and Utah. are in agreement on the 
meaning of the key phrase of Section 7.1.b which reads n ••• then 
revised methods of escalation shall be adopted sO.a5 to produce, in 
the light of then existing and prospective circumstances, reasonable 
and equitable escalation adjustments to the base price. n Edison 
claims that this language clearly and on its face does not restrict 
the mandated revisions to a selection of the base price components, 
e.g. the ~ive escalation ~ormulae. as TURN claims. Neither does it 
preclude the addition of new price components. According to Edison~ 
this language simply requires the parties to adjust the escalation of 
the base price to provide under the then existing and prospective 
circumstances a reasonable and equitable price level. Edison states 
that TURN apparently only reliea upon the ~1rst part of this. sentence 
and based its arguments on the phrase nmethods of escalation 
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herein~ter provided" which lead it into Section 7.2 where TURN found 
its "escalation formulae" and the nonescalatable pr1ce component. 
According to Ed1son, TURN never acknowledges the second and key part 
o'! the sentence, which clearly leaves :l.'t up to the parties to choose 
any "revised methods of escalation" necessar,r to achieve "reasonable 
and equitable escalat10n adjustments to the base price". Edison 
states that the "revised methods of escalation" can inelude, but are 
clearly not limited to, revisions to the esealation mechanisms listed 
in Section 7.2 of the Agreement. 

Edison observes that TURN urges that the Commission ask 
itself what a private, unreg~lated business entity (not a public 
utility with pass-through privileges) would have done under similar 
circumstances. Edison states that the reeord shows that Edison 
approached the renegotiation in a manner si~ilar to an unregulated 
business. According to Edison, it used two financial tests commonly 
selected by reasonable businessmen: 

• 

1. The market rate o~ return test which can be 
usee to ae~ermine wha~ ~he lowest reasonable 
and e~u1table price level should be under 
existing and projected economic circuostances 
and in light of the allocation of risk 
between the parties. 

2. The market-~rice test which is a more 
d1ffi~~lt test to implement for the situation 
existing at Four Corners since a market-price 
environment for the coal s~p?ly to Four 
Corners does not exist. However, this test 
is still meaningtul to determine that the 
price paid for Four Corners coa.l is 
reasonable if the prices of coal sold by 
other suppliers are adj~sted appropriately to 
compensate for the differences in coal 
quality, transportation, and mine 
situations .. 

Edison claims that TURN, in its arguments, failed to offer 
any alternatives to these tests • 
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Ediso~ ~otes that TURN argues. that the 1966 Agreeme~t was 
tully enfo~ceable. and that "the Cocmission. as a matter of p~blic 
policy, should require utilities under its regulation, to enforce 
legally binding contracts with their fuel suppliers." Edison states 
that it agrees, and did exactly that, when it consented to negotiate 
price adjust~e~ts in good faith under the reopener provisions of 
Section 7.1.b. 

Edison states that it ~d the other five participants did 
not make the decision to negotiate rather th~ to arbitrate in an 
atmosphere of "vag~e ~ears". According to Edison. the partiCipants 
concluded that arbitratio~ would not be in their best interest or the 
i~te:"est of their customers si~ce it diminished the participants' 
co~trol over the process of price adjustment and narrowed the scope 
of issues eligible for consideration and negotiation. Edison states 
that ~ third-party decision of an arbitrator would have been based 
o~ the same commo~y accepted financial tests that were used by the 
participants. Edison contends that discounti~g rate of return 
considerations as being "beside the point" does not disprove the 
reasonableness of the settlement negotiated by the participants. 
According to Edison, the five-step price inc:"ease. the minimum 
purchase provision. the new price reopener mechanism, and the other 
terms and co~ditio~s of the Fourth Supplement represent in the 
aggregate a carefully negotiated compromise between the initial 
proposals of the parties. Edison argues that one can arbitrarily 
const~~ct settlements more favorable to o~e party or the other; 
however. that does not make these theoretical solutio~s realistically 
achievable in a bargai~ing situation. Edison states that its 
settlement was based on the undisputed results of commonly accepted 
!i~ancial tests. there is ~o reaso~ to believe that third-party 
decisions would have resulted in terms more favorable to the 
ratepayer than those which were achieved by Edison and the othertive 
participants • 
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?~rther, Ediso~ arg~es that a~bitration would not have 
resolved other issues that were ot signit1c~~t concern to the 
particip~ts. Ediso~ co~te~ds that TURN deliberately 
mischaracterizes the description o~ the ~egotiati~g process 07 
clai:ing that these other issues regardi~g coal supply reliability 
and quality prompted unre~sonable concessions. According to Edison, 
the testimo~ clearl~ explains that the "other issues" and the 
concer~ about the coal supply played an important role in the 
decisio~ to negotiate rather than arbitrate and were not the reason 
~or gr~ting of concessions. Edison claims that the terms and 
conditions ot the Fourth Supplement are the result o~ trade-offs 
between price level and risk sharing that were negotiated in go·OO 
faith by professional businessmen concerned about all aspects ot the 
Four Corners operation. 

Regarding TURN's proposal to disallow o~y a portion ot the 
increased coal costs, Edison observes that TURN claims that the price 
reopener limited the revisions to the base price to the "escalation 
~ormulae". Edison argues that TUR~ ignores the clear l~guage ot 
Section 7.1.b as well as the declared intent ot the parties clearly 
demonstrating the meaning ot the price reopener. According to 
Edison. the reopener provision clearly requires adoption ot "revised 
methods of escalation" which "produce in the light ot then existing 
a:l.d prospective eireux:wtanees,. reaso'!lsble a.:ld equitable escalation 
adjustments to the base price." Edison claims that Tu:L~ brushes 
aside the need to consider the overall reasonableness ot the price 
adjustment as being "beside the pOint", but. Edison argues, this is 
the very essence ot the reopener pre,vision. 

Ediso~ states that the parties had agreed that they would 
negotiate, in good ~aith, reasonable ~d equitable price adjustments 
once the reopener had been triggered. According to Edison. the 
parties based their settlement on accepted ~inancial tests commonly 
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used by reasonable businessmen to deter~ine·the viability o~ a 
project and reasonableness of a price. Edison argues that TURN 
o~~ers no evidence to dispute the reasonableness o~ the 
renegotiation. Therefore, Edison concludes that TURN's disallowance 
recommendation warrants no consideration whatsoever. 

Edison observes that the suggestions of Legal Division go 
contrary to the recommendations o~ Revenue Requirements Division and 
Fuels and Operations Branch and the ~o previous reports riled by 
these groups. 

According to Edison, the conclusion Legal DiVision draws is 
not logical. Edison claims that the intent o~ the parties to the 
agreement with respect to Section 7.1.b is clear. Edison argues that 
its st~~ would have followed accepted legal practice in contract 
construction and interpretation and retrained from inventing a new 
contract, and had accepted the expressed intent ot the parties, statf 
would have supported the partiCipants' pOSition, i.e. that 
wreasonable and equitablew required a market rate of return test. 

Edison states that nobody likes to pay higher prices; 
however, a higher price for a commodity does not prove inequity by 
itsel~. According to Edison, only if this higher price would have 
resulted in the partiCipants' customers and/or stockholders suffering 
material injur,y or loss could the price reopener provision provided 
for in the original Agreement have been activated in order to adjust 
the price. Edison states that obviously, i~ the partiCipants today 
are paying up to tive to six dollars per million Btu for gas and 011, 
the partiCipants could not reasonably claim Winequ1table~ coal prices 
based on paying less than one dollar per million Btu tor the coal at 
Four Corners. Edison contends that even assuming very extreme' 
escalation of coal prices, it is difticult to see how this 
differential fuel cost between coal and other energy sources could be 
signi~icantly reduced in the ~uture. Edison states that one must 
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remember that the particip~ts had included- this ~equity" co~straint 
in the reopener in 1966 when coal, Oil,'~d gas prices were 
effectively at the same price level. Since then, oil and gas prices 
bave dramatically increased. Edison argues that the value of the 
original provision o! ~equ1table" adjustments to the particip~ts bad 
been erroded completely by the changed economic environment and did 
not represent protection agai~t high coal prices as Legal Division 
claims. 

Edison contends that Legal Division apparently ignores the 
constraints of the real business world when it states: 

~ether Utah's rate of return 1s consistent with 
that of s~milar enterprises, says nothing 
directly about the resulting eoal price, whereas 
the protection afforded the owners ~d their 
ratepayers !or reasonable and equitable 
adjustments has disappeared.~ 
According to Edison, the market rate o~ return test is 

routinely used by businessmen ~d governmental agencies to determine 
the lowest reasonable and equitable price level possible under the 
circumst~ces. Edison states that clearly, the two concessions 
obtained from Utah, i.e. the right to audit the actual rate of return 
achieved by Utah's mine and the limitation of the mine's profit to 
the return level of similar operations by an independent CPA firm, 
will provide the protection against excessive profits of the coal 
supplier that was not provided by the original reopener provision. 

Edison further contends that Legal Division disregards the 
price comparisons performed by staff's Fuels and Operations Branch 
and then miSinterprets Edison's market price comparisons. 

According to Edison, the raw delivered coal prices paid by 

utilities need to be adjusted tor transportation costs, coal quality, 
and mining complexities to provide a meaningful comparison of mine
mouth coal prices. Edison states tbat obviously, only mines of 
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4It si~ila~ co:~lex!ties can ~eusec in c~a~ing conclusions as t~ the 
~elative position o~ Fou~ CO~:le~s cine p~ices. BCisol: 'argues t::.at 
Legal ~ivisio: :ixes si=~le ~ines with the =o~e co:plex Four CO~:lers' 
operation. E~iso: argues that the cor~ect i:ter,retation shows that 
at a co=pa~able cocplexity level, Four Corners prices ~ere . -
u:characteristica!!y lov prior to the renegotiation. Accoreins to 
Eci:on, i~·1982 Fou~ Corners actual price: were :til1 below :h13 . . 
market :oa:lge. Eve.: i!: 7983, a~te!" the ~1.l!1 i:pact of the tive-step 
inc:oease is :oetlectec in the coal p:oice, Four. Corne:os still has t::'e 
lowest coa: .i'rice wile: co:t~ared. with mi::.es ot si:i!ar complexities ... 

r::.uS, Eci30: CO:ltenc.z t::'at t::'e correct conc1us10: to be 
cra-w: ~~o= Eciso::.'s :a:oket. price analys.!.s is that neitller arbitratio:l 
nor litigation eo...:lc:. reasollably have been expectec.to result ·in any 
lo~er price tha: Utah, in tact, reeeivec tor 1982. 

3. Discussion 

1= this case, we will acopt the recom=enc.ations o~ the 
4It Revenue Requi::-e:ent: DiVision anc Fue!s a:c. Operatio.ns Brac.ch to the 

extent t::'at they ti:c that Ecison's coal prices are ~easona~le. 
Rowever~ we M~ll also ac:.o~t Legal Div1sioe's recom::encation a:c. 

~easo::able. 

t::'at ratepayers :tay be seriou3ly cisadvantagec by the ~ew con~rac~. 
~s argua~le ~hat u~ah was en~i~lec. to so:e price 

re:'i.e~, E:di.soc. l:as::ade co::si.cerable concess!.o:::s .... ::.=.c::. coulc ::-esul~ 

in substantial price i:creases. utah is no~ entitlec..to' escalation 
based upon :o::.:::'ly i:c.exi::g ~ather t::.an historical, annual ~:t1atio: 
indices. Utah ~!!l now be ~ul!r re!mbu~sec te~ regulatory and 
royalty costs. utah's ~ate of return is substan~ia11y protectec by 
the c.e~ f~ ve-yea~ ~eopener clau3e .... hie::. ~3 .tr:::'gser-ec. by preva~li:g 
:arket ~ates o~ ret1.lrns ~or si:ilar :ine invest:e::ts. Al:<! Ediso n has 
no~ agreed to a :!ni:u: obligations clause u:cer which Four Corners 

• 
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~ Uni:s 4 a:c 5 ~us~ use 6.3 :illion ~ocs o! coal ~r year or ~ay 76% 

ot :l:e con~:-ac~ price; cor:~aree to t::'e ayerage take level ot 6.7 
=ill~on tons ~er year, t::'e:-e is lit~le :arg:: ~or re~ucing Four 
Cornerz out~u~ ~itl:ou~ ~r!gger~ng t~~= ta~e-or-pay clause. 

Ecison has a:-guec ~hat t:e price pa~c uccer the negot~atec 
contrac: is presently ~a7oraole-as co=pare~ to preva~l~:g coal 

=ea~ure tl:e reasonable cos': o~ coal purcl:asec un~er the renegotiatec 
contract ~y co=~a:!ng the ~r!ce paid aga!:st :arket price; ~e expect 
that price ":0 :-e:a!.: :o~t i"avorable t'O the :-atepaye:- !.: lig.::t o~ the 
tact ~cat Ed~=on l:as dealt a~ay ~cat ~as once a: extreme~y !avora~le 
coctrac:.. Fi:..allj 1 take-o:---pay ooliga -:.!.o::s in na'tu:-al gas ~upp'l1 
contracts ~ve co:e unce:-- inte:se scru:.!:y ane Ci=~a7or. ::at o!a~ 
should be e~~ec:'uated i: the case o~ coal supply contracts, too, 

- .... e ... e-l'o ... e ...... .. .. .. , 

Z~i=o::. exer-cis'es i. ts =a~eup :--!ghts, the total pr~ce paid (the ::l:'::':U: 

take ?e:al~y pl~s the cost ~nder ~~e makeup p;ov~=~oc) $:a!l be 
~ecove~a~:e :0 ::e ex~e:t eete:--:i:ee rea~o=able ::~~gh our ECAC 
~easo=abl~=~$ ~~v~e~ proee~$. 

~ 
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:B. The Diesel Gene~ator Fire 
1. Background 

The outage caused by the fire which'da:aged one of two 
emergency diesel generators at SONGS 1 was from July 17. 1981 to . 
August 16. 1981. The tvo diesel generators are "nuclear sa!ety-
related" equipment. both of which are required by the Nuclear 
Re~lator.1 Commission (hiRe) to be operatable before the unit itself 
can be operated. 

The fire was caused by a s:al1 oil leak in a section of 
instrument piping attached to the diesel engine; the oil ignited when 
it sprayed onto a hot diesel generator component. The piping which 
tailed was connected to a pressure gauge which was determined to have 
been installed for use during the initial start-up testing ot the 
diesel. This gauge indicated discharge pressure of the diesel engine
driven lube oil pump. 

The pressure gauge asse~bly was installed with materials 
appropriate and suitable for the temporar.y testing purpose. The 
component3 were o~ a commercially available quality normally used ~or 
industrial installations and were installed as appropriate for a 
temporary installation. Upon completion of the testing, the lube oil 
line and gauge were not removed and remained in operation from start
up until Julr 14, 1981, when the brass fitting connecting the tubing 
to the ga.uge ruptured due to fatigue cracking. No::;mally. steel 
fittings would be used tor permanent installation by the 
manutacturer. The' diesel generator was not required to be in . 
operation at all times because it 1s used onlY tor back-up power in 
case of emergencies. Edison's witness estimated that the generato::; 
running time amounted to approximately tour hours per month, for a. 

total of approximately 300 hours up to the time of the fire. The 
brass fitting eontinued in serViee for a. five-year period • 
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Prior to the tire, a small oil leak had been reported in 
the Vicinity of the piping in question. Small leaks ~casionally 
occur at fittings. When evidence of a leak was discovered, a 
mainten~ce orderwa3 promptly written by operations personnel 
requesting that the oil leak ~ ~ound and repaired. Maintenance 
personnel searched for the source of the leak, but could not locate 
it while the diesel was shut down. (The leak was in a pipe 
connecting a pressure gauge to the diesel engine-driven lube oil pump 
discharge piping. The oil in this pipe is not under pressure except 
when the diesel is running. A leak in this pipe would not be 
apparent with the diesel shutdown.) Si~ce the exact location of the 
leak could not be determined with the diesel shutdown? examination 
was performed with the diesel running during the very next normal? 
scheduled, NRC-required monthly load test. When the piping connected 
to the gauge was moved slightly? it ~ailed and oil sprayed out, 
causing the fire. 

~ The response to the tire was immediate, and it was 

~ 

extinguished within eight minutes, minimizing the extent of the 
damage. Despite Edison's prompt response to? and extinguishment of, 
the tire, temperatures were estimated to have reached 1,.200-F in the 
area, vhich caused signi£ic~t damage to the diesel generator. NRC 
tound that "the coordinated e£fort between the Control Room operators 
in securing (the) diesel promptly and the rapid response ot the Fire 
Brigade was instrumental in limiting the fire to only 7 minutes, and 
thereby greatly reducing the damage to the diesel." 

Edison took extensive measures to minimize the length of 
the outage. Unit 1 continued operation for approximately 72 hours 
atter the fire, security requirements were waived to improve 
productivity? work continued around-the-clock? a thermal pro~ile of 
the fire was performed to expedite assessment of damage, ~d a task 
~orce was mobilized to expedite all repair activities. 
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Edison continued to generate elec~ricity With Unit 1 ~or 
approximately 72 hours after the ~ire incapacitated the diesel. In 
order to continue operation ~or this period, Edison was required to 
take additional measures to insure safe operation, such as 
verification of other power supplies, to gain NRC agreement ~or this 
continued operation. During these 72 hoars, no time was wasted in 
mobilizing a repair team to plan the repairs and assess the extent of 
the tire damage. Since the diesel generators are "nuclear safety
related" equipment, repairs performed had to be carefullY documented 
pursuant to NRC requirements. The first step takentollowing the 
fire vas assessment of the damage; all parts of the diesel had to be 
examined and determined it the,r were still suitable tor use. 

Edison expedited the work process in several ways. In 
order to improve productivity, the security requirements o~ the 
diesel area were reduced to allow tor expeditious entr,r and exit of 
personnel. Edison established a reduced security program in order to 
gain NRC consent to waive the original security requirements • 
Otherwise, each person requiring access to the diesel would have had 
to get a security clearance, been issued a security card-key, and 
logged in and out at the diesel building door at each entr,y and 
eXit. These requirements were waived in order to reduce the length 
of the outage. The diesel repair work continued around-the-clock so 
that the unit would be shut davn for the shortest amount of time. 

In order to expedite.assessment of equipment damage, Bdison 
performed an innovative and sophisticated thermal analysis to 
establish the thermal profile for the ~ire event. This greatly 
asSisted in evaluating damage to equipment by heat, tire, and smoke. 
First, any system or material that could have been damaged or 
degraded by smoke or products of combusion was cleaned and tested. 
Second, a:tJy system or material. that could have been da.ma.ged or 
degraded by "mild" temperature excursions (25Q-P to 300·F) was 

• 
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cleaned and tested, because almost all areas of the diesel generator 
building were subjected to these temperatures at some time during the 
tire. Third, ~ system or material that could have been damaged or 
degraded by temperatures estimated to have occurred in that area 
during the tire were tested ~d evaluated, to the extent necessar,r, 
to determine if it had, in tact, been damaged or degraded. In all 
cases, it it was determined that a system or material had been 
damaged or degraded, it was replaced by a qualified replacement, or 
repaired and restored to "new" speci~ications (NRC safety grade). 

As various components were evaluated and the determination 
vas made to retain, repair, or replace, NRC-required documentation ot 
the disposition of the component was maintained. For each piece of 
equipm~nt removed, for ~ reason, drawings had to be maintained 
showing the status of each part. ~onsa~ety-related" parts had to be 
"quarantined" to ensure that they did not inadvertently become mixed 
in with "nuclear safety-related" parts. ~uclear satety-relat~d" 

parts which required replacement had to be replaced with quality
assured "nuclear safety-related" parts which met original 
specifications for the diesel. 

Those pa~ts which wear out during norcal operation are 
maintained on site as spare parts. Those parts which are not 
expected to wear out and, consequently, are not kept on site as spare 
parts, must be procured trom a limited number o~ qualitied 
suppliers. These parts are generally not 9.vailable ~o~f-the-shelt", 
primarily due to quality-assurance requirements for "nuclear satety
related" equipment. 

R~dreds of pieces of equipment had to be evaluated. Two 
thousand teetot tubing and over 400 instr~ent fittings were 
replaced as a result of the fire. Many valves, level and pressure 
switches, pressure gauges, cabling, conduits, ~d light fixtures were 
replaced. Motors, heaters, the generator, control cabinets, 

. . 
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ventilation equipment~ turbochargers~ aftercookers~ filters~ tanks, 
sprinkler piping, and pumps were evaluated and repaired or replaced 
as required. Much ot the dacaged equipment (not ordinarily expected 
to require replacement) was not immediately available for the reasons 
discussed above. Such equipment included both turboehargers, the 

. governor, control panels (containine much cabling, many gauges, and 
many switches), and numerous individual gauges. For this equipment, 
Edison formed a task force to expedite locating, ordering, receivi~, 
and installation of replacement parts in order to minimize the length 
of the outage. 

As a result of Edison's efforts, the length of the outage 
was limited to only one month, and Unit 1 was returned to service on 
August 16,1981, following successful NRC-required testing of the 
repaired diesel generators. The acount of replacement energy cost 
associated with this outage is S14 p 194,OOO on a total system basis, 
or S1~,147,OOO on a CPUC jurisdiction basis. Edison seeks to recover 
this acount through ECAC. Staff and TURN take the position that 
recover,y should be denied on the basis that the replacement fuel 
costs were unreasonably incurred. 

2. Position of the Parties 
Edison states that in deciding whether an expense item is 

reaso~ble for purposes of recover,y through ECAC, a r~le or standard 
of reasonableness must necessarily be applied to the facts on record 
concerning the item. According to Edison, the outcome of this 
decision process depe~es largely on the standard applied and the 
procedure by which the standard is applied. Edison states that eacb 
party who actively participated. in this proceeding has urged the 
application of a standard which re!lects that party's own 
U!lderstanding o-! what is meant by the abstract term "reasonableness". 

I~ prinCiple Edison states that it agrees that the 
CommiSSion should provide further guidance with respect to the 

• 
, 
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standard by which the reasonsble~ess of. utility fuel s:d energy 
expe~ses is to be judged. However, Edison eonte~ds that it is 
doubtful that a ~simple stateme~t of law and so~d public policy" can 
be expo~ded without bei~g at least somewhat abstract and general. 

Ediso~ believes that a fairly broad reasonableness standard 
should be adopted by the Commission. According to Ed1son p a broad 
standard can still provide the utility with a useful benchmark 
against which it can prepare an adequate reasonableness presentation, 
and can still be applicable to the full variety of expense items, 
provided the standard is applied in a co~sistent and logical manner. 

Furthermore, Edison believes that the Commission's past 
expressions of a reasonable~ess standard are based on sound public 
policy, a.:ld that these past expressions can be synthesized into a 
sutficie~tly clear rule to satisfy the needs of the utility, the 
staffp and ratepayers alike. 

As such a standard Edison otfers the following for adoption 
in this s:d future ECAC reasonableness reviews: 

Without the benefit of hindSight, and based upon 
co~sideration of the relevant circumstances that 
were known or reaso~ably should have been known 
(or might have been known or should have been 
known upon reasonable inquiry) by m~,nagement at 
the time the deeision was made or action was 
taken or not taken, was managementts deciSion, 
action, or inaction reasonable? 
Edison states that its proposed standard begins with a 

limitation: the utility's actions must ~ot be reviewed with the 
benefit of hindsight. According to Edison, this limitation is not 
new to reg~latory law as propounded by this CommiSSion, citing a 
recent decision involving oil exchanges negotiated by San Diego Gas & 
Electric Company (SDG&E), in which the Commission clearly indicated 
its agreement with this limitation • 
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Edison states that the inclusion ~n Edison's proposed 
standard of the requirement that reasonableness reviews take into 
account the relevant circumstances that were kn~~ or reasonab~ 
should have been known by management at the time the action was taken 
is clearly supportable. According to Edison, nowhere has ~relevant 
circumstances~ been limited to economic considerations alone. Edison 
states that any relevant facts which materially impacted the decision 
made or action taken by the utility are potentially important aspects 
o! reasonableness. Edison argues that the Cocmission should remain 
consistent with its prior positions and expressly adopt (1) avoidance 
of hindsight, and (2) conSideration of all relevant circumstances, as 
integral parts of the Com:ission's reasonableness standard tor 
application in this and future reasonableness reViews. 

Edison states that a ~urther Significant qualification to 
Edison's proposed standard is contained in the words ~reasonable 
inqui~~. Edison claims that it does not dispute that utility 
management has a duty to become apprised of information that may 
materially impact their decisions or actions. Edison teels, however, 
that some limit must be placed on the degree ot effort that 
management is expected to expend in becoming and staying in!ormed. 
According to Edison~ this is an extension of the principle that 
reasonableness must be viewed in light of all relevant 
circumstances. Edison ar~es that it one circumstance is that the 
expense~ time required~ or di~~ieulty o~ obtaining information was 
prohibitive, ~hen a reasonable inquir,y need not include such 
information. 

Edison states that the analytical framework by which this 
proposed standard should be applied involves identification of the 
specific event that directly resulted in the incurrence of additional 
energy expense and the development ot a simple time-line with the 
event in question at the center • 
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According to Edison, th~ importan~e o~ the time-line is 
that it serves as a means o~ enforcing the prohibition against the 
use of hindsight. Each action or decision prior to the event can be 
placed in chronological order on the time-line. Circumstances which 
predate or coincide with a decision or action are relevant to the 
review of that decision or action; later cir~mstances are not. 

Eeison states that the time-line more accurately retlects 
reality than does a free-form, unstructured analysis. Edison 
observes that the decisions ~de by utility management take place on 
the continuum of time, and reconstructing that continuum provides the 
only perspect1·ve which truly reflects the circ'I.U:lStances under which' 
those decisions were made. 

~ison claims that the adoption of administrative controls 
designed to ensure the removal of temporary eqUipment modifications 
is the first action or deciSion on Edison's part under review with 
regard to the diesel generator fire. Edison observes that the NRC 
conducted an investigation following the fire, the thrust of which: 

" ••• was to review the processes that were in place and 
determine if these processes resulted in appropriate 
actions being taken and were followed." 

The NRC did not issue any citations or note any items of 
noncompliance as a result of this investigation, from which Edison 
concludes that, in the NRC's opinion, Edison's administrative 
controls were satisfactory and were being followed. 

Edison observes that ever,r decision, by definition, 
involves a choice of one alternative from at least two, and 
frequently many, available alternatives. Rindsignt invariably 
commences at the point in time when the result of the choice becomes 
known, looks back in time, and concludes that a d1~~erent alternative 
would have been best. It also connotes the fixing 0'£ blame in cases 
where, tor one reason or another, a decision or judgment did not york 
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~ out. According to Edison, the NRC investi~tion was clearly not a 
search for the best of a number of alternatives, nor was it an 
attempt to fix blame. It was simply an effort to determine 1f 
Ed1son's controls "resulted in appropriate actions being taken", and 

were being followed by Edison. 

~ 

~ 

Edison s~ates that even without the benefit of hindsight, 
the review of Edison's administrative controls still involves a 
consideration of the alternatives reasonably known or available - not 
for the purpose of retrospectively selecting the best - but only for 
the purpose of establishing that the choice was reasonable in light 
of all of the relevant circumstances as of the time the choice was 
made. 

Edison states that the only alternative available regarding 
the adoption of administrative controls would have been to make them 
more stringent at the time they were adopted. However, Edison claims 
that its controls were already sufficiently stringent to result in 
the removal (with one exception) of all of the many pieces of 
temporary test equipment installed during start-up before the diesel 
was placed in service. Since the control procedures involved 
" ••• many, many steps ••• ," Edison claims that the alternative of 
making the procedure more stringent would certainly have resulted in 
the addition of even more steps and thus become even more 
burdensome. According to Edison, these facts strongly suggest that 
in controlling the temporar,r installations, the many steps in 
Edison's administrative controls were alrea~ near the pOint of 
diminishing returns - that is, significantly burdensome additional 
steps would not necessarilY have resulted in further improvement in 
control. Edison argues that the circumstances that prevailed when 
Edison'S procedures were adopted, and the inference that may be 
fairly drawn from those circumstances clearly establish that Edison's 
conduct with respect to those procedures was reasonable at the time 
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absent the benefit of hindsight. .Edison contends that there is no 
evidence in the record which suggests that Edison failed to 1mplemen~ 
or adhere satisfactorilY to procedures for the control of temporar,r 
test equ1pments. 

According to Edison, the second action or decision to be 
reviewed is the installation of the lube oil pressure gauge and 
associated hardware. Edison states that the installation vas 
properly designed and executed ~or its intended purpose. Edison 
argues that the assembly mistakenly being left in place takes place 
later in the time-line, and, being hindSight, cannot be considered 
With respect to Edison's conduct in installing the gauge in the first 
place. Edison claims that the only conclusion that can be drawn from 
the record is that ~dison acted reasonably in installing the assemblY 
in question. 

According to Edison, the next item for review is a 
nonaction: that is, the failure to remove the gauge. This has 

alrea~ been aCknowledged by Edison to have been a mistake. However, 
Edison contends thit one mistake cannot be equated to 
unreasonableness. 

According to Edison. the period of time between the failure 
to remove the gauge and the occurrence of the fire was one in which 
reglllar visual inspections, which included watching for fuel or oil 
leaks or other abnormal conditions, took place. Edison claims that 
because these routine operational checks did not result in the 
removal of the gauge does not constitute further error on Edison's 
part. According to Edison, the single error, failure to remove the 
gauge at the completion of start-up, resulted in various 
consequences, like ripples in a pond. Edison observes that the 
station operating staff that took over following start-up would 
accept the presence of the gauge as if it were legitimately there. 
Edison characterizes this as one of the ripples, a logical extension 
or eonsequence of the single mistake. Edison argiles that it does not 
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constitute another mistake on Ed1~on's part~ Since.the gauge was 
relatively small, was not clearly Visible from normal viewing 
locations, and was one of a number of pressure gauges installed on a 
large and complex piece o! equipment. Edison argues that until the 
oil leak was first discovered, Edison's conduct was entirely 
reasonable under the cir~stances existing at the time. 

Edison contends that its personnel continued to conduct 
themselves in a reasonable fashion upon the discovery o! the oil 
leak. According to Edison, oil leaking from the gauge fitting would 
not have been considered unusual. It vas a very small leak. Upon 
discovery, a maintenance order was promptly written out. A 
maintenance person was dispatched to the diesel generator following 
issuance ot the maintenance order but could not tind the source of 
the leak because without the diesel running, there vas no pressure in 
the system. Hydrostatic testing is not standard practice unless the 
pressure boundary has been disturbed which was not the case in this 
instance. At the next routine operation of the diesel generator, an 
operator, attempting to locate the source of the leak, climbed into 
the area where the gauge was located and touched the gauge, at which 
point the fitting ruptured. 

Edison claims that every step taken by Edison following 
discovery of the leak was in accordance with standard operating 
practice and demonstrated an intent to investigate and repair the 
source of the leak in an expeditious manner conSistent with the facts 
known to Edison's operating personnel at the time. Edison ar~es 
that this was clearly reasonable conduct which is not challenged by 
any eVidence in this record. 

Edison argu.es that from the moment the fire broke out., 
Edison's actions were so exemplary as to compel the conclusion that 
Edison's tuther actions were reasonable. 
and staff have praised Edison's efforts 
fire and thereby minimizing the damage • 
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Thus, Edison concludes ~hat avoid~ng hindsight and 
considering all relevant circumstances known (or which reasonably 
ougb.t to have been known) to Edison at the times in question 
demonstrates that, aside trom one single error, Edison at al~ times 
acted in a reasonable manner. Edison ar~es that one error should 
not result in a finding that Edison acted unreasonably. 

Edison ar~es that past decisions ot the Commission have 
clearly established that its standard of reasonableness does not 
require a u~ility to operate its plants without ever making an 
error. Edison observes that in the deciSion respecting the diesel 
generator fire outage, in Edison's 1981 ECAC reasonableness reView, 
this Commission stated: 

~Our re~lator.1 standard for prudent utility 
behavior does not require the utility to operate 
its plants vlthout mishap or ••• " 
Edison arguea that Similarly, in the decision in 

Pacific Gas & Electric Company's (PG&E) 1980 reasonableness 
review, this Commission addressed TURN's recommended 
disallowance based upon the allegation that PG&E failed to 
take advantage of available economy energy during a two-day 
period in July 1980, stating: 

"PG&E ••• shows that its failure to purchase economy 
energy trom Edison during the period in 1980 was 
the result ot a mistake on the part of its 
operating personnel and that a new system has 
been installed to prevent such mistakes in the 
future. -We agree with ?G&E that such mistakes 
cannot be characterized as imprudent 
management." 

Edison states that these decisions express a rule, the soundness of 
which no reasonable person would dispute: Imposing a standard of 
conduct which requires pertection is patentlY unjust because the 
standard ultimately can never be attained. 

Statf ar~es that the facts support a finding that Edison 
tailed to observe an appropriate standard of care in the 
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circumstances and, therefore, tha~ the incremental tuel costs 
associated with the fire should ~e disaJ.'lowed. 

According to staff, Edison was re3ponsible tor the 
insta.llation and subsequent failure to remov,e the unauthorized part, 
which action caused the fire. ~hus, Edison should be held 
accountable tor the replacement fuel costs. However, in recognition 
ot the company's quick response after the fire, and the company's 
repair efforts which resulted in SONGS 1 returning to service in 32 
da.ys, staf~ does not recommend that any additional penalty be 
assessed against the company. While the statf witness declined to 
characterize the error as imprudence, he, nevertheless, supported his 
recommendation by referencing the "larger picture" that he ~elt 
should be recognized in this instance, pointing out that the diesel 
generator miBht have been needed at a time "when SONGS 1 had a 
problem." In e~fect, the witness stated that the ordinary standard 
of prudence should not be applied - or, in other words, a higner 
standard of' care should be applied in determining imprudence. Legal 
Division coneurs in that recommendation. 

Staff states that whether an action is "reasonable", 
"prudent", or "negligent" is necessarily a function of the 
circumstances affecting that action. 

According to stat!, generally, "prudence" and "imprudence" 
have to do with caution, Skill, or sagacity in the management of 
bU,siness af'!'airs, provident use of' resources, etc. Like 
"negligence", they' address the reasonableness of conduct. Similarly, 
a reasonable standard of care is related to the level of associated 
risks and potential costs. 

Statf claims that the required standard o~ eare in this 
instance is set by NRC. Statf states that th~ standard not being met 
in a single instance directly caused a 32-day outage and resulted in 
additional fuel eosts of approximately $14,194,000. According to 
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staff, NRC's safety standards demand that two standby diesel 
generators be operational be~ore SONGS 1 unit can be operated. Staff 
claims that circumstances have proven that at any time within three 
years prior to the July 1981 tire, diesel generator No. 1 was 
incapable of operating for a further 72 hours without producing an 
oil leak, the occurrence o~ which would result in fire. 

Staf~ contends that to argue, as Edison seems to, that its 
performance should oe judged as if the diesel generators were not 
"safety related" equipment is absured. Statf argues that the 
governing rules prescribe the standard commensurate with the risks 
involved. Staff states that the rules are safety oriented, but not 
only do the rules determine the course ot reasonable conduct relative 
to this event, it is precisely because Edison did not meet the sat"ety 
rules that the fire occurred. 

Stat! observes that Edison emphasizes that the 
instrumentation was intended to be temporsr,y and as such did not have 
to meet strict design and installation standards. However, staft 
contends that trom the moment that Edison's start-up crew walked away 
~rom generator No.1, by that act ot omiSSion, the pressure gauge 
became an unauthorized permanent installation, despite all o! the 
rules ~d standards designed specifically to avoid such installations. 

Stat! observes that Edison notes that a number of temporar,y 
test rigs were installed 8.:ld removed trom diesel g~ner3.tor No. 1 and 
that, during start-up testing of any eqUipment, test installations 
are installed 8.:ld removed on an ongOing basis as was the case with 
the Unit 1 diesels. Staf~ argues that the risks and potential costs 
involved are such that it would be difficult to contemplate 
circumstanees in which a higher standard of care would be required. 

Statf observes that Edison suggests that by assessing fuel 
costs against the company, the Commission would be applying a higher 
standard 0-: care than did NRC concerning the same event. Staf! 
states that its recommendation pertained only to a determination as' 
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to who should pay the fuel costs; the C?~pahy or the ratepayer. It 
not recommended that a penalty be imposed. Staff concludes that 
whether Edison should pay the fuel costs depends upon whether the 
company's conduct in a given set ot circumstances should be 
characterized as imprudent- Stat! states that by ordinary rules of 
conduct an act of omisSion in a new and complex situation may not be 
imprudent, but ordinary rules of conduct did not apply here. 

TURN states that in the earlier proceeding, Edison's 
principal de~ense was an argument distin~~ishing 1~C's ~stringent" 
standards tor satety-related equipcent from the core lib~ral 
standards ot "ordinary~ good equipment maintenance. TURN states that 
Edison asserted that a failure to have "authorized" equipment in 
place may have been a technical violation of soce NRC directive, but 
it certainly was not proof ot negligent operation of the facility. 

TURN arg~es that Edison's arguments of last year may now b~ 
dismissed out ot hand. According to TURN, the regulation o~ the NRC, 
whether overly stringent or not, has nothing to do with the st~dard 
of care to which Edison should be held in this case. It was 
negligent to leave a brass fitting on the lube oil system of a diesel 
generator for five years. This would be true even if the diesel 
generator were not located at a nuclear facility, but tor example in 
the basement of a warehouse. TURN asks if the failure of the brass 
fitting had caused a tire in the warehouse could Ediso~ have defe~ded 
itself by asserti~g that the fitti~g confor~ed to ~~y applicable 
st~dards for a permane~t installation? 

TURN observes that Edison has admitted that it committed an 
error when it lett the temporar,r 1nstrumentaton in place for five 
years. Nevertheless? Edison asks that the ratepayers absorb the 
financial congeque~ces ot the t1re • 
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TURN urges the Co:missio~ to ~~~ect what it calls Edison's 
excuses ~d sophistr,y and argues that Edison's actions should be 

judged by this ge~eral legal standard: electric utility fuel costa 
resulting froe the negligent maintenance or operation o~ utility 
plant are unreaso:able. Because a nuclear generating station is 
involved herep TURN argues that the definition ot negligence must 
recognize that an even higher standard of care will be applied. 

TURN states that it should also be pOinted out that the 
temporar,y equipment was ~ot installed by the operating perso~el at 
SONGS 1p but by a different team whose members would typically leave 
the plant or go on to some other backtit job. Since they were the 
ones who were responsible tor re~oving all the temporar,y 
installatio~p TURN argues that ~gement should be charged With the 
knowledge that normal operati:g perso~el would not necessarily 
reco~ize temporar.y eqUipment that mi8ht have been i:advertently left 
in place • 

Regarding Edison's reliance on the statement that this 
Commission' standard does not require the utility to opera'te its 
plants without mishap or error, TURN states that !irst p one must 
distinguish between minor p relatively inconsequential ~errors~ that 
may be expected to occur in any large organization, and serious, ver,r 
costly ones such as that now under review. TURN ~otes that it has 
taken the positio~ that the Commission should have disallowed the 
costs of the missed economy energy transactions in the PG&E cited by 
Ed1so~p but ooserves that one could ratio~ally concludep as the 
Commissio~ apparently did in that case p that a disallowance wonld be 
i~appropriate because only a few hunered thousand dollars were 
involved and beeause the neglige~ce was ascribed to the actions of a 
dispatcher who failed to follow clear ~d long-standing directives. 

TURN contends that one must contrast that situation with 
the one noW' before us: a. nuclear power pla.:lt p the operation of which 
requires co~stant vigiliance and painstaking ~anagement oversight; 

" I' 
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the negligence: ~ unauthorized and st~uctually inappropriate 
installation left in place for five years; the result: an outage 
costing over $14 million in replacement power costs alone. The 
Commission asks whether on these facts would a disallowance really 
be, as Edison argues, the imposition of a standard ot conduct which 
requires per~ectio~? 

. Further, TURN observes that Edison has ar~~ed that only 
upon a showing ot management imprudence can a disallowance properly 
be ordered. TURN states that obviously there are some factual 
situations in which it would be inappropriate to hold Edison's 
shareholders responsible for the actions of the company's employees. 
According to T~~, the clearest eases would be those covered by the 
exceptions to the doctrine of res~ondeat superior in tort law. TURN 
states there are other cases y however y lying in a gray area formed by 
the divergence of the Cocmission's "reg~lator.y law" from the strict 
application of the traditional tort doctrines, and suggests that the 
case of the PG&E dispatcher who failed to make the economy energy 
transaction falls into this gr~ area. However, TURN argues that 
Edison cannot hide behind the excuse of employee - as opposed to 
management - error. 

TURN contends that this error was too big and its 
consequences too severe to be grouped fairly with those day-to-day 
mistakes that one might expect to routinely occur in a large 
enterprise with many employees. TURN warns that Edison's notion of 
management imprude~ee Virtually quarantees that no d1sallowance will 
ever be ordered, for the CommiSSion or other parties would have to 
prove that disputed costs were incurred as the result of the 
intentional torts, negligence (with scienter), or willful 
recklessness of management. 

Edison responds that no basis is provided in the staff 
report or in the record to support the conclusion that Edison should 
be held accountable ~or the cost associated with the ~ire, other than 
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the one error that Edison committ~d. According to Edison, the record 
is devoid of any evidence that Edison at any time acted in an 
unreasonable m~er in deSign, installation, testing, or use ot the 
diesel generator. Edison observes that the Commission statf 
nevertheless argues that Ediso~ committed one error by virtue of its 
failure to remove the lube oil pressure instrument assembly and 
despite Edison's otherwise reasonable actions, proposes that 
replacement energy cost associated with the fire should be disallowed. 

Edison argues that staff's standard should be rejected for 
the following reasons: (1) 1t requires the utility to operate its 
plants per~ectly, without error or mishap, contrary to prior 
Commission deciSions and common sense; and (2) it effectively changes 
the standard by which reasonableness has been conventionally judged, 
thereby "changing the rules of the game after play has commenced." 
Edison states that assuming staff's standard involves an assignment 
of risk between ratepayer and shareholder, the staff's standard 
should be rejected for future application since such assignment is 
unnecessar,r in light of recent changes implemented with respect to 
AER. 

Edison argues that sta.:f't's proposed standB.rd is also 
objectionable because it has no basis in any of the Commission's 
prior expressions of what the reasonableness standard has been. 
According to Edison, staff's recommendation would totally ignore the 
prudence or reasonableness of the utility in reaching ~ deciSion on 
disallowance of fuel costs. Edison claims that staff's 
recommendation on this issue bears no relation to law or to common 
sense. Edison states that staff would change the rule by which the 
utility has endeavored to abide, after actions ha.ve been taken &:ld 
decisions made in accordance with that r~le. Edison contends that 
this am¢unts to ex post ~acto punishment and should be dismissed from 
serious consideration in this proceeding • 
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Edison argues that staff also appears to be basing its . . 
recommended standard of perfection upon some theor,r of the 
reassignment of risk between Edison's shareholders and ratepayers. 
Edison states that a:y such assignments cannot fairly be made several 
years after the event in question without prior notice to the 
utility. Further, Edison contends that this theor,r is without merit 
for future app~ication to reasonableness reviews because the 
CommisSion has already examined the risk relationships inhere~t in 
the BCAC and has made a significant modification to those 
relationships in D.82-12-105, issued December 22, 1982, in 
OII 82-04-02. 

In D.82-12-105, the Commission increased the percentage of 
fuel expenses to be recovered under the AER ~roc ~ to 10.%. ~hat 

modification results in shareholders bearing 1~ of any unforecast 
changes in fuel expenses, which would include 1~ of the replacement 
energy expenses resulting from any unforecast plant outages • 

According to Edison, this modification was made to provide 
Edison clear ~d core effective incentives to manage its fuel costs 
efficiently. Edison states that certain other changes vere made to 
the ECAC procedure, including limitation of the total risk placed 
upon Edison's shareholders as a result of these modifications. 
Edison observes that this Commission stated that "[t]his reali~ent 
of the risks related to fuel expenses should not significantly affect 
Edison cost of capital. Shareholders and ratepay~r~ will hav~ ~ow~ 

of their fuel-related risks increased, and som~ dec~e~Q~~. ~e 

believe the result is an appropriate balance of risks and 
opportunities." Edison argues that because modification was made 
following extensive hearings in which staff participated fully, ~d 
vas made without resort to material changes in the reasonableness 
standard as it existed then and now, it is additional proof that 
staff's proposed standard in the present proceeding is totally 
without merit • 
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I~ its ope~i~g brief, Zdison argu~d that TURN's recomme~ded ... 
standard is clearly ~ app11cat1on ot the tort principle o~ 
~eg1ige~ce per se, i~ which TURN is appare:ltly ask1~g the Comm1ssion 
to i:lt~rpr~t fthat it characterizes as "applicable codes ~d 
st~dards" to be the equivalent ot a legislative determination of a 
standard for nuclear power plant operation, and to find that 
deviation trom this allegedly applicable standard is cO:lclus1ve 
evidence that Edison acted unreasonably with respect to the 
circumstances which lead to the SONGS 1 diesel generator tire. 

Edison arg~es that TURN's recomme~ded reaso~ableness 
$t~dard, based o~ the theor,r ot negligence per se, should not be 
adopted tor two reaso~s: (1) it would not promote sound public 
policy, ~d (2) it is ~ot applicable to the facts in this case. 
According to Edison, the Commission should decline to apply a 
negligence per se standard in this administrative proceeding. 

In its reply brief Edison conte~ds that TURN's argume~ts 
are inconsiste~t, as demonstrated by TUP~'s sugge$tio~ that 
"applicable codes" are irrelevant. 

Ediso~ states that it tully agrees that NRC regulations are 
not the benchmarks of reasonableness with respect to energy expense; 
they were never intended to serve as such benchmarks in the ~1rst 
place. Edison argues that this sudden expa.nsio:l. of position (trom 
negligence per se based upon an unspecified regulation to 
conventional negligence) throws into stark relief the manner in which 
Edison contends that TURN selects the most useful theory ot the 
moment. 

Edison states that TURN's "last chance" recommendation is 
the application o~ common law negligence. Edison argues that the 
same reasons that Edison gave against the use of the ~egligence per 
se doctrine apply with equal (i~deed, greater) force with respect t~ 
the use of commO:l law neglige:lce as a sts.ndard in these proceedings .. 
Edison contends that T~~ is selectively applying bits and pieces of 
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the co::on la~ o~ negligence to the ~eg~ee that $uch analogy cenefit3 
thei~ ?osition, igno~i:g the othe~ ~eat~~es of civil litigation of 
which tho3e bits an~ pieces a~e i:te~al ?a~ts. E~ison ~ugge$t~ t:at 
?~~ha~s =os~~~o~ta~t fo~ the Co==issio~ to ~ecognize i3 that 
negligence ·la~ is !'ou::~e~ on th~. basis that the bu:-cie: of ;>:-o'o:!" lies 
with the ;>laintiff. Edison warn: that any selective application of a 
pa~t ot the la~ of neglige~ce to this p~oceeding a~titicially 
inc~eases what is al~eacy clea~ly a high bu~den of proof. 

3. Disc:.:ssiO:l 
Resolutio: ot this iS3ue is not nea.:-ly so diftict:lt as 

sugges~ec by Edison'S contentions. the underlying policy question is 
'Iorhethe~ :-atepaye~s or sl:a~eholde:-s should abso~ct:'e financial 
consequences of the diesel fi~e. 
all the ci~cu:stance3, 'Iore,have cete~:ined that it is i:lap?~opriate, 
based on t~aditional rate:aking ;>ri::ciples, to allo~ ECAC ~ecove~y.of 
the ~eplace=ent fuel costs at~~ibu~able to the diesel fire • 

~e neec not tind t:at Edison ·~s negligent in o~der to 
reach this result. Indeed it is probably unwise to inject the 
concept of negligence, -.:hicb. is so closely identified as a 'oasis 
tort liability, into the rate:aking proces3, where standards for 

for 

allowance or cisallo~ance a~e already ade~uately detined to resolve 
reasonableness issues. In ~easonacleness reviews utilities bea~ the 
bu~den ot proving t~e ~easonableness o~ ~he~:- ~uel policies a:d so 

justi!y recove~ o~ thei~ ~uel.expec3es. As ~e indicatec i~ D.92496 
i: OI: 50, in coc:e:c!ng the ECAC procecure: 

"o~ eourse, the burc!ecot proof is on the utility 
applicant to estaclish the reasocable:ss ot 
energy e:Qe::ses sou~'t ":0 be re-cove~eC through 
ECAC. ~e·ex,eet a substantial at~ir=ative 
showing by each utility ·~th ,e~c!p!e:t ~itnes3es 
in support of all e:e=e~ts of its ·applieation, 
!ncluc!ing tuel costs and ?la:t ~eliacility." 
(D.92496? ~ CPUC 2c! 693. 701.) 
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We ~ve ~u~~he~ ~~~i:ee this staneard in 3ub~e~ue:t ZCAC 
proeeeei:gs. !n D.83-04-089~ a ,~oeeeci:& involving ?G&E~s ~uel 
co~~s, we stated: 

~***Unle~$ ?G&E =ee~~ the burden o! proving, wit: 
clear and conVincing evidence, the reasonableness 
o!' all ~he e:Qe::.ses i·t- seeks to have re!'leeted in. 
rate adj~st=e:ts, those eosts ~ill be disallowed 

'~:n re ·Southe~ Cou:~ies Gas Co., 51 CPUC 533 
(1952)." (D.o3-C~-C89, ~e07 p. 2.) 
A orie! review o!' ~he :acts establishee ~ this record 

leads i:exorab·ly ':0 the conelusio::. that Ediso:'s co:euc:., resulting 
in ':he: !'ir~ and i!l the replaee::ent !'uel cos'tos, does not coc:port witb 
ou~ rigorous reasonableness standarc. !he i:3~~ce:t that ~ailed was 
i~~endee to be ~ecporary. CO:$e~uently it was not =anufactu~ec to 
the :tancard ot a per:a:en:. !'ix-:.ure. Spec!.!'ically,~:. conta!ned a 

b:-ass t'itti~ t:.a':. -..ras not .suitable tor per:nacent use. :t..:as. the 

!ailure o! that braS3 !itt!:ig tl':.at cau$~' the leak ~b.at causec tbe .. . 

!ire tbat caused the ou:.age t~t cat:.sed the replace::ent ~uel costs to. 
be i::lcu:-re·e·. 

the opportu!li~y to choose the ~uality of ~he caterial that it would 
use. ~~e~ it chose :aterial suitable ~or te:pora~y u~e, !~ obligated 
i~~el~ to ~e=ove all such i~st~=ents -..rithin a reasonable ti:e. 

in:stallec.. 
per:anent iostallatioa or ~o remove the i!lstru:ent was unreasona~le. 
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:he evidence also e~tabli3nes ~ba~ Eeison's operaticg 
~ personnel ~oulc be ucable to eistinguish this ~e~pora~ inst~cent 

tro= pe~cec~ i:s~~=ents. !~us the testing personnel's tailure to 

re:ove t~e instru:ent coul~ not be cu~ed oy the operating personnel's 
subse~uent discovery o~ the.error an~ co~rective action. Under these 
circu=s~ances the tezti:g ?er~onnel were ool~gatee to exercise a 
greater a:ount ot over;ight tha~·othe~~ise, perhaps resorting to such 
:easures as counting the instru:ents. 

• 

It ~oule oe unconscionable tro: a regulatory perspective ~o 
reward such i=?ruden~ activity by passing the resultant costs throu~ 
to ratepayer~. 

• 
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E~izon take~ g~eat ~ride in the canner in which it 
res,cnce~ to the ~~~e, re~a~~ed the generator, and ~estored SONGS 1 
to ~ervice. Althol;g.b. thi:s.. pride :tay be war~a!lted p. the conduct does 
not a!!eet Edison's liability. Rather, it citigates Edison's own 
eX?osu~e :or replaceme~t ~uel costs. 

~avingno~ deter--!ned that the ~eplacement fuel costs 
resulting from tboe c.iezel fire cannot be passeC tborough to Edison's 
ratepaye:-s, '!lie should note that the i::pact or this disallowance on 
SDG&E has yet to oe addressed by this Cocmission. At the ~i~st 
?rehea·ring Coe!erence in SDG&E's last :-easonableness p·roceedi::g 
(A.83~07-016) the ALJ :-equested input' !"rem the parties as to hov such 
a disallowance !"or Edison would i::~act S~G&E, 'due eo its 20% ~hare of 
SO~GS 1. ('rR Vol ?EC 5: i 3-27 ~) Since all noo-Tesoro: related. 
reasonableness issues have ~een d.eferred. to SDG&E'3 current ECAC 
proceeding (A.84-07-027), we ex,eet the parties will analy:e this 
iS3ue in the current ~~eeeding, with s?eci~ic re!ere~eeto the 

.appropriate ratecaking treatcent o!" replacement fuel costs incl,llTed 
by S~G&E du:-ing the pe:-ioc of the SONGS 1 outage, in view of tb.is 
disallowance. 
c. Coal !nce~~ive ?~ocedu:-e !s~ues 

,. Mohave Rea: Ra:e 
T!:e coal plant. ince::tive p:-oced.ure applicable to EdisonTs 

Mocave and Four Co~e~s generating stations was adopted brt-he 
COC:izzion in D.93363, issued. July 22, 1981, !n Edison's ECAC A.59499. 

As a ~a:-t ot tee coal plant incentive p~oeedu~e, D.93363 
ado;)'ted a gross hea: :-a:e standard applicaole to· Moeave ·of iO ,250 
Btu/kilowatt-hcu~ (kft~) (~O~ig!nal G~oss Heat Rate Standard.~) with a 
Null Zone or =. 200 Bil,lrlC~ll and. a :axi:::lt::l li:lit o! =. 1,000 
Btu/kw~. :his original gros= h~at. ~ate :s..tandard. was a part or the 

• 
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scheme ~or coal plant incentive pro¢ed~re developed by a consultant r 

System Development Corporat"ion (SDC or the consultant), which was 
essentially adopted by the Commission intact in D.9336;. 

Bdison stated in the hearings held in A.59499, that the 
original gross heat rate standard proposed by SDC tor Mohave would. 
need to be validated to take into consideration the current 
limitations on the units, and to verify Mohave's design heat rate, 
because design heat rate curves vere utilized in developing the 
original gross heat rate standard. SDC concurred and so recommended 
in its report in that proceeding. The report, entitled Four Corners 
Generatin~ Station Units 4 and Sf Mohave Generating Station Units 1 
and 2t Standards of Performance S~~dYt Final Report, dated June 29, 
1980, stated at page 1-4: "Since the design gross heat rate curves 
tor Mohave have never been veri~ied, it is recommended that a 
performance test be conducted and the GAR be adjusted accordingly." 

The recommended test was conducted in Nove:ber 1980, but 
resulted in inconclusive findings. The test, conducted by Edison and 
monitored by SDC, produced six heat rate test run results ranging 
from 10,568 to 11,727 ~~~/kWh, all of which exceed the original gross 
heat rate standard of 10,250 Btu/kWh_ SDC, in its report of this 
test, entitled Mohave Generating Station Units 1 and 2t Standards of 
Performance StudYt Heat Rate Performance Test-Report, dated May 1, 

1981, concluded that the principal difficulty with the test was the 
inability to accurately measure fuel flow in the slurry system over a 
short time period and recommended a further long-term study. 

In its petition for rehearing and/or moditication of 
D.93363, tiled Au~~t 20~ 19S1 r Edison requested that the Commission 
recognize that the gross heat rate standard to be applied at Mohave 
should be reviewed against the results of the long-term performance 
study recommended by SDC. The COz:mlission's D.82-03-053 modifying 
D.9336;" provided an affir~tive ruling on this request and Edison 
contracted with SDC to conduct a long-term heat rate performance 
study at Mohave • 
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Mea.:r"ihile. in March 1962. Edi~on filed A.62-0:3-04 which 
included the Reasonableness of O~eration Report ~or energy expenses . 
incurred in 1981. This report included results of 1981 performance 
at Mohave. In 1981. the recorded gross heat rate for Mohave Units' 
and 2 vas 10~917 3tu/k~~. This vas above the original heat rate 
standard, outside the Null Zone, and within the Qaxi~um liQits. 
Because of the coc:ent in D.82-03-05; tha.t the consultants' report on 
the heat rate :onitoring effort would be considered in the 1982 ECAC 
reasonableness review, Edison again requested that application of any 

heat rate standard be deferred at Mohave until the consultants' 
report was sub~itted and the original gross heat rate standard was 
:odi~ied or verified. 

The Co:mission rendered D.83-01-053 in A.82-03-04 on 
Janua~ 19, 198; and rejected Edison's request to defer application 
of the heat rate standa.rd and i:posed a penalty of $4,;19,000 due to 
the perfor:ance of Mohave during 1981. This penalty was assessed in 
accordance ~~th the coal plant incentive procedure and was based upon 
the original gross heat rate standard. Eowever, the Coe:ission, in 
its Conclusions of Law, ~ound: 

"4. If the long term study of a gross heat ra.te 
standard for the Mohave units shows the 
a.dopted standard to be clearly unreasonable, 
we will consider adjustment of the penalty 
imposed in this order." 

The Co~ission thus expressly recognized that if the original gross 
heat rate standard ~or Mohave was shown to oe clearly unreasonable. 
then the Commission would consider adjusting the 1981 penalty at 
Mohave. 

SDC began the heat rate perforl:lance study in early 1982 and 
continued thro..:.gh. to the end o~ the year. A copy of the SDC :-eport 
on the co~pleted study, entitled Mohave Generating Station Units 1 
and 2 St~~da.rd of Perfor~~~ce Study, 1982 Heat Rate Per!orm~~ce 
Monito:-ing Study Re~ort, dated Pebruary 4, 1983, was included in 
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this proceeding as Exhibit 21. The pri;~ipil conclusion of the 
report was that the original heat rate standard of 10,250 Btu/kWh 
should be changed to 10,550 Btu/kWh (hereinafter referred to as the 
revised gross heat rate standard); the Null Zone range should be 

= 200 Btu/kWh and the maxim~ limits should be 9,615 and 11,575 
B~/kWh. 

Edison requested in the current proceeding that, based upon 
the foregoing s~~dy, the original gross heat rate standard be 

modified as recommended by SDC. As stated on page 1-6 of Exhibit 21, 
"the GAR [Gross Reat Rate] values established in the 1980 Standards 
of Performance Study should be changed as indicated because these 
values are an unreasonable representation of Mohave's GER current 
capability.w 

In its application in this proceeding, Edison requested 
that the penalty assessed for 1981 performance at Mohave be adjusted 
to reflect the revised gross heat rate stan~ard developed in 
Exhibit 21 and described above. This would result in an adjustment 
(i.e. reduction) in the 1981 penalty of $1,000,000 plus interest. 

Edison requested this adjustment be made on the basis that 
it would be unfair to compare recorded unit operation to the original 
gross heat rate standard since that theoretically based standard of 
10,250 Btu/kWh was based upon design gross heat rate curves which 
have never been verified and did not take into account current plant 
conditions. 

While stat! agreed that the revised gross heat rate 
standard should apply to 1982 and future operations at Mohave, the 
staff opposed Edison's request that the 1981 penalty for Mohave 
operating results be adjusted. 

The parties differ over whether the result of the study 
"shows the adopted standard to be clearly unreasonable," and whether 
an adjustment to the penalty is appropriate • 
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Sta!~ states that the propose~.gr6ss heat rate standard p 

'0,550 Etu, is )00 Btu/kWh higher than the existing standard. Stat! 
pOints out that the proposed '00 Btu change is less than the full 
range of the Null Zone (400 Etu) provided in the incentive 
procedure. Since the Null Zone encompasses a range of 400 Btu, and 
is intended to avoid adjustments (penalties or rewards) based on 
small variations in heat rate per!ormance, staff argues that 400 Btu 
may be constrned as the adopted standard of materiality. According 
to statf p it tollows p therefore, if the difference between two 
standards is immaterial p then neither is "clearly unreasonable" as to 
the other. Stat! states that strictly interpreted, D.e~-01-05' 
leaves open only the question whether the existing gross heat rate 
standard is "clearly unreasonable." 

Edison states that whether or not the change between the 
original gross heat rate standard and the revised heat rate standard 
is small and therefore not unreasonable is in the eye of the 
beholder. According to Edison, the difference in the penalty 
assessed in 1981 if the revised heat rate standard was used to 
recalculate that penalty would be a decrease of approximately $1 
million. 

Edison observes that the staff witness claimed the change 
between the original gross heat rate standard and the revised gross 
heat rate standard was immaterial based upon the )00 Btu/kWh change 
between the original gross heat rate standard and the revised gross 
heat rate standard being less than the full r~~ge of the original 
Null Zone o~ 400 B~~/kWh. Edison states that the revised gross heat 
rate standard is above the upper boundar,y o~ the original Null Zone p 

whieh Null Zone was developed in an attempt to represent the range 
within which the annual gross heat rate could be expected to occur 
5~ o~ the time. The revised gross heat rate standard therefore 
would have fallen outside tht Null Zone 5~ of the time. Edison ........ 
argues that this ~rther demonstrates that the original gross heat 
rate standard was elearly.unreasona~le at the time it was developed • 
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ThiS issue is of our own maki~g, resulting from our use of 
the ambiguous term ~clearly unreasonble.~ The parties have done a 
capable job ot o~~ering competing interpretations o~ our intention. 
We are persuaded that Edison's position has more merit. 

The Null Zone does provide a useful standard ot 
materiality_ A deviation trom the standard that exceeds the limit of 
the Null Zone is material, by definition. Materialit,1 is a more 
meaningful basis for evaluating the change in the gross heat rate 
standard than ~clearly unreasonable.~ Since the new standard talls 
outside the boundar,y ot the earlier standard, including the Null 
Zone, the change in the standard is material and should be retlected 
in the calculation ot the earlier penalty-

2. Qualitative Modi~iers 
a. Introduction 

D.93363, adop~ing the coal plant incentive provision 
applicable to the Mohave and Four Corners coal plants, the Commission 
recognized that events might occur which would ~tect operational 
results at these plants but which should not be taken into account in 
calculating the coal plant incentive. These types of events were 
referred to as ~qualitative modifiers~ or "modi!.1ing events." 

The Co=mission stated that such events must be raised 
on a case-by-case basis and that, 

~(a] hea~ burden of proof will rest on the 
proponent of a 'modifying event' to show that 
the event was beyond the ability o~ 
management to control or foresee and that no 
remedial action could have been taken to 
mitigate the effect of the event." 

In the current proceeding, ~dison contended that several events that 
had occurred' during 1982 and attected the operations o~ Mohave and 
Four Corners met the above-q~oted criteria. ~hese events and their 
impacts were as ~ollows: 
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M'ohave Four Co:oners 
MWh Event Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 4 Unit 5 

Minimum loa.d 
conditions 

a.) SCE 1.018 .. 0 674 .. 2 
b) Salt River 

Project (SF..?) 2,350 .. 7 7,335-4 
Transmission line 
loading restrictions 2,318 .. 5 2,743-9 
Storm-rela.ted 
tranSmission line 
tower failure 6,919 .. 0 14,638 .. 0 

Transf'ormer/line 
loading constraints 11,866.0 1,446.0 
Failu:oe of' hot reheat 
line piping elbow 121,619.0 
Flood in supplier'S 
coal storage area 5,877~0 6,1;0.0 
Coal supplier deliver,y 
eqUipment problems ;12~0' 

Rainfall impact on 
Btu content of' coal 7,024.0 2,711.0 
Bagnouse installation 4%560.0 

Total 12,606.2 147,010 .. 0 29,639 .. 0 10,287 .. 0 

Under the coal plant incentive provision formula, these 
amounts of cegawatt hour (MWh) could be added to recorded 11Wh and 
thus would adj~st the r~~ard or penalty associa~ed with recorded 
operatin~ pertorcance at the coal plants. The impact of these events 
upon the reward Edison will receive based on 1982 operating 
perf'ormance at Mohave and Four Co:oners, using the p:oice of the 
incremental fuel (gas) in the calculation, is to increase the reward 
trom S6,599,429 to $7,409.000 .. 
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The ~ollowing discussion desc~ibes each of these 
events, and why they were beyond Edison's control or ability to 
foresee and mitigate, in Edison's opinion. 

b. Minimum Load Conditions 
Minicu~ load conditions are those conditions where 

available generation or available resoUrces, such as purchased power, 
exceed current loads. These conditions generally occur between low 
load hours of :idnignt and 6:00 a.~. Under such conditions it is 
Edison's generating practice policy to ~irst reduce the highest 
priced generation, i.e. oil and gas, to the minimum possible level 
consistent with system security and reliability constraints. Then 
Edison reduces purchased power or output of base load resources 
depending upon price. That is, if purchased power is more expensive 
than Edison's coal units, Edison would reduce purchased power. If 
coal generation was more expensive, Edison would reduce coal 
generation • 

The latter condition occurred on six separate days in 
1982 when the kWh output of each of Edison's oil and gas units was 
reduced to minimum operational levels and purchased power was cheaper 
than Edison's coal generation. As a result, during these minicum 
load conditions, production from Edison·s Mohave coal units was 
reduced below what the units were capable o~ achieving. 

The result was an economic benefit to Edison's 
ratepayers in that total system costs were reduced. If Mohave 
output, at an average cost of approximately 12 mills/kWh, had not 
been reduced, Edison would have had to reduce an equivalent amount of 
purchased power priced at 5 mills/kWh. Hence, Mohave output was 
reduced so as to reduce the cost of Edison'S customers by 7 
millS/kWh, resulting in estimated fuel and purchased power savings o~ 
approximately $11,845 per hour. According to Edison, this action was 
not only s. benefit to Edison's ratepa.ye:"s, but also resulted ~rom an 
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e .... ent beyond Edison's control: Edison system loads were so low tha.t 
there were less costly resources availa.ble than Edison's Mohave coal 
plants. 

Separate :inimu~ load conditions also existed in 1962 
tor the Salt River Project (SRP), a. 1 ~ owner 0": the Mohave 
generating station. Under the ovners' agreement, each partiCipant 
owner has the rignt to do with its share of Mohave output as it sees 
fit. A$ an owner, 'then SRP can use its 10% share of Mohave output, 
sell any or part of it, or order that Mohave output be reduced by any 
part of their share. ~hus, if at any ti~e Mohave was capable of 
producing energy at a. particular output, SR? could require that 
Mohave production be reduced by 1~ of that output. 

This condition would obviously impact the coal plant 
incentive calculation since that calculation is made based upon total 
Mohave output capability and not solely upon Edison's share of that 
output capacity. Edison states that any action taken by SRP which 
reduces Mohave output is within its right as an owner of the plant 
and is obviously outside Bdison's control. 

Edison claims that it does attempt to mitigate the 
impact of SRP decisions if it can. For example, when SRP does not 
need all or any of its share of Mohave generation, Edison states that 
it will purchase this output it it is made availa~le to Edison for 
purchase and Edison can utilize it cost ettectively- However, ~ 
decision to sell is SSP's and not Edison's. The qualita~ive 

. . 
modifiers associated with Mohave production for this eve~t reflect 
the failure of one or both of those two conditions, either of which 
would prevent Edison from ~tigating the impact upon Mohave 
production. Therefore, Edison argues that these events should be 
considered qualitative modifiers applicable to Mohave production 
during 1982 • 
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c. ~ransmission Line 
Loading Restrictions 
During 1982, Mohave production was reduced by 2,;18.5 

~ih at Unit 1 and 2,749.9 MWh at Unit 2 for a total of 4,062.4 MWh 
due to transcission line loading restrictions. ~hese reductions took 
place during the July 28 to September 10, 1982 time period on a total 
o! 11 different days. This time period was characterized by a high 
level of desert storms with associated lightning conditions. Since 
transmission lines are vulnerable to lightning strikes during these 
storm conditions, Edison instructed the plant operators to bring the 
total output of the Mohave units belOW 1,400 megawatt (MW) to 
safeguard against a unit trip in the event of a lightning strike and 
the loss of the Mohave-El Dorado line. ~his limit is based on the 
transfer capability of the Mohave-Lugo line. According to Edison, 
not reducing the output below the 1,400!1W level could have resulted 
in a ~it trip, with a resultant loss of production, and an even 
greater loss of kWh output, while by reducing a total plant output 
belOW 1,400 MW, the possibility of unit trips is minimized. Rence, 
Edison claims the reductions were consistent with safe operation of 
the system and ~imization of overall production. 

Eeison observes that this phenomenon affected the plant 
output during the July-September 1982 time frame when the output of 
the units was at the highest level ever recorded - above 80% capacity 
factor for each of the months of July, August, and September. ~his 

was a first in the plant's operating history. This high level of 
output resulted in many more hours when total Mohave output was above 
1,400 MW, which, coupled with the high level of lightning activity, 
led to reductions in the plant output. 

d. Storm-Related TransmiSSion 
Line Tower Failure 
During 1982, production from the Mohave units was also 

reduced due to loss of transmission lines resulting from storm
related action. Specifically, on December 22, 1982, 90-100 mph winds 
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were experienced in Pacific Gas and Electric Company's service area~ 
which resulted in transmission tower failure on the Pacific 
Intert1e. Within three seconds, 6,400 MW of generation/purchases had 
been lost to California, and the Western States Coordinating Council 
(WSCC) system islanded into tour subsystems. ~his major disturbance 
resulted in unit trips at both the Mohave units, and it took 
approxi:ately 8i hours for restart ot 'the first unit, with the second 
unit following later. Edison states that it should be noted that 
normal start-up times tor the Mohave units are 9-12 hours ~rom a hot 
start, and it is not feasible to simultaneously start up both units. 

FollOWing the transmission line failure, the sequence 
of events leading up to islanding of the WSCC system was a planned 
emergency operation of the interconnected power systems. Once the 
major interconnections are severed' and generating units such as 
Mohave trip, it requires an orderly start-up sequence to balance 
loads~ generation, and frequencY among the subsystems • 

Both Mohave Units 1 and 2 tripped oft line at 
6:29 p.m. With all station equipment at a standstill, a major effort 
was mounted to return the units to service. Both units could not be 
restarted at the same ti~ d~e to the effort needed to cheek out and 
return each unit to service. Unit 1 was on line by 1:00 a.m. on 
December 23 and was stable by 4:00 a.m. Unit 2 was on line by 
9:00 a.m. and stable by noon. 

e. Transformer/Line Loading Constraints 
In 1982r output at Four Corners was reduced by 11,666 

MW1l at Unit 4 and 1,466 MWh at Unit 5 for a. total ot 13,312 MWh of 
generation because of transformer loading limits at Four Corners and 
line loading limits on the Four Corners-Moenkopi line. 

As explained by Edison, Four Corners is the primary 
collection point for power purchases by Edison and other Ca.li~ornia 
utilities from the Southwest utilities in Arizona, Colora.do, Utah, 
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and New Mexico. With these power ~urchases,· the interconnection 
system experiences a phenomenon known as'loop flow, which tends to 
overload the line between Four Corners and Moenkopi. 

Loop !low is defined as the difference between the 
actual flow on the line and the scheduled flow on the line. For 
exazple, the actual tlow on the Pacific Intertie is 2,800 MW; 
however, it the maximum MW of load that could be scheduled without 
exeeding 2,800 MW is 1,500 MW, then the difference is labeled loop 
flow. 

This is a phenomena which affects the interconnected 
system on the AC portions of Edison's lines. As the level and 
availability of purchased power has gone up the level of loop flow 
can be expected to increase. Thus, loop flow restricts transmiSSion 
line capacity. When cheaper economy purchase power is available from 
the Southwest, Pour Corners production is reduced to enable Edison to 
take in less expensive purchased power • 

In addition, Unit 4 at Four Corners is connected on the 
~45 kilovolt (kV) Side of the system and Unit 5 on the 500 kV Side, 
with a step-up transformer in between. When Unit 5 is out on 
maintenance/outage, the Unit 4 power scheduled on the 345 kV system 
flows through the transformer onto the 500 kV Four Corners to 
Moenkopi line due to the lower impedance of this path. This requires 
reduction in output of Unit 4 to prevent overloading of the 
transformer. 

In 1982 Edison purchased a record 5,727 million kWh of 
power trom the Southwest, a large portion o~ which came in from the 
Four Corners area. Not reducing the Four Corners output during the 
line and transformer overloads would have meant a substantial 
reduction in purchased power, to the detriment of the ratepayer • 
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!. Failure of Hot Reheat 
tine Pi~ing Elbow 
DU~i~g 1982, output at Mohave Unit 2 was reduced by 

121,619 MWh due to tailu~e of two hot reheat line piping elbows. 
This ~epresents 61~ o~ the ,total generation loss due to proposed 
qualitative moeitiers at both Mohave and Four Corners. These 
tailures were determined to have been the result of generic pipe 
fabrication problems. The failure investigation in 1982 determined 
that all applicable codes ane standards were met when the hot reheat 
piping elbo~~ were fabricated. The mode of failure was cracking in 
the weld zone. The weld failure was attributed to the presence of 
impurities in the weld zone. The metallurgical investigation 
ineicated a high probability that the source of the impurities was 
the weld wire. ~~ether the fabricator could have known of or 
protected the weld ~~re from impurities is highly speculat~ve. 

g. Plood in Su~~lier's Coal Storage Area 
During 1982, a severe rainstorm on July 26 resulted in 

a flood in the coal supplier's coal storage area preventing the 
supplier trom providing Pour Corners with coal at a sufficient rate 
to maintain load to the company's coal conveyo~ system. As a result, 
generation ~~ curtailed tor about 18 hours, resulting in a loss of 
5,877 ~~ of production at Four Corners. Edison observes that this 
event was clearly an "Act of God." Additionally, it was outside 
Beison's control since. as an "Act o! God" the ~orce ~jeu~e 
provisions of the Four Corners Coal Supply Agreement excused 
per!o~~~~ce on the pa~t of the supplier. 

h. Rainfall I:~act on Etu Content of Coal 
Production at Pour Corners vas also reduced due to an 

unusual amount of rainfall from late July through October o~ 1982. 
This adVersely affected the Etu content of the coal supply by 
increasing the moisture content of the coal from a nominal range of 
10 to 11% to a range of 14 to 15%. The increasee moisture in the 
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fuel requires additional heat to evaporate excess water. From an 
operational viewpoint, the coal experienced a reduced heat content. 
Therefore, in order to generate a given amount of heat, and therefore 
kWh, more coal is requi~ed than if the coal contained less mOisture. 
Operations are required to teed mo~e coal to maintain the sace 
generation. Thus, as a result of this· higher moisture content in the 
coal, coal feeding equipment vas operating at :axi~um level and 
higher generating output could not be sustained. 

i. Baghouse Installations 
During 1982, 4,560 MWh o! generation at Four Corners 

was lost due to start-up testing of new baghouses. Environmental 
This prevented requirements require testing at various load levels. 

generation at higher loads for short periods of time. The baghouses 
were installed at the direction of the State of New Mexico. 

j. Contentions of the Parties 
Staff accepts only the baghouse installations as a 

suitable qualitative modifier. Regarding the remainder, statf claims 
generally to have received insufficient information to perform the 
necessary evaluation. 

Edison observes that the Commission has stated clear~ 
that the utility bears a heavy burden of proof to show an event was 
beyond the control of management or unforeseeable and that no 
remedial action could have been taken to mitigate the effect of the 
event in order to justify qualitative modifier proposed by the 
utility. 

In attempting to present events it claimed as 
qualitative modifiers to the Coc~issionp Edison states that it 
attempted to briefly and concise~ outline the nature o~ these events 
in its Reasonableness Report. According to Edison, following receipt 
of this report p the staff requested and received additional detail, 
through meetings and conversations with Edison personnel as well as 
~ormal data requests. 

Edison states that it provided an overView of the 
events it claimed as qualitative ~oaifiers in its filing in this 
proceeding. It answered numerous data requests of the stat! on these 
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events. It provided testimony from two expert witnesses on these 
. , 

events. Edison observes that staff rejected these events, not 
necessarily because it disagreed with Edison on the merits but 
because of its claim that Edison did not provide sufficient 
documentation. Edison states that staff did not ask Edison specific 
questions to which Edison failed to respond but asked a general 
question to provide all data Edison thought relevant. Then stat! 
testified that Edison failed to answer its specific questions which, 
in most cases, were first posed during the hearing. Edison complains 
that staff then claims that Edison has failed to meet its "burden of 
proof" because it had not answered these specific questions. 

Edison states that whether the utility has met its 
burden of proof is not for the statf to deeide, but is instead for 
the CommiSSion to decide. Edison has submitted as exhibits in this 
proceeding data requests of staff and rsponses of Edison to those 
data requests • 

Edison believes the record demonstrates that Edison 
more than met the heavy burden of proof applicable to it in 
justifying qualitative modifiers. Edison asks that if the 
Commission, after review of this record, disagrees then Edison 
requests the Co~ssion to provide specific direction on how the 
utility is expected to meet its burden. Edison states that 
certainly, the utility can judge what it thinks relevant to 
establishing its c~e, but inqUires, does the "burden of proof" mean 
that the utility is also expected to anticipate any questions that 
may arise from the statf or any party during the,course of the 
hearings when the utility has not previously been asked those 
specifie questions? 

Edison observes that in D.93363 establishing the coal 
plant incentive procedure, the Commission stated that Edison or aDY 
other proponent of qualitative modifiers would face a heavy burden of 
proo! to demonstrate that events reducing generation output at the 
Mohave or Four Corners Coal Plants were "beyond the ability of 
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~nage~ent ~o control or foresee and that no remedial action c~uld 
have been taken to mitigate the effect o'! the event." 

Two qualitative ~odifiers asserted by Edison are the 
result of action taken by Edison's manage~ent. These modifiers are: 
,) "cinim~ load conditions - SCE" and 2) "transfor~er/line loading 
constraints." 

Both these events were the result of actions taken by 

Edison which resulted in lower production from Mohave and rou~ 
Corners, as has been described preViously. However. the actions 
taken by manage~ent were to reduce the output of Mohave and/or Four 
Corners to enable Edison to reduce total costs to Edison's ratepayers. 

With respect to the "minimum load conditions - SeE." 
Edison reduced output at its coal plants to enable Edison to utilize 
lower cost purchased power rather than coal generation to meet the 
load reqUirements. The ~inimu~ loads on Edison's system, and the 
attendant operational requirement that oil and gas plants be operated 
at minimu: loads (rather than taken off line entirely) to meet 
anticipated load increases. prevented Edison from utilizing both the 
econo~ energy and coal generation. So Edison reasonably chose to 
utilize the lower cost source of energr. i.e., purchased power. 

With respect to the transformer/line loading 
constraints, the physical ~onditions at Pour Corners (i.e •• available 
tr~~smission line capacity ~~d overloading of the transformer at Four 
Corners) again caused Edison to choose for economic reasons the lower 
cost purchased power and to reduce coal generation~ because the 
$yste~ would not acco:codate both. 

Edison states that the purpose of the coal plant 
incentive proeedure was to give Edison an incentive tor e~ficient 
operation of its coal plants. By ~xi~izing low cost coal 
generation, total system cost would be reduced. Thus, both Edison's 
and the ratepayers' interests were intended to be promoted by 

increased performance of the coal plants • 
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Edison ar~es that the coal p~ant per~ormanee incentive 
quickly becomes a perverse incentive when the utility is forced to 
ignore the incentive in order to comply with its own and the 
Commission's policy of proViding energ:; at lea.st eost to ra.tepayers. 
According to Edison, this perverse incentive will eXist unless the 
Cocmission recognizes economic decisions whieh result in reduced 
ou~put from Edison's coal plants as events that should adjust any 
ca.lculated reward or penalty. Edison contends that these events 
should be accepted as qualitative modifiers. 

St~f observes that, as noted in D.9336~, a principal 
motivation for adoption o! ~he CPI plan was the difficulty of 
evaluating the prudence of the company's management and operations of 
those plants. Regarding modifying events, this deciSion states that 
"little will have been gained if we merely shift the issue to a 
determination of those matters over which canage:ent could have 
exerted some control • -. Sueh events must be raised on a case-by-ease 
basiS," (p. 25a). 

In this proceeding, Edison has subcitted 65 modifying 
events that occurred at Mohave alone. These accounted for 159,616.7 
KWh of lost coal generation. In a.ddition, the company has included 
some event or events tha.t occurred a.t Four Corners, each and every 
month, from July through December 1982, which accounted for 39,926.0 
MWh ot lost coal generation. In sum total, the modifying events 
would add approximately $1,000,000 to the CPI realized by Edison for 
1982 coal plant opera.tions. 

Sta.~ states that the Com=ission, the company, and the 
staf! vere breaking new ground on these issues. D.9~>63 provides 
criteria ~or modifying events. Events will be decided on a case-by
case basis. A "heavy burden of proof" will rest on the proponent of 
a modifying event. Within the time available~ the staff states it is 
un.a.ble to trace, and retra.ce covered ground. Staff' argiles that this 
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is added reason to require that the applicant makes its own case, and 
that the staff not be required to disprove approximately 100 
relativelY ~nor allowances. 

According to staf!, whether the Commission allows these 
mod1tying events appears to turn on whether the incentive payment 
should reward achieve~ent or e~~ort. Stat! states that it is not 
clear how the ratep~er would benefit by also rewarding the company, 
for exa=ple, tor an "Act of God." Staff suggests that it anything, 
the reward may be a disincentive to a fast return to production, 
since the reward would applY regardless of whether the plant were 
producing electricity. 

Stat! states that the "heav,r burden of proof" discussed 
in D.93363 suggests that the staff would still be required to 
deter~ne, first. whether the impact of each event could have been 
reduced and, secondly, whether the plant quickly returned to full 
production. Sta-~ claims that in the present case, answers to the 
first question were impossible to determine based on the information 
provided to the sta!t for timely review. Staff asserts that to the 
extent that answers to these questions continue to be provided by 
narrative, "soft evidence," relative to events that require detailed 
technical evaluation, allowances tor moditying events may provide 
little incentive to the company to quickly resume fUll coal 
production. 

Stat! observes that in D.93363, in referencing certain 
possible modifying events, SDC stated that the incentive system might 
be temporarily sus~ended or modified for the n~ed modifying events. 
Many o! the events named are in the "Act o~ God" category. As to 
these, at least, stat! suggests "that the system should be suspended 
rather than modified. Statf proposes that perhaps only those events 
that directlY bene~it the ratepayer or the public welfare p as some 
compensation ~or the lost production, should be allowed as add-on 
"modi~ying events." According to staf!, the latter would include the 
new baghouse start-up at Four'Corners p and- reduced production to 

• accocmodate available economy purchased power. 
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FinallY, as regards 'the criteria stated in D.9336;, 
staf! observes that most of the modifying "events would fail a 9O-day 
filing ~e. 

Edison observes that staff argues that perhaps 
modifying events that are the result ot an "Act ot God" should not be 
accepted in ~aking a reward calculation, and that, it anything, the 
reward ~ay be a disincentive to a fast return to production Since the 
reward would apply regardless of whether or not the plants were 
producing electricity. Edison responds that it an unreasonable 
amount ot time to return the plant to service were taken, the reward 
could be reduced accordingly. Edison ar~es that statf ignores the 
converse - in a penalty situation, these "Acts of God" operate to 
penalize the company unless they are accepted as qualitative 
modifiers. According to Edison the consultant who developed the coal 
plant performance procedure itself recommended that "Acts of God" be 
recognized as modifiers to allow for modification of the incentive 

• procedure because of conditions beyond the control of the utility. 

• 

Edison states that at a minimum the coal plant incentive procedure 
should operate in the same manner for both rewards and penalties. 
Otherwise, any attempt at fair or equitable treatment is lost. 

Edison states that stat! implies that because sta!i is 
unable to timely evaluate qualitative modifiers, and that what statf 
considers sufficient documentation has not been prOvided, these 
events should be disallowed. Edison contends that staff ocits any 
reference to the merits of Edison's claims with respect to the 
qualitative modifiers. Edison states that it cannot agree that a 
meritorious claim should be disallowed because ot staif's difficulty 
in reviewing the claim~ or that documentation is entitled tO,core 
weight than sworn testimony of a witness. 

Edison states that qualitative modi!iers should be 
accepted or rejected on their merits and upon the information 
presented in the record. Edison ar~es that this is especially 
appropriate in the coal plant "incentive proeedure~ Since the intent 
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of that procedure was to reward or penalize-based on performance, not 
based upon the number or tore of records'kept or pre~ented. 

k. Discussion 
The coal plant incentive procedure is intended to 

provide Edison vith an incentive to optimize production from its coal 
plants, while protecting the ratepayers' interest in lower rates. 
The qualitative modifiers concept provides a method tor either 
adjusting the results of the procedure forcula to reflect certain 
kinds of events that occurred during the year, or ~or suspending the 
procedure for the duration of the event. As we stated in D.93;63, 
such cOditying events are generally beyond the ability of management 
to control or foresee. 

The icplementation of the procedure is still in its 
early stages. Edison 
events tor inclUSion. 
parties in subsequent 

has proposed a number of different types ot 
Our deCision should provide guidance tor the 

proceedings. 
We are satisfied that the record supports a decision on 

the merits. We recognize that staff contends that Edison was 
unresponsive regarding data req~ests. but we tind no oasis tor 
specific critiCism of Edison's pertorcance. 

We start with the premise that the purpose of the 
procedure is to optimize production, not to maximize production. 
Thus, when system load conditions indicate that reduced production 
benefits the ratepayer, Edison should not be contronted with a 
situation where the ratepayer and Shareholder interests conflict. 
Thus, minimum load conditions and transtorQer/line loading 
constraints quality as moditying events. Since the ratepayers 
benefit when such conditions occur, Edison should be, rewarded by 
sharing in the b~ne!it. Although the overall impact ot these 
modifiers on Edison's reward is de minimis, we want to eliminate any 
perverse incentives resulting trom our adoption of the coal plant 
incentive procedure. Thus, the !orQula should be adjusted to reflect 
those events, as proposed by Edison • 
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S~aff contends that E~~son has faile~ to ~~ove that oil 
anc gaz generation • .. a~ r-educee to the ::li'!li:um betor-e coal pr-oeuctioe 
was reeucee. We are .satis!iee wit: Edi30n'~ snowing. !n ~act, thi~ 

showing points to a :o:-e basic p:-oolem with E~isoc's eXisting 
r-esource mix. Ic.eally", Zcison ~hould not have to back d'own its 
baseloac! ~oal plants i: or-eer to accept cheaper purchased power. As 
this proble: :ay ~ sig:ificantly wors~ with SONGS 2 and 3 
operational, we have serious conce:-ns over ~hether EdisonTs :-esource 
:ix is econo::lically oj:)ti:al. We under-stand that our- stat'!' is 
addressing this. issue in E:dison~s current,reasoaablecess review 
proceed.icg CA.Sl.I.-02-11.);' and conse~ue.::tly we anticipate. ~vi.siti!lg 
this issue in the aear future with the benefit ot a more highly 
~eveloped reeord •. 

The re:aicing. even~s Cited oy Edisoa are altogether 
dit'ter-ent. ~he adopt~ target capacity tactors ot' 01% t'or Mohave and 
59%'!'or Four Corner~ ar~ tar below the or!gi:al design' criteria and 
i:::plieitly incor;>orate non-ext:",aordinary adve:-se eveets such as those 
eX?e~ienced i: 1982. rhus, these =od.~!~ers are rejected. We note 
!'~rthe:- tha~ all these evect~, except the tailure o! the hot reheat' 
l:'~e pipi~g elbows, a:-e ~ruly c.e ::li:i::l~s; cocbinee ~hey woulc. reduce 
Ec.isOll'S reward by aoout $250, 000. It -.. as :lever our ~:lte:l.t to our~e:o. 
the coal ?la:~ i:ce:l~ive prog~a: witc evaluation o! =~~utiae o~ ·thi~ 
sort. 

We obse:-ve tha~ Edison has encountered some di!!'iculty 
i: complying with the ~rovisio: in D.93363 re~uiring that it notify 
the Co:mi~s!on t~t it intends to claim a ~od~!1i:g event within 90 
day: ot' the oceurre:ce o~ the event. Based on ex?e:-!ence with the 

,rocedure, a six-cocth pe:"'iod seems ::lore-reasoaable. 
Mohave Coal Slur~ Soil1 . 

Stat!' took exception to Ec.isoe's treat::lent of coal exp~nses 
incur:-ec! in a coal slurry spill at the Mohave gene:-ating statio:. AS 

a re:sul~ ot this 3!)ill, approxi=ately $77,000 was recot"'c.ee i: the 
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ECAC balancing aeco~~~ in 1982. Stat! felt"that since this coal 
expense was not in~~rred for the purpose of generating ener87, it 
should not be recoverable as ~~ ECAC expense, b~t instead should be 
addressed in a general rate case. Stat! asserted that in a general 
rate case, the ratepayers are charged ~or ins~rance preci~ to cover 
major losses, and stockholders should absorb the minor losses, and 
ded~ctibles on ins~rance. Otherwise, the ratepayers are forced to 
shelter Edison tor all risks and losses. 

Edison states that s~at! is cistaken in its concl~ion that 
the ratepayers shelter Edison for all risks and losses. According to 
Edison, the ECAC procedure has been designed to allow tor rate 
recove~ ot all fuel-related expenses s~bject to the split between 
ECABF ~~d AER recove~, which provides the risk alloeation between 
ratepayers and shareholders and provides Edison with energy cost 
control incentives. Edison contends that expenses s~ch as those 
ineurred in connection with the coal spill are unforeseen, and 
therefore are part of the risk imposed on Edison shareholders by the 
90%/10% (or ~/98% in 1982) ECABF and ABE split. Edison states that 
sho~d the Commission conclude that this type of expense is not 
recoverable under the ECAC procedure, then the Cocmission should 
provide for recover,y of this type o! expense through the course of a 
general rate proceeding. 

Edison is simply mistaken in its contention that un~oreseen 
expenses are necessarily included in ECAC. The costs of a coal 
sl~r~ spill are not energy costs and are not recoverable through 
ECAC. It Edison seeks recover,y o! s~ch cos~s it-is ~p to Edison to 
ask tor such recover,y in its general rate case. 
D. Payments to Alternate Energy Producers 

Sta!! submitted a general set of g~idelines which it 
proposed the Co~ission-adopt tor the purpose o! evaluating the 
reasonableness o! utility purchases from alternate energy prod~cers 
under nonstandard contracts in future ECAC proceedings. 

. . 
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These guidelines call ~O~ the.~easonablenees evaluation ot 
all the utility's nonstandard cont~acts in the agg~egate. Such an 
app~oach allegedly helps to avoid the eno~cous e~tort that would be 
involved in contract-by-contract review of the reasonableness ot 
pay:ents to QPs, it such were require~. 

Edison co~ented upon the guidelines p~esented by statf. 
It was Edison's testi~ony that? absent the benefit of an in-depth 
review, staft's proposal provided a toundation tor what appears to be 
excellent guidelines tor review and analysis of pu~chases from QFs in 
futu~e years. Edison stated that there :ay be one or two minor 
details of the specific parts o~ the proposal that need to be 
pursued, but the general substance of the guidelines appeared q~ite 
satistacto~. 

Edison states that it does support ce~tain general concepts 
promoted by stat~ such as that the ~easonableness of p~ents :ade to 
QFs ~der previously executed nonstandard contracts should not be 
judged in hindsight or second-guessed based upon changed 
ci~cucstances that were unpredicted at the ti:e the cont~acts were 
originally executed. Additionally, Edison supports sta!f's intent to 
p~otect utilities fro~ ~~ture action to li~it the revenue recovered 
tor QF expenses to a level equal to the then current avoided cost. 
Edison also suppo~ts sta!f'$ concept that agg~essive development of 
a1ternative/re~ewable generation is going to involve project failures 
and the utility should be protected against an economic penalty for 
the tail~re o~ projects !o~ ~easons beyond the utility's cont~ol. 

At a :dni:um p Edison urges the C~ission to expressly 
adopt i~ these proceedings these concepts of: 

1. No hindsight reView based upon unforeseen 
changes occurring subsequent to contract 
execution; 

2. No !u~~re limitation o~ p~ents made to then 
current avoided cost; and 

3. No econo~ic penalty to the utility ~or 
project ~ailur~ fo~ reasons beyond the 
cont~ol of the utility • 
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Edison states that these concepts'should be'adopted as the . .. 
Commission's polie.1 with respect to future recovery of pay~ents made 
to QFs under nonstandard contracts. 

IEP and the State Agencies generally support the statf 
position. Rowever~ the,r state that statf addressed only one of 
several concerns that require clarification. According to IEP and 
the State Agencies~ their testi:ony proposes guidelines for each of 
the major concerns likely to arise in a nonstandard agreement. IEP 
and the State Agencies state that they have only one dispute with the 
statf proposals and that is that staff would clarify only the 
procedure and not the substance of the review. IEP and State 
Agencies state that~ absent the g~idelines recommended by IEP and the 
State Agencies~ producers and utilities will continue to engage in 
unproductive negotiations about what the Cocmission might accept. 
Producers will be required to accept unwarranted discounts from 
avoided cost simply to protect utilities from regulatory risk. The 
Commission and its stat! will become increasingly mired in time
consuming reviews of the reasonablenss of utility agreements with 
QFs. Benefits to ratepayers from QF development~ which have been 
reiterated so frequently over several years by this Commission~ will 
be further delayed. 

IEP and State Agencies contend that the adoption of the 
substantive as well as procedural g~idelines is in order and that 
their proposed g~idelines are yell conSidered, balance the interests 
of all concerned, and are noncontroversial. They suggest that now is 
the time to adopt these g~idelines and remove the uncertainty 
clouding development of a balanced power industry in California. 

We decline to adopt g~idelines. We have underway ongoing 
proceedings for the purpose of developing and i:ple:enting policies 
for utility purchases from alternate energy producers. Each of these 
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parties is a party in those other' proceedings. Such proceedings 
proVide a suitable forum for evaluating these proposals in the 
overall context of alternate energy production policy. 

Rowever~ we are able to address some of Edison's concerns. 
Reasonableness review of alternate energy producer purchases is no 
different than review of other utility transactions. "Hindsight 
review based on unforeseen changes occurring subsequent to contract 
execution" is no more appropriate in this context than in any other. 
~Limitation of payments made to the then current avoided eost~ would 
be like limiting oil cost reeover,y to spot market prices. We have no 
intention of applying different standards to these purchases. 

Edison's suggestion that it not be penalized ~for project 
failure for reasons beyond the control of the utility" is not 
acceptable. Edison is held to a standard of due care in negotiating 
nonstandard contracts. In the event of project failure~ Edison has 
the burden of proving that the contract was reasonable at the time it 
was made. Project failure that was foreseeable is the responsibility 
of Edison • 
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1 • 

2. 
3. 

o~ Fact 
Edison owns a 4~ inte~est in'Four Cor~ers Unite 4 and S. 
APS is the operating agent for Units 4 ~d 5. 
Utah o~s ~d operates the Navajo Mine located adjacent to 

Four Corners. 
4. The Navajo Mine sells coal solely to Four Corners under 

long-term contracts. 
5. The coal contracts were negotiated in the early 1960s with 

Fuel Agreement No.2 being executed in 1966. 
6. In order to maintai~ an acceptable coal quality, Utah 

opened the southern portion of its lease during 1979-198; at a 
capital cost of approximately S28 million. 

7. The ash collected at Units 4 and 5 amounts to approximately 
1.4 million tons per year, ~d is disposed of as landfill material in 
the mine by Utah under an Ash Haul Agreement. 

8. Utah agreed to relocate a portion of its coal stockpile to 
provide room for baghouses and scrubbers at Four Corners. 

9. Under the Ash Raul Agreement Utah agreed to dispose o~ the 
dust collected by the baghouses ~d the sludge generated by the 
scrubber!5, adding 100,000 tons per year to the disposal requirements. 

10. The parties to Pour Corners Fuel Agreement No. 2 
~ticipated the need to accommodate unforeseen economic conditions 
~d provided tor a price reopener if, through fo~ces not within the 
reasona~le control of the pa~ties, there occur extreme or radical 
changes f~om the economic factors and conditions which eXisted at the 
time of the Agreeme~t. 

1\. In December 1978 Utah claimed the extreme radical ch~ges 
of the type co~templated in the Ag~eeme:t had occurred, and submitted 
a hardship claim. 

12. The Pour Corners participants authorized .APS to ~dertake 
negot1atio~s with Utah • 
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13·. APS advised. Utah O:haO:. !.~ ~lanned. to. tho!"'oughly exa:o.!.ne and 
test. Utah's !"'ight t.o ::-eol)en t=.e co::.t.:-act. and. ::-equested Utah's 

14. tha': ~...... would coope!"'ate ,fully Vi~ APS' 
!.~vest!.gat!.0~7 ouO: that it opposed. the use,o't arbit:-ation. - . is. crtah pointed out t.hat a::-~it::"ation would not !"'esolve othe~ 
pending cont.:'"ac': :'sst:.es, such a's ::atte::-s :-ela,::,::.g -:'0 ash dis-pesa.l, 
eX?a~sio::. of -:.he Fou!'" Co:-::.e::"s ?!"'ojeeo: o::.to Uo:ah's leasehold., and 
:sulfu!"':spec!.~!.cat.~o.:s. 

17. Follow!.::.g extecsive negotiations Utah a~<! the participan~s 
ag:-eec. 0:0. a :-evi,sed. co~tract,. e't!"ective Janua:-y 1, 19,81, ill:icb. could 
:-esult in st:.bstantia:. p::-iee inc::-eases in ~uture yea::-'z. 

18. NRC :-eg-..:lations ::-equ::':-e tOlO cpe!"'able diesel se~e:-ato:-:s. at 
SONGS , in o::"c1e::" to ope!"'ate the ::.uclea!'" gene!"'ating unit. 

i9. A !"i!"'e at one of the diesel gene:-ato:-s on July 14, 19811 
caused the SONGS j facility to. be ot:.t of se::-viee fro: July ii, 198" 
to. August 16, 1981. 

20. the fi::"e was caused by a s:a1l o.il leak in aseetion of 
inst~=ent ~ip!.ng attached. to. the diesel engine; the oil ignited. when 
it sp:-ayed onto a hot diesel gene::-ator co:ponent. 

21. the ;>i?ing t~'; !"ai.lee was connected. to. a p'res.su:"'e gauge 

22. :'!::.e p:"'essu:-e gauge asse!:lbly • .... a.s :!.!l~tal!.ed w!. t~ :a t.e:",:'aJ.s 
ap~:",op:"'iate anc su!t.a~le ~o:", the t.e:po!"'a:",y test.i:g ~u!"'?¢se. 

23. :he pressu:"'e gauge asse:b1y eon~i~ec a ~::-az,s ~it.:ing that 
OlaS ~ot suitaole ~or pe::"!:lane!lt. uze. 

24. !~ was the ~aiJ.u:-e ot t:e brasoS ~itting that. caused t~e 
leak that. caused the ~i::"e • 
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cos~s o! S13,147,000 o~ a C?~C ju~i$dic~iona1 basis. 
26. 3y D·93363 ~e ado~~ed a g=oss hea~ ~a~e s~~ca=d applicable 

':0 ~o!la.ve o~ 10,250 3-:t:.fJCw'1:.. 

2i. 3y D.82-03-053 we ~=oyided ~o= =eview o~ -:he adop~ed 
$':~da:-d. 

28. 3y D.83-0i-053 Edisoc was pe:al~:ed $4.2 :i1lio: ~de:- -:he 
ceal pl3.:! ~ i::.ce:::':i ve p:"ocec."t:.:"e, based i: pa:-: 0: ,:=.e 0=:' g:!.::.c Mob.a ve 
s-:a::c.a.:"C:. 

Suosect\:.e:!.,: s':uc:.j'" i::.dica-:es ':!:-3.:: ~~e Z-!ohave s':a.::da:-d sl'lould 
3~/l:w!!. 

3~/kWh, w:icl'l exceeds ':he 
3-:u/kw"h. 

o:! -:!:.e associa-:"ed :u!l zone oy 100 

3i. !: D.S3-oi-053 we ?:'oviced ,:ha~ i~"-:!:.e :-eVised s~da=d 
shows -:l'le 0:-igi:!3.1 s-:a,:,.da=d· -:0 be clea.:::'y \.:.:l.=easo:lao1e, We wo't:ld 

~cO::'Side:- -:he ac:.jus-::e:-: o~ -:he pe:a:-:y. 

" 32. :b.e =eVisio::. i: ,:he s':~da:-d would :-educe -:he pe::.al-:y bJ 
abou-: S1 :i11:'0::.. 

33. ==e d!!!e:-~::.ce be-:~ee::. -::e~o s':a:c.a.:-c:.s is :a~e=ial. 
-~ .~ ~ 933~- . e ~-o~~~ed ~o- a~~~·~-~e~-e ·0 -~e Aoal ~,~~:;.... .. .. ~. 0) '* ~.. v.... .. _ '-'.;. ~ " ....... 'Ww \I ....... _r,J.~ " 

i::.ce::.-:ive p:-ocec:.u:-e :-esul-:s -:0 :-e!lec-: eve::.~s -:::'a-: occu:- -:h2.-: should 
::'0-: be -:~e:!. i::.-:o aCco~-:. 

35· Ediso::. p:-oposed a ::.u:be:- o! eve::.-:s -:::'a-: oeeu:-:-ed du:-i::.g 
1982 !o:- ~eco~·-:io::. as :oc:.i~ie=$. 

36. Redt:.ced coal p:-oduC-:io: dU:-:'!lg :.i!l:'::U: load eondi tio::.s 
oe~e!:'-:ed ~b.e :-a-:e?21e~s. 

sa:!e ope:-at:'O:l o~ Ed:,so:l's sys-:e:,a::.d ::axi:i:.a.-:io::. o! ove:-all 
:?=odt:.c-::.o::.. 

~ 
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• 38. ~~e ca?ac:~j !ac~o~ s~anda~d ado?~ed ~o~ Mohave and ?ou: 
Co::e:s al:-eady~:cl~des :o~-e~:-ao~di:a~ adve:se eve~~s s~c~ as ~he 
ho~ =ehe~~ li:e ?i?i:g elbow !~lu=e, ~:-a:s:issio: li:e loadi~g 
=es~=io~io:s, s~o~-~~la~ed ~=~s:issio~ li:e ~owe:- !ail~=e, ~lood 

"'-0'" e"'s - .. ~ .. '""~" .~. w~ _ , .~~~~~ 

i::.s-;alla~::oc.. 

s~a~io~ ve:e ~o~ i~~~==ec !o: ~~e ~=?ose o! ge:e~a~i::.g ec.er01. 
Coc.cl~sio::.s o~ ~aw 

1 • 

~ ... -

coal s'i!??lJ" eo:"::-a.e-: "MaS ~easoi3.b:;'e d'l.!:-i:.g ~~e :-ev:ew pe!"iod; Ediso: 
~or ~u-:~e :easo:.ableness ?e=iods shottld bea:- ~he burde:. ot provi::.g 
-:he :-easo:.aoleness o~ -:he p:-ice ~aid u:.ce:- -:he :-e:.ego~ia,,:ee ter:3. 

2 •. =he :e?l~ce=e::.-: e:.e:B1 cos~s assoc!a~ee vi~h -:he SONGS.~ 
diesel ge:.e:-a~o: !i~e we:-e i::.C"-rred o~ accou:-: o! ~diso:.fS 

•
u:=easo:.ab1e~ess a:.d a=e no~ =ecove:aole -:h=o'l.!~ 3CAC. 

3. ~~e o~igi:a: Mohave hea-: =a-:e s~a:da=d is clea:ly 
u:l.=easo:.ab1e .. 

~. :he coal ?:a:~ i:.ee~~ive !or~la :-esu!-:s should be adius~ed 
-:0 re!lec~ :!:.i~= load eo:di-:io:.s ~d ~:~s~or:e:-/li:e loadi:.g 
co~s~=ai:-:s, as ?=o?osec "oj Zdiso:.. 

5- ~~e =e:ai:ee: o~ -:~e.even-:s ei-:ed by 3diso: a:e -:he ki:ds o~ 
issues ~~a~ ~~~ ~o~=~a was i:-:e:ced -:0 avoi~ ~c s~o~d ~e ~ejec~~ 
as :.o<!:'!ie:s. 

~c:..c • 

• 
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o ~ D E R -
r.: IS O?.DE?.3D 

1. So~~he~n Cali~o~~ia E~ison Co:pany (Edison) shall adj~st 
i~s ECAC cala:ei~g aeeo~~ to ~e=ove the CPUC ju~isdictional i:paet 
o! the ~e:plaee:e-:!,: e:!e~e::l eos~s _~.es-.;.l ~i::.g ~:-o: the SONGS ~ diesel 
gene:-a::o ~ ~ire, .... ~.~o ~"'''''e-'''s-., .. ~ ........ \if" • ~ "". 

2. !~ison is a~~b.o:-i:ed to ac.j~s-: i~ ECAC balanei~g aceoun-: 
to :-e~lee~ -::l::.e !'evisec. Mohave g:-oss' heat ~a.-:e s~a::da:d ap:p·lied to 

3· :b.e :-evisec. Mohave 0:03S heat ~a~e s~a::.da!'d is adopted as 
-:he ":>asis o! "':!le coal ~lan:: i::ce~t:!. ve p:-oced~!'e. 

4. Edison shall a.djust the 1982 coa.:. pla::.t incentive p:"ocedure 
':0 .:'::'co=?o!"3.te the ::.o~i~yi::.g e"le:lts i::l the =a.=.:le:- spec~ied in the 
~oregoi:lg eo::.elusions o~ law. 

5· Edison shall place any a:oun':s pa!~ ~de!" the ::.i::.i:nm 
~ ... --

~a nO:lin-:e:-es,,:-bea.:-ing de~erred aeeoU:l":. upon ~b.e exereise o! its 
~e~p :-i~-:s ~o~ coal no-: previously -:ake:l, Eeiso~ ::.ay inel~de the 
to-:al price paid as a deo::'t in its ECAC oala::.ci::.g acco~:~ subject to 
deter:i:lation o! the rea.sonaole:ess o! that to~l price. 

~his o:de:- beeo:es e~!ective 30 days !!"o::. ~oda7. 
Da~edSep~e=be: 19, 1984, a~ San ?!'a:c1sco, Cali!o!'nia. 

V!C:O? CALVO 
??'!SC!~A C. G?.EW 
DONALD V!,AL 

Ccc::! ss:'one:s. 

Co=::.~ssio:e!' Willia: T. Bagley, 
~j!-i:!g :eeessa~ilj" aose:-:., did :n.o~ 
p3.!"t::'ci:?a~e. 
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Several other iss~es emerged ~~~ing these hearings. These 
include issues relating to the implementation and interpretation o'! 
the coal plant incentive procedure and ~~1deline5 ~or the 
reasonableness review of payments made to alternative energy 
producers. 

III. Summary // 

In this decision we eXaQine in detail the ~a~~ and 
circumstances s~rro~nding the renegotiation of the contract with Utah 
International Corp. to supply coal tor the Four Co~ers Coal plant 

/ 
and tind Edison's conduct and the renesotirted ntract reasonable. 
Accordingly, Edison is allowed to recover cos s incurred under the 
renegotiated agreement. 

We also exa:ine in detail the ~cts and circumstances 
surrounding the diesel generator tire a( SONGS 1 and the resulting 
replacement tuel costs. We tind result ot 
Edison's negligence, so that the re ulting replacement fuel costs ot 
about 813.1 million are not recov .able. 

With regard to the co plant incentive procedure, Edison 
is allowed to recalculate the ~sult tor 1981 to reflect a revised 
gross heat rate standard. E~son is also allowed to make certain 
adjustments to reflect adop~d q~alitative modifiers. 

I Guidelines tor p rchases trom alternate energy producers 
are not adopted. 

IV • I sS'"J.es 

A. The Coal Contract 
1. :Sacknound 

Edison owns a 48~ interest in Units 4 and 5 ot the Four 
Corners Generating Station (Four Corners). The other ~ive 
partiCipants in these 800 MW units are Arizona Public SerVice (APS), 
Public Service ot New Mexico, the Salt River Project, Tuscon Gas and 
ElectriC, and El Paso Electric~ 
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similar com~lexities can be used in dra~ini conclusions as to the 
relative positio~ ot Four Cor~er6 mi~e prices. Edison argues that 
Legal DiVision mixes simple :i~es with the more complex Four Corners' 
operation. Edison argues that the correct interpretation shows that 
at a comparable complexity level, Four Corners prices were 

./ 
uncharacteristically low prior to the renego~ation. According to 
Edison. in 1982 Four Corners actual prices/were still below this 
market range. :Even in 1983. atter the :f'u.-ll impact o~ the five-step 
increase is reflected in the coal price( Four Corners still has the 

/ 
lowest coal price when compared w1th;mines of similar complexities. 

Thus. Edison contends th~ the correct conclusion to be 
dra~ fro: Edison's :arket price ~alYSiS is that neither arbitration 

I 
nor litigation could reasonablY;,have been expected to result in a~ 
lower price than utah. in !8

7
ct received tor 1982. 

3. DiscussiO:l 
We are persuaded ;that the record supports the 

reasonableness of the ren~otiated contract. There!ore. no 
adjustment to Edison's re~orded coal costs is necessary. 

/ 
The essence ot TUR~'s position is that the original , 

I 

contract was more !av~:able to the ratepayers than the ~ended 
contract. that the o~'iginal contract was e:l!oreeable, and that Ediso:l 
should have e~oree&it. ~~t in its proper context, this position is 

I 

sho~ to be extre~ely si=plistiC. Edison has de~onstrated a number 
I 

of Valid eo~siderations that :ight have led one to reasonably 
i 

conclude that th~/contract should be renegotiated. Once that 
threshold is crossed. the inquir,r shi!ts to whether the renegotiated 

\ 
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contract is itself reaso~ble. The evidence shows that it was 
bargained for at arm's length over time, and tha~he resulting price 
is favorable co~pared to other contracts. Altb~ugh it is true that 
Edison might have !orced arbitration or lit~tion as an alternative 
to negotiation, we tind no !ault withZit ~ Edison's cond~ct or the 
result o! the bargaining. 

Our central consideration i the symbiotic relationship o! 
/ 

the parties to the contract. Sincel'Four Corners cannot operate 
without the coal, ~d the coal mi~ has no market except ~or the 

I 
power plant, the parties have a;mut~ality o~ interest that usually is 
not present in commercial trani'actions. 

Tmt~ misses the po~£t when it asks by what authority did 
Edison confer "quaSi-utilitY' status on Utah. That status was 
conferred implicity trom ~e outset ot the original contract by the 

I interdependency of the parties. The renegotiated contract merely 
I 

ref2ects that relationship. 
/. 

TURN and st~! counsel are particularly critical of the 
I. rate of return provision in the renegotiated contract. It is very 

di!ficul t to isola.te' a single provision in a complics.ted contra.ct 
without reCOgniZin;i that it is re!lected in the terms of other 
provisions. In the overall context of this contract we are not 

/ 
of tended by the rate ot return provision as a reasonable 

! 
manifestation of the intent o! the parties. 

I 
I 

/ 
/ 
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the cocmon law of negligence to the deg~ee that such analogy benefits 
their position, ignoring the other ~eatures of civil litigation of 
which those bits and pieces are integral parts. Edison suggests that 
perhaps most i~portant tor the Commission to recognize is that 
negligence law is ~ounded on the basis that the burden of proof lies 
with the plaintiff as the pa:t,r allegine QaQages~dison warns that 
any selective application ot a part of the la~f negligence to this 
proceeding artificially increases what is ~eady clearly a high 
bu:,den of proof .. 

3. Discussion 
Resolution of this issue s not nearly so difficult as 

suggested by Edison's contention:r The underlying policy question is 
whether negligently incurred fuel costs may be recovered through 
ECAC. We conclude that such ~sts are not recoverable. The issue 
that we must resolVe is whetter these particular replacement fuel 
costs were incurred on ac~nt of Edison's negligence. We find that 
such is the case, and de~ ECAC recovery • 

The proposition that negligently incurred fuel costs are 
not recoverable throu~ ECAC may be demonstrated by a simple 
syllogism: 1_ 

Reasonabl1 incurred fuel costs are recoverable 
through iCAC. Negligence is the failure to use 
ordinar.t or reasonable care. Therefore, 
neglig~tly incurred fuel costs are not 
recoverable through ECAC. 
The issue similarly resolves itself when one considers what 

I would be the consequence o~ any other result. If negligently 
incurred fuel/costs are recoverable through ECAC there would be no 
accountability tor utility operations. There would be no incentive 
for e~ric1ent management. Contrar,r to Edison's contentions, the 
90/10 ECAC/AER split is not intended to shield the utility from 90% 
of the consequences of its negligence. 

Whether Edison was negligent is resolved without re!erence 
to NRC regulations p and vitho~t resorting.to negligence per se or 
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burden of proof doctrines. Edison's negligence is clearly 
established no matter who had the burden of proof. 

In traditional terms r negligence involves: (a) a legal 
duty to use due care; (b) a breach of such legal duty; and (c) the 
breach as the prOXimate or legal cause/of the injur,r. We find that 

/ Edison has such a duty toward its ~tepayersr that it breached that 
duty, and that the breach was th~proXimate cause of the replacement 
fuel costs. -~ 

The existence of ~ duty ca~ot be seriously disputed. 
The nature of ECAC is tha:;r.atepayers compensate Edison for fUel 
costs reasonably incurred Thus, ratepayers constitute a general 
class ot persons who ma~ be harmed by Edison's negligent conduct. 
Harm to the ratepayers is a foreseeable consequence of Edison's 
negligent operations. Thus Edison has a duty to exercise due care 
toward its ratepa~yr. • 

The duty s to exercise ordinary care under all of the 
circumstances, an it varies with changing circumstances. "The 

/ amount of care must be in proportion to the danger to be avoided and 
I 

the consequences reasonably to be antiCipated." Tucker v Lombardo 
(1956) 47 C 2d/457, 464. In many cases where a higher "degree" of 
care is said 10 be required, all that is meant is that the particular 
circumstance~ require a greater amount of care. The standard remains 

) 
the sace: ordinary care under the circumstances. 

I 
w~ tind,that Edison breached its duty. The instrument that 

failed was intended to be temporar,r- Consequently it was not 
~anu!actured to the standard of a perm~~ent fixture. Specifically, 
it contained-a-brass fitting that was not suitable for permanent 
use. It was the failure of that brass fitting that caused the leak 
that caused the fire that caused the outage that caused the 
replacement fUel costs to be incurred. 

The time that Edison installed this instrument it had the 
opportunity to choose the quality of the material that it would use. 
When it chose material suitable ~or temporar.y use, i": obligated 
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itself to remove all such instruments within a reasonable ':ime. .' . /' 

Edison's own conduct indicates that it.understoo~~tsel~ t~ be 80 

obligated~ since it did remove hundreds o~ oth~s that were 
installed. Edison's failure either to use ma(eria.l suitable for 

/ . 
permanent installation or to remove the instrument is negligence. 
Use of the higher quality material youl have reduced the risk. It 
is a principle o~ negligence doctrine that if an actor reasonably can 
accomplish the same result by other conduct which involves less 
opportunity for harm to others~ t e risk incurred in the manner of 
doing b~siness which resulted 1 injury is clearly unreasonable. 

Rdison contends that/it is being held to an unreasonably 
I high standard. As stated a.~ove, the standard is the use of' ordinary 

care. The circumstances r~uired a greater amount of care. 
I 

~o standby diesel generators must be operational in order 
for SONGS 1 to be operatid.. Since Edison has only two standby diesel 

I 
generators at SONGS 1,;toth must be operable in order tor the plant 
to operate. Given that a month long outage resulted in about $14 

/ 
million in replacement fuel costs, the foreseeable consequences of a 

/ 
diesel genera.tor 07utage are such that a. grea.t amount of care is 
clearly warranted. 

I 

~he e~dence also establishes that Edison's operating 
personnel would fe unable to distinguish this temporary instrument 
from permanent fnstruments. Thus the testing personnel's failure to 
remove the 1n~trument could not be cnred by the operating personnelts 

/ . 
subsequent d~scove~ of the error and corrective action. Under these 

I 

circumstances the testing personnel were obligated to exercise a 
greater amount of care than otherw1se~ perhaps resorting to such 
measures as counting the instruments. 

The third ele~ent of negligence is prOXimate cause. In 
this case there is no question that the failure of the brass ~itting 
on the "tempor&r,1" instrument was the direct cause o~ the ~ire, 
taking at ~ace value Edison's claim that its actions taken to 
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ascertain the source of the oil leak were reasonable. Since Edison's 
~eeligence was the proximate cause of the' outage, Edison cannot 
recover the replace:ent ~uel costs th=ough ECAC. 

Edison takes great pride in the manner in which it 
/,;" 

responded to the ~ire, repaired th)Ygenerator~ and restored SONGS 1 
to service. Although this prid~aybe warr~~ted. the conduct does 
not affect Edison's liability~Rather~ it mitigates Edison's own 

/ 
exposure for replacement fuel costs. 

Saving nOw det~~ined that the replacement fuel costs 
resulting from the diesel tire cannot be passed through to Edison's 
ratepayers. we Shoul~ote that the impact of this disalloW3-~ce on 
SDG&E has yet to be;addressed by this Coccission. At the first 
Prehearing Con!er~ce in SDG&E's last reasonableness proceeding 
(A.83-07-016) th~ ALJ requested input trom the parties as to how such 

I 
a disallowane~e ~or Edison would impact SDG&E, due to its 20% share o~ 
SONGS 1. (TR 01 PEC 5: "-27.) Since all non-Tesoro related 
reasonablene s issues have been deferred to SDG&E's current ECAC 
proceeding !A.84-07-027), we expect the parties will analyze this 
issue in 7he current proceeding, with specific reference to the 
appropri~te ratemaking treatment of replacement fuel costs incurred 
by SD~during the period of the SO~GS 1 outage, in view of this 
disall~ee-, 

C. CoSl Incentive Procedure Issues 
,I ,. Mohave Heat Rate 

/ The coal plant incentive procedure applicable to Edison's 
Moh,ave and 'Pour Corners genera-:ing stations was adopted by the 

; 

Commission in D-93363, issued July 22, 1981, in Edison~s ECAC A.59499. 
, As a part of the coal plant incentive procedure, D.9;;6; 

aidopted a gross heat rate standard applica'ble to Mohave of , O~250 
Btu/kilowatt-hour (kWh) (ftOriginal Gross Heat Rate Standardft ) with a 
Null Zone of .! 200 Btu/kWh and a maximutl 1i:o.i t of :t , .000 
Btu/kWh. This original gross heat rate standard was a part of the 
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Statf contends that·Ediso~.haS failed to prove that oil 
and gas generation was reduced to the minimum before coal production 
was reduced. We are satisfied with Edison's showing. In ~actp this 

/ 
showing points to a more basic problem with Edison's existing 
resource mix. Ideal1yp Edison should not ~e to back down its 

/ baseload coal plants in order to accept ~eaper purchased power. As 
this problem may be significantly worse;Vith SONGS 2 and ~ 
operational p we have serious concerns;over whether Edison's resource 
mix is economically optimal. We und~stand that our staff is 
addreSSing this issue in Edison's ctrrent reasonableness review 
proceeding (A.84-02-11)p and cons~uentlY we anticip~te revisiting' 
this issue in the near future w·ih the benefit of a core highly 
developed record. 

The hot reheat line piping elbow is an 
altogether different sort of event. The standard already adopted is 
far below the original des~ criteria and implicitly incorporates 
equipment failure. Thuspjthis modifier is rejected. 

We will re~ct Edison's request for the remaining 
modifiers (1) because wJfind that their impact is de minimis and 
(2) because the coal inkentive procedure was established in part to 
eliminate the need for/our review of such minor fluctuations in plant 
operations. ! 

I 
We observe that Edison has encountered SOme difficulty 

I 
in complying with.th~ provision in D.9335~ requiring that it notit,y 

I 

the Commission that/it intends to claim a modifying event within 90 
I 

days of the occurrence of the event. Based on experience with the 
I 

procedure p a six-m~th period seems more reasonable. 
3. Mohave Coal Sl1lrry Spill 

Staf! took exception to Edison's treatment of coal expenses 
in~~rred in a coal slurr,r spill at the Mohave generating station. As 
a result of this spill, approximately S77 pOOO was recorded in the 
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13. APS advised Utah. that it pla:l!l.ed to thoroughly ~ne and 
test Utah's right to :-eopei the cont:-act' and :-equzsted tab's 
position regarding arbitration. 

14. Utah advised APS that it would coopera~ tully with APS' 
investigation, but that it opposed the use of aroit:-ation. 

/ 15. Utah pointed out that arbitration JOuld not resolve other 
pending contract issues, s~ch as matters r&lating to ash disposal, 

/ 
expansion of the Four Co~ers Project onto Utah's leasehold, and 
sulfur specifications. . ~ 

16. APS confirmed the reasonab~ness and necessity of Utahts 
hardship claim. ~ 

17. Following extensive ne~otiations Utah and the partiCipants 
agreed to a reVised contract, e!iective January 1, 1981. 

18. ~"RC regulations require two operable diesel generators at , 
SONGS 1 in order to operate !he nuclear generating unit. 

19. A fire at one of yne diesel generators on July 14, 1981, 
caused the SONGS 1 facility to be out of service from July 17, 1981, , 
to August 16, 1981. / 

I , 

20. The tire vas ,~a.used by a small oil leak in a section ot 
instrument piping att~ched to the diesel engine; the oil i~ited when 
it sprayed onto a b.o~/diesel generator component. 

21. The piping'that failed was co~ected to a pressure gauge 
that was determine~/to have bee!l. installed tor use during the initial 
ste.:t-up testing o'! the diesel. 

22. The pre'ssure gauge asse::bly was installed vi th materials 
appropriate and. 'sui ta.ble for the tempora:-y testing purpose. 

23. The pressure gauge assembly contained a brass fitting that 
was ~ot suitable for permanent use. 

24. It was the Xailure of the brass fitting that caused the 
leak that caused the f1=e. 

25. Economic harm to its ratepayers is a foreseeable 
eonsequence of Edison's negligence on acco~t ot the operation or 
ECAC • 
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26. Ediso~ had the choice to use material suitable for 
perm~e~t installation or for temporar.1·installatio~. 

27. The failure of the brass fitting was foreseeable in view of 
its unsuitability tor perma.:lent use. /' 

28. The fire was a foreseeable result of the failure of the 
brass fitting. ~ 

29· The fire was caused by the failure of ~ brass fitting. 
30. On account of the tire Edison incurr~replacement energy 

costs o!.$13~147~OOO on a CPUC jUrSidictiO~basiS. 
o / 

31. Ey D.93363 we adopted a gross heat rate standard applicable 
to Mohave of 10~250 Btu/kWh. L 

32. By D.82-03-053 we provid7edo or review of the adopted 
et~dard. 

33· By. D.83-01-053 Edison~as pe~alized $4.2 million under the 
coal plant incentive procedure~ased in part on the original Mohave 
standard. 1_ 

34. Subsequent study ~dicates that the Mohave standard should 
be 10~550 Btu/kWh. / 

35. The revised staSdard exceeds the original standard by 300 
I 

Btu/kWh~ which exceeds ~he limit of the associated null zone by 100 
Btu/kWh. II \ 

36. In D.83-Q1-o53 we provided that if the revised st~dard 
I 

shows the original st~dard to be clearly unreasonable~ we would 
/ 
I 

co~ider adjustment ot the penalt,y. 
37. The reviSion in the standard would reduce the penalty by 

about $1 million. 
38. The difference between the two standards is material. 
39· In D·93363 we provided tor adjustments to the coal plant 

incentive procedure results to reflect events that occur that should 
not be taken into account. 

40. Edison proposed a number of events that occurred during 
1982 tor recognition as modifiers • 
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41. Reduced coal production" during minimum load conditions 
benefited the ratep~ers. 

42. Trans~orme~/line loading constraints occur on account of 
econo~ energy purchases. 

4;. The capacity factor standard adopted tor Mohave and Four 
Corners already includes equipment failures ~~ch7as the hot reheat 
line piping elbow failure. . 

44. The impacts of the folloving quali~ve modifiers are de 
minimis: transmission line loading restric~o~~, storm-related 
transmission line tover failure, flood in~upplier's coal storage 
a:ea, coal supplier deliver,r equipment ~oblems, rainfall impact on 
Etu content of coal, and baghouse instillation. 

45. Expenses incurred in a CO~slurr.1 spill at the Mohave 
station vere not incurred tor the ~rpose of generating energy. 
Conclusions o~ Lav ~ 

1. Edison's revised contyact with Utah to supply coal for Four 
Corners Units 4 and 5 is reaso~able. 

/ 
2. Edison has a duty to use due care toward its ratepayers. 
;. Edison breached i~ duty by leaving the brass fitting in 

I place as part of a permanent installation. 
4. Edison's breach~t duty was the proximate cause of 

replacement tuel costs. f . 
5. The replacement energy costs vere incurred on account of 

I 
Edison's negligence. / 

6. The replace~ent energy costs are not recoverable through 
tt~. I. 

7. The original Mohave heat rate standard is clearly 
unreasonable. I 

I 

8. The coal iplant incentive formula ~esults should be adjusted 
to reflect minimum load conditions and transformer/line loading 
constraints, as p~oposed by Edison. 

9· Failure of the hot reheat line piping elbow is the kind of 
issue that the formula was intended to avoid and should be rejected 
as a moditier. 
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OR.DER .... - ---
IT IS ORDERED that: // 

1. Southe:::u California Ed.ison Co::tpany (Edison) shall adjust 
,/ 

its ECAC balanci':lg. accoun:t to re::loV'e the CPUC j w:''isdictional impact 
of the replaceme~t energy costs resulting fro~be SONGS 1 diesel 
generator fire, plus interest. ~ 

2. Edison is authorized to adjust/ts ECAC balancingaccol.Ult 
to reflect the revised ~ohave gross he~t rate standard applied to 

1981 results. / 
3. The revised Mohave gross Ie at rate standard is adopted as 

the basis of the coal plant ince~ive procedure. . 
4. Edison shall adjust the 1982 coal plant incentive procecure 

to inco:porate the ::lodifying ~ents in tbe ~e= specified in the 
foregoing conclusions of la~ 
~ This order be~om~ effective 30 days from today. 

( Dated SE? 1,.9 1984 , at San Francisco. California . 

I . / 

C •. I . oom~z~~O~~! Wil!i~ T. Bag!c7 

\ 
being l:.(:¢cs~.o.r1:"y a~:;t'l::rt, c.i<!. 

('" not. partic'ipat.e. 
t>, / 

l 
( 

! 

! 
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Several other issues ~erged during these hearings. These 
include issues relating to the implementation and interpretation of 
the coal plant incen~ive procedure and guidelines for the 
reasonableness review of pay::lents :lade to alternative energy 
p:oducers. 

III. S'ClICla.ry / 
/" 

In this decision we examine in detail 7e facts and 
ci:eumstances surrounding the renegotiation 0}/the contract with Utah 
International Corp. to supply coal fo: the F.our Corners Coal plant 
and find Edison· s conduct and the renegO~ted contract reasonable. 
Accordingly. Edison is allowed to recov. : costs inc~ed under the 
renegotiated agreement. 

We also exaQine in detail the facts and circumstances 
su.-rounding the diesel generator ire at SONGS 1 and the resulting 
replacement fuel costs. We fin that the resulting replace~nt fuel 
costs of about $lS.l ~11ion ;Ie not recoverable fro~ ratepayers. 
, With regard to the;lcoal plant incentive procedure. Edison 

is allowed to recalculate~e result for 1981 to reflect a revised 
gross heat rate standard. Edison is also allowed to make certain 
adjustments to reflect a opted qualitative modifiers. 

Guidelines fo / purchases froI:l alternate energy producers 
are not adopted. 

IV. Issues 

A. The Coal Con'Crae'C 
1. Baekground. 

Edison owns a 48% interest in Uni'Cs 4 and 5 of the Four 
Corners Generating Station (Four Corners). !he other five 
participants in these 800 MW units are Arizona Public Service CAPS), 
Public Service of New Mexico. the Salt River Project, 'I'useon Gas and 
Electric. and El Paso Electric • 
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the co=on law of negligence to "the degree that such analogy benefits 
their position. ignoring the other features of civil litigation of 
which those bits and pieces are integral parts. Edison suggests that 
perhaps most il:1Portant for the CoCl.ission to r.ecognize is that 
negligence law is founded on the basis that the burden of proof lies 
with the plaintiff. Edison wa:ros that any selective application of a 

,/ 
part of the law of ngeligence to this proceeding a~£icially 

,/ 

increases what is already clearly a high bur

7
den of proof. 

:3. Discussion 
Resolution of this issue is not n~arly so difficult as 

suggested by Edison's contentions. The ~derlying policy question is 
/ 

whether ratepayers or snarehOldersishOUld absorb the financial 
consequences of the diesel fire. In this case. based on analysis 
of all the circumstances. we have etercined that it is inappropriate. 
based on t:raditional ratemaking ~inciples. to allow ECAC recovery 

I 
of the replacement fuel costsltributable to the diesel fire. 

We need not find th Edison was negligent in order to 
reach this result. Indeed i;f is probably unwise to inject the 
concept of ne~ligence. which is so close~y identified a~ a basis for 
t:ort liability, int:o t:he iatemaking process. where standards for 
allowance or disallo ...... anc/ are already adequately defined to resolve 
reasonableness issueS.~In reasonableness reviews utilities bear 
the burden of proving~he reasonableness of their fuel policies and 
so justify recovery If their fuel e,,--penses. As we indicated in 
D.92496 in OIl 50. in cOt:.lmeneing the ECAC procedure: 

"of cours~. the burden or proof is on 'the utility 
applicant to establish the reasonableness of energy 
expenses sought to be recovered through ECAC. We 
expect/a substantial affiroative showing by each 
utility wi-ch percipien-c witnesses in suppor'C of all 
elements of its application. including fuel costs 
and plant reliability." (D.92496~ 4 CPUC 2d 693,701). 
We have further refined this stmdard in subsequent ECAC 

proceedings. In D.S3-04-0S9. a proceeding involving PG&E's fuel 
costs. ~e stated: 
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"***Unless PGOcE meets the burden of proving. 
with clear and convincing evidence, the 
reasonableness of all the expenses it seeks to 
have reflected in rate adjusements, those costs 
will be disallowed (In re Southern CoUnties Gas 
Co., 51 CPUC 533 (19~Y-(D.S3-04-0S9, Mimeo:-p. 2). 
A brief review of the facts established in this record 

leads inexorably to the conclusion that Edison's cond~t, resulting 
in the fire and in the replacement fuel costs, doe~not comport 

/ 
with our rigorous reasonableness standard. ThYinstrtlment that 
failed was intended to be tempora.~. Consequently it was not 
manufactured to the standard of a pe~enJfixture. Specifically. 
it contained a brass fitting that was no~suitable for permanent 

/ 

use. It was the failure of that brass~itting that caused the leak 
that caused the fire that caused the,tutage tha'c caused the 
replacement fuel costs to be incu.~d. 

At the time that Edisonj1~stalled th~s instrument it ~d the 
opportunity to choose the qualitl of the material that it would use. 
~en it chose material Suitable/for tecporary use, it obligated 

I 
itself to remove all such ins~ents within a reasonable time. 
Edison's own conduct indicat~ that it unde;stood itself to be so 
obligated, since it did remdve hundreds of others that were 
installed. Edison's fail~e either to use material suitable for 
permanent installation or to remove the instrument was unreasonable . 
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The evidence also es~ablishes ~ha~ Edison's opera~ing 
personnel would be unable to distinguish this ~emporary instrument 
£:om permanent inst:uments. Thus the testing personnel's failure 
~o remove the ins~rument could no~ be cured by the operating 
personnel's subsequent discovery of the error~d corrective action. 
Under these circucstances the testing perso~el were o~ligated to 
exercise a greater a::lOUllt of oversight thari otherwise. per,haps 

/ 
resorting to such measures as eoun~ing the instruments. 

It would be unconscionable ~om a regulatory perspee~ive 
~o reward such imprudent activity by assing the resultant costs 
through to ratepaye:s. 

I .. 
i , 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 
i 
I . 

I 
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1. Mohave Heat Rate 

!he COal/plant incentive procedure applicable to Edison's 
Mohave and Four Corners generating stations vas adopted by the 

I 

Commission in D.93363, issued July 22, 1981, in Edison's ECAC A.59499. 
As a part o~ the coal plant incentive procedure, D.93363 

adopted a gros8 ~heat ra.te standard applicable to Mohave o"f 10,250 
~tu/kilovatt-hour (kWh) ("Original Gross Heat Rate Standard") with a 
lull Zone of + 200 :Btu/kWh and a maximum limit 'o"f + 1,000 - -
~tu/kWh. !his original gross heat rate standard vas & part o~ the 
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1:5- US advised Utah that it planned to thoroughl,. exam1:1e and 
test Utah's right to reopen the contract and requested Utah's 
position regarding arbitration. 

14. UtiLh advised APS tha.t it vould cooperate fully nth APS' 
// 

investigation, but that it opposed the use of a~1tration. 
15. Utah pointed out that arbitration vould not resolve other 

pendi~ contract issues, such as matters r~ting to aeh disposal, 
/ 

expan8ion of the Four Corners Project onto Utah's leasehold, and 
sultur 8pec1~1cat1ona. ~ 

16. APS confirmed the re&8o~ab~ness ~d necessity of Utah's 
hardship claim. ~ 

17. lollOY1~g extensive negotiation8 Utah and the participants 
I 

agreed to & revised contract, effective Januar.r 1. 1981. 
I. 18. IRe regulations requ1re two operable d1esel ge~erators at 

I 

SONGS 1 in order to operate;the nuclear generating unit. 
19. A fire at one Of/the diesel .eneratora on JUly 14. 1981. 

caused the SONGS 1 ~ac11~ to be out 0% service t'rom July 17. 1981 • 

to August 16. 1981. / 

20. ~he ~ire vas;caused b,. a small oil leak in a section of 
instrume~t p1p1:g .tt~ehed to the diesel engine; the oil ignited vhen 
it sprayed onto & hot! diesel generator component. 

21 • !be p!.pinJ that %a1led VU cOll!1ected to a pressure gauge 
'that Y8.8 determinedl to have bee:). inetalled tor use during 'the 1ni t1al 

I 

start-up testing of the diesel. 
/ 

22. ~he preesure gauge assembly YU installed nth materials 
J 

appropriate and suitable ~or the temporar,r testing purpose. 
I 

23. ~he pressure gauge aaaembly contained & brass fitting that 
vas not suitable'~or permanent use. 

24. It vas tbe failure of the brass fitting that caused the 
leak that caused the fire. 
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25. On accoun~ of ~he fire Edison incurred replacement energy 

costs of $13 # 147 .000 on a CPUC j'trrisdic~ional basis. 
26. By D.93363 we adopted a gross heat rate standard applicable 

to Mohave of 10,250 BtufkWh. ~ 
27. By D.S2-03-053 we provided for revi~f tne adopted 

standard. ./ 
28. By D.83-01-053 Edison was pena1~zed $4.2 milliou under the 

coal plant incentive procedure, based i£ pa::t on the original Mohave 

standard. ;I 
29. Subsequent study indicate£ that the Mohave standard should 

be 10,550 Btu/k'Wb.. / 
30. '!he revised st~dard.fxceeds the original standard by 300 

Btu/k'Wb.. which exceeds the limit of the associated null zone by 100 

Btu/kWh. J' 
31. In D.83-0l-053 wefp::ovided that if the revised standard 

shows the original standaid to be clearly u:n:easonable. we would 

consider the adjustQrcu/f ~he penalty. 
32. The revision "n the standard would reduce the penalty by 

about $1 million. 
33. The difference bet.ween the 'CWo standards is material. 

I 
34. In D.93363 w:e provided for adjustments to the coal plant 

incentive procedurJ'Tesul~s to reflect events triat occur that should 

not be taken 1:11:0 /accoUtlt. 
35. Edison~roposed a nucber of events that occur:ed during 

I 

1982 for recogni,tion as modifiers. 
36. 'Reduced coal production during tlinit:n:m load conditions 

benefited the ratepayers. 
37. ~ransmission line loading restrictions were consistent with 

safe operation of Edison's system and maximization of overall . 

production. 
38. The storm-related transmission line failure resulted in 

uni t trips at both Mohave units. 
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39. Transformer/line loading cons~raints occur on account of 
economy energy purchases. " 

40. Failure of the hot rebeat line piping/~lbow was the resul't 
of generic pipe fabrication problems. ~ 

41. A flood in the coal supplier's ea.&l storage area resulted 
in lost generation a't Four Corners.. / . 

42. Heavy rainfall a't Four Corne~ adversely impacted the B'tu 
con'tent of the coal supply. ~ 

43. Start-up ~esting 0: n:zeb ghouses resulted in reduced 
generation at Four Corners. 

44. Expenses ineun:ed in coal slurry spill a1: 1:he Mohave 
st8'tion were n01: incurred for ~he purpose of genera1:ing energy. 
Conclusions of Law ;I 

1. Edison's revised contrae1: with U'tah to supply coal for Four 
Corners Uni~s 4 and 5 is relsonable. 

2. The replacement ~nergy costs associated with the SONGS 1 
diesel generator fire wer' incurred on account of Edison's 
~reasonableness and are/not recoverable through ECAC. 

3. The originall0have heat rate standard is clearly 
unreasonable. . 

4. The coal plant incen'tive fo:aula results should be adjusted 
I 

to reflec1: ~nimum load conditions and 1:ransformer/line loading 
constraints. as p.ropojsed by Edison. 

. 5. Failure of 11:he hot reheat line piping elbow is the kind of 
I 

issue that the formula was in1:ended to aV'oid and should be rej eeted 
I 

as a modifier. / 
I 

6. The formula should not be adjusted for modifiers fO'Ulld to· 
be de mnimis. I .. 

7. The coal slurry spill expenses are not recoverable through 
ECAC. 
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10. The ~or=ula should not be adjusted for modifiers found to 
be de minimis. ,,/ 

,-
11. The coal slurr,y spill expenses are not recover~ble throu~~ 

ECAC. 

o R D E R -------
IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. Southern Cali~ornia Edison Compan (Edison) shall adjust , 
its ECAC balanCing account to remove the OPUC jurisdictional impact 
o! the replacement energy costs resulti i from the SONGS 1 diesel 
generator tire, plus interest. ;6 

2. Edison is authorized to ad 'O.St its ECAC balancing account 
to re~ect the revised Mohave gros heat rate standard applied to 
1981 results. ;I 

,. The revised Mohave gr96s heat rate standard is adopted as 
the basis of the coal plant indentive procedure. 

4. Edison shall adjust/the 1982 coal plant incentive procedure 
to incorporate the mOdifYing/events in the manner specified in the 
foregOing conclUSions of la~. 

This order beco~s effective 30 days from today. 
Da.ted .', I , at San Francisco, Ca11f'ornia. 

/ 
/ 
/ 
I 
" 

, 
; 
'-
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simla:- co~lexi ties ce.."'l be used in dr8W'1ng conclusions as to the 
relative position o! Fou:- Corne:s :line :p:"ices. Edison a:"81es that 

Le511 Division mixes sicple mines with the I:'Ore cocplex Four Corne:-s' 
operation. ECison a:g.:.es t:-.at the CO:Te¢t in-:e::pretation 6h~s that 

a.t a eo:pa...'""8.ble eocplexi ty level,. Four Co:ne'!'S :prices were 
/' 

unche:~..eriS-:i~ lew prior to the renego":iation. Accordi-ng to· 

Edison, in 1932 FOIl!' Corners 8.C't'ua.1 p:-ices were still be14 'this 
/ 

:e:ket r~. Even in 198). 8-~..er the i'\Jll l::pa.c-: o~he ti ve-etep 

increase is reneC"'..ed in the coal price, Four Co:-ne~ still has the 
/ 

lOr/est coal price ~en co::pa:ed with :ines of s.i::ilar eoc:plexi ties. 
/ 

Thus, Edison contends 'that the correct conclusion to be 

drmr.l i"roc Edison's m9.!'ket p:"ice Wa:tysiS/s 'ths.'t nei-:her a:bitra:tion 

nor li':igs.tion could r~naoJy ha.ve 'been expected to result in a"'.Y 
/ 

lower price tht1.n Uta.1., in teet. received for j 982. 
3. DiSCUSSion / . 

In this case, we -'ill ~t the reeoCl:lenda'tion of the 
Revenue ReqIli:"e:::Je!l":s Division 8..1' PJ.el and Operations :Branch. ~ the 
extent that they fi."ld that Edis'on's coal prices a:-e reasonable. 

I 
However, we w.ill also adopt legU.Division'9 reco:cendation 8."'ld 

retrain fro: finding Ulat tile renegotia.~ coal contr8.C't is 
reaso~le. N~rous profsio~ in the contract lead us to believe 
'that ra:tepayers may be se:-iCtJ.Sly disadvan-:aged 'by the new contract. 

W'hile it is adg.:.a:ole that U~ "11133 entitled to some :price 

::-elie!, ECison has r::adJ consideraole concessions which cOJld reS'Ul t 

i:l su"os-:a."l-:ial p::-1ce ~creases. U-:ah is nO'W en'ti -eled to esca.l.a.tion 
'based upon tlon-:bJ.y iddenng ra't..""ler 'th3.."'l historical~ SZl1lU8l inflation 

indices. Utah will/~~ be ~ re-<...:bJ..""Sed :tor regJla.tory 3."'ld 

/ 
1, 
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:-a:ra:J.~ cOS'ts. U~'$:-ate of re':U..""n is sureta.t1.tially protected by 

th~ n~ fi ve-yea:- reopene:- clause ¥Thich is triwred by p:-evai1ing 

~Aet :'3.":es of re"eU.."":lS for slJ:Li.lar I:ine invest:ents. And. Edison has 

n~ ag:-eee ~ a ::ini:::utl obliga:tions cJ.a:lse under which POll:" Corners 

Units 4 8."ld. 5 r:nlSt use 6.; million 'tOns of coal per yea: or pay' 76 

percent o! the contrac't price; cocpa:ed to the aver~ 'take/i~vel of 

6 
./ 

.7 :illion 'tOns per yea:. there is little rargin for redtlcing Peu: 

Co:-ners ou'tp.lt wi'tho..::: t:-l.0:-i."lg this 'take-o:--pay ~. 
Edison has 2:gled that -:he price paid u."'l~ the negotia:ted 

contract is presen'tly favo:-able as co:rpa:-ed 'to p.r'~l1ng coal 

pti~s. We a.g::-ee to:- the oo:::'lent. We also ag::-f that l:l3.o.'"'ket price is 

a fair test o! the fuel priCes ;paid by Edison. We will in the fu'tU:'e 

~-e 'the reasonable cost o-! coal1"l!"~d. under the :-enegoiated. 
contra.e': by cocparing the p:-ice paid ~.{ns't :ra:ke't price; we expec-: 

that p:-ice to :-e::ein most !avora."ole 'tclthe :'S.tepaye:- in ll~t of 'the 

!~ that Ediso!'l bas dealt SW'ay ¥Tb.aYwas once a.."l ex:receJ,y favorable 

CO:l'trac-:. ?i:lally. 'tak~r-~ oblig3.tions in natu.."'"3l g;J.S supply 

con't~..s have co::e \:.."lder intenselsc:'U.ti..7 a.."ld disi"avor.. That bias 
I 

should be et'fectuated in -:he case of coal supply contracts. too, 

espeeiaJJy where. as he:-e. a dptive selle:- is involved. The:-ei'ore. 
. I 

if Edison lnOl."'"S liabilities /0:- coal DOt takeno, it shall record 

those lia.'bili'ties in a noni...,-..eres-...-bearing aceo.:....,,-;. !! a."ld ¥Then. 

Ee.ison. exe:'Cises i'tS r::E.ik.e:u.J :-i~t$. 'the 'to'UlJ. :price paid ('the minil:lu:l 

take penal'ty :Plus the c~ Ul'lc.er -:he cakeup provision.) shall be 

:-ecove:-a:ble ~ the ex::en..f dete:"!""'!. "'led :-easonable' tb:ou6l our ]CAe 
:"easonableness reviev; pr'ocess. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! , , 

I 
I , 
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of t."lat p::-oeedure was to ::-eward or penalize based on pe::-fo=manee, not 
basee upon the number or form of reco~ds kept or presented. 

k. Discussion . 
The coal plant incentive procec:ure is in.tended to. 

/' 
p::-ovide Edison with ~~ incentive to optL~ize production from its coal 

/ 
plants, while p::-otecting the ratepayers' inte::-est in lower rates. 
The qualitative mOdifie::-s concept proviees ~~oe for ei~~er 
adjusting the results of the p::-oeedu::-e fo;mula to ::-eflect certain 
kinds of events t."lat occurred during the/year, or for suspending the 

procedure for the duration 0: therv ~ As we statee in D.93363, 
such modifying events are generally yond t.~e ability of management 
to control or foresee. 

~he im?l~entation Of the procedure is still in its 
early stages. Edison has p::-o~ed a n~~::- of different types of 
events for inclusion. Our d~ision should provide guidance for t.~e 
parties in su~sequent proeeeaings. 

We start wi t.Yt.i.e premise that the pu::-pose of the 
procedure is to oPt~ze;P::-oduction, not to ~xL~ize p::-oduction •. 
Thus, when system load eonditions indicate that reduced production 
benefits the ratepaYe::'~Edison should not be conf::-onted wit.i. a 
situation whe::-e the r~epayer and snareholde::- interests conflict. 
Thus, ~inL~~~ load c~;ditions and transformer/line'loading 

. 1'& I -~.~' . th constra~nts qua ~_y ,as m~~.y~ng events. S~nee e ratepayers 
benefit when such conditions occur, Edison should be rewarded by 
s!laring in t.i.e benJ:it. Although the overall impact of these 

I 

modifie::-s on EdisoO's reward is de ~nL~is, we want to eliminate any 
f 

perVerse incentiv~s resulting from our adoption of ~~e coal plant 
incentive proced~e. Thus, the formula should be aejusted to reflect 
those events, .. sjpro?OseC. l>y EC!.ison. 

I 
I 
'-
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Staff contends that Edison has failec to prove that oil 
anc gas 9'eneration was redueed to the minimu."U before coal proC_u-ction 
was reduced. 'We are satisfied with Edison's showing. In...-f~' this 
showing points to a more basic propl~ with Edison's ~~ting 
resource mix. Ideally, Edison should not have to b~K down its 

baseload coal plants in order to accept chea~pe~ChaSed power. As 
this probl~ may be significantly worse with S ~GS 2 and 3 
operational, we have serious concerns over wether Edison's resource 
mix is economically optimal. ~~t our staff is 
addressing ~~is issue in Edison's curren 
proceeding 'A.8~-02-ll), and consequen 
this issue in the near future wi t..."l t 
developed record. 

reasonableness review 
y we anticipate revisiting 

a !:tore highly 

The r~aining events ited by Edison are altogether 
different. The adopted target c pacity factors of 61% for Mohave and 
S9~ for Four Corners are far ~ow the ori9'inal desi9'n criteria and 
L"'tlplicitly incorporate non-extraordinary adverse events such as 

I 
~~ose experienced in 1992. 1hus, these ~odifiers are rejected. We 
note furt."'l.er that all these events, ~eept t.."le failure of the hot 
reheat line piping elbows, are truly de ~inimis; combined they would 
reduce Edison's reward by about $250,000. It was never our intent 

to burden the coal Plan~t incentive progr~"U with evaluation of 
minutae of ~"'l.is sort. 

We observ ~t Edison has encountered some difficulty 
in complying with the~rovision in D.93363 requiring that it notify 
the Commission that 7t intends to claim a modifying event wit.~in 90 
days of the occurrence of t..'le event. Based on experience with the 

procedure, a SiX-mO?th period seems more reasonable. 
3. Moh~ve Coal Slurrv Seill • • 

Staff/tOOk exception to Edison'S treatment of coal expe~ses 
incurred in a coal slurry spill at the Mohave 9'ene=atin9' station. As 
a =esult of this spill, approximately $77,000 was recorded in the 
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25. On accoun~ of the fire Edison incurred replacement ~nergy 
cos,:s of .$13.147.000 on a CPUC jurisdictional basis. /.// 

26. By D.93363 we adopted a gross heat rate standard applicable 
to Mohave of 10.250 B~ufkWh. ~ 

27. By D.S2-03-053 we provided for revi~w of the adopted 
s-candard. 

28. By D.83-0I-05S Edison was penalized .2 ~llion under the 
coal plan~ ince:l~ive procedure. based in pa:lt on the original Mohave 

standard. ~ 
29. Subsequent study indicates that ~he Mohave standard should 

be 10.550 B,:u/kWh. / 
30. The revised standard exceedS the original standard by 300 

B~u/kWh. which exceeds the limit of the associa~ed null ZO:le by 100 
B~u/kWh. 

31. In D.83-01-053 we pro ded tha~ if the revised standard 
shows the original standard to- je clearly tmreasonable. we would 
consider the adjuseQent of thelpenalty. 

32. The re~~sion in th~ standard would reduce the penalty by 

about $1 I:li11ion. / 
33. !he difference bet.ween the two standards is material. 
34. In D. 93363 ~e p'/ovided for adjust:ments to the coal plan': , 

incentive procedure.Tesults to reflect events that occur that should I . 
not be taken into accowt. 

35. Edison propo~ed a n'Ulllbe:r of events that occ'llX'X'ed during 

1982 for recognition is modifiers. 
36. Reduced C~l production during ~ni~ load conditions 

benefi~ed the ra:eppy.ers. 
37. Irans~ssio:l line loading restrictions were consistent ~th 

safe operation of Edison 9 s system and ~mization of overall 
production. 
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38. The capacity factor standard adopted for Mohave and Pour 
Corners already includes non-extraordinary adverse events such as 
the hot re~eat line pipinS elbow failure, transmission/line loading 

/ 
restrictions, sto~-related transmission line towe~ailure, flood 
in supplier's coal storage area, coal supplier d~{ivery equipment 
problems, rainfall impact on Btu content of coai, and baghouse 
installation. ~ 

39. Expenses incurred in a coal s~ry spill at. the Mohave 
station were not incurred for the pu.~ of generating energy. 

Conclusions of Law / _ 
1. Ed.i~:9 revised c:onr:la~'tlta!r=t;o-s'UPPly coal for FOUr 

- / ~-<-' 
Co::::o.exs-.tl'!'o!' ts 4-and 5 is reas-on..ab.J.e..-. ' ~--- r:"''' ';te, .. 

2. The replace~~~ energy~osts associated ~th the SO~GS 1 
"I 

diesel generator fire were incurred on account of Edison's 
/ 

~reasonableness and are not;recoverable through ECAC. 
3. !he original Mohave heat rate standard is clearly 

I 
unreasonable. / 

4. !be coal plant incentive forcula results should be adjusted 
to reflect ~ni~ load~onditions and transformer/line loading 

" constraints. as propose'd by Edison. 
I 

S. The remainder of the events cited by Edison are the kinds 
r 

of issues that the fo=mula was intended to avoid and should be 
I 

rejected as modifiers. 
6. The coal' slurry spill expenses are :lot recoverable t.."lrouqh 

ECAC. 

\ 
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